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Thinking About Due Process 
Major Richard D.Rosen 


Instructor, Administrative & Civ Divis Advocate General’s School 


Introduction 

As judge advocates, we spend a substantial part of our 
practice dealing with administrative process. I We review 
administrative actions-ranging from reports of survey to 
personnel separations-to ensure compliance with statutory 
and regulatory mandates. But, although administrative due 
process is part of our daily business, we devote little time to 
thinking about the constitutional underpinnings of our ad
ministrative procedures or to devising ways to limit the 
process the Army is obliged to furnish, or at least to reduce 
the likelihood of judicial review of that process. 

Since 1972, the Supreme Court has applied a positivist 
approach to procedural due process. The property and (to 
a lesser extent) liberty interests protected by the due proc
ess clause’ are created by the pclsitive law of the state. 
Property interests (and some liberty interests) do not spring 
from the Constitution or some “natural” law; instead, they 
are established and defined by nonconstitutional sources, 
such as statutes, regulations, and contracts. Government, 
which the due process clause is supposed to restrain, de
cides in the first instance whether the restraints will apply. 

Under this positivist view of due process, our agen
cy-the Army-has a great deal of discretion and flexibility 
in determining when and (to some extent) how much proc
ess should be afforded. As military attorneys, we can use 
this positivist approach to due process to minimize judicial 
imposition of procedural requirements on the Army and to 
insulate the Army’s activities from court review. 

While an article of this length cannot give exhaustive 
treatment to a subject as broad and complex as due process, 
Ihope that it encouragesjudge advocates to think about the 
means by which they can narrow-when desirable-the 
Amy’s  constitutional obligation to furnish due process. 

The Desirability of Limiting Process and Judicial Review 
In formulating a judge advocate’s response to the positiv

ist view of due process, I have made two assumptions: it is 
often in the Army’s interest to limit the process it is obligat
ed to provide; and it is always in the Army’s interest to 
avoid judicial review of its activities. 

First, the Army may often 6nd it beneficial to limit the 
process it is obliged to provide. Process is expensive and 
time-consuming. It generally does not assist 811 agency to 
accomplish its mission, and to the extent it diverts agency 
resources, it inherently impedes the agency’s performance 
of its business. 

The need to put limits on process is especially acute in 
the military. Civilian agencies have only limited influence 
on the lives of citizens, including their own employees. Es
pecially with respect to its members, the military is much 
more intrusive. A fundamentally different relationship ex
ists between government and members of the armed forces 
than between government and civilians. “Mnliae the civil
ian situation, the Government is often employer, landlord, 
provisioner, and lawgiver rolled into the.” The opportuni
ties for process are virtually limitless; they range from 
decisions concerning promotions and’assignments to deter
minations regarding installation privileges. 

Moreover, the mission of the militmy is unique. ‘‘mt is 
the primary business of armies and’navies to fight or be 
ready to fight wars should the occasion arise.”8 Over
proceduralizing military determinations necessarily gives 

2 soldiers less time to accomplish this mission. 

Ido not mean to suggest, however, that all process is 
bad; it is  not. Process can serve institutional goals of an 
agency, such as improving the public’s perception of the 
agency. It can also preserve the dignitary interests of those 

’ In  this article, I am concerned with procedural, as opposed to substantive, due proccss. Proceduraldue process imposes “constitutionallimits on judicial, 
executive, and administrativeenforcement of legislative or other governmentaldictates.”L. Tribe, American ConstitutionalLaw 664 (2d ed. 1988) (emphasis 
in original). “Procedural due process gtmantees only that there is a fair decision-making process before the government takes some action directly impairing 
a person’s life, liberty or property.” It does not require that the rule being enforced be either “fair or just.” 2 R. Rotunda, I. Now& & I. Young, Treatise on 
ConstitutionalLaw 12 (1986); see also Daniels v. Williams,474 U.S. 327, 337-39 (1986) (Stevens, I., concurring). 

Substantive due process, on the other hand, is concerned with the “constitutionalityof the underlying rule b i g  cnforccd] rather than with the fairness of 
the process by which the government applies the rule to an individual.”2 R. Rotunda,J. Now& & I. Young, supra, at 13; see dfso Daniels v. Williams, 474 
U.S. 327, 331 (1986); L. Tribe, supra, at 664 n.4; P e w .  Substantive Due Process Revisited: Reflections On (and Beyond) Recent Cases, 71 Nw.U.L. Rev. 417, 
419 (1976). 
’“The positivist view presupposes the existence of an independent legal rule as a prerequisite to any due process protection. To be procedurally protected an 
interest must be grounded in substantive legal relationships defined by explicit constitutional provisions or by specific state or federal rules of law.” L. Tribe, 
supra note 1, at 677; see also Morgan, The ConstitutionalRight to Know Why. 17 Haw. C.R.4 .L .  L. Rev. 297,318 11.81 (1982) (“ ‘Positivism’. . .refers to 
a legal theory which recognizes interests as protected only if they are ‘created‘ by federal or state law.”); Redish & Marshall. Adjudicatory Independence and 
the Values of Procedural Due Process, 95 Yale L.J. 455, 457-58 (1986). 
3The due process clause of the ffth amendment states: “No person shallbe . . .deprived of life, liberty or property without due process of law.”The four
teenth amendment also contains a due process clause, but it only applies to the states. See District of Columbia v. Carter,409U.S. 418.424 (1973). 
4Board of Regents v. Roth, 408 U.S. 564, 577 (1972). 
’See Comment, From Goss to Bishop: The Demise ofthe Entitlement Doctrine, 5 Pepperdine L. Rev. 523, 533 (1978). 
6See Friendly, “Some Kind of Hearing”, 123 U. Pa  L. Rev. 1267, 1276 (1975); Simon, Liberty and Property in the Supreme Cotcrr: A Defense of Roth and 
Perry, 71 Calif.L. Rev. 146, 157-71 (1983). 
’Parker v. Levy,417 US.  733, 751 (1974). 
*United States el rel. Toth v. Quarles, 350 U.S. 11, 17 (1955). 
9Morgan, supra note 2, at 307-10. Importantly, an agency can gratuitously aliord individuals process without necessarily providing them a protected due 
process interest. See infra notes 51, 58, 71, and accompanying text. 
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adversely affected by agency actions. Io Even in the absence 
of protected interests, the Army recognizes a need for proc
ess in a wide-range of determinations. l 1  Less process, 
however, is sometimes better. At the very least, given the 
disadvantages of over-proceduralizing administrative deci
sion-making, an agency attorney has the duty to advise his 
or her client about when and how it can eliminate the need 
for process. 

Second, it is always in the Army’s interest to avoid judi
cial review of its activities. I2 Like administrative process, 
litigation is expensive, time-consuming, and contributes 
nothing to an agency’s accomplishment of its mission. 
Moreover, unlike agency-provided process, litigation does 
not serve institutional or dignitary goals. And judicial re
view can potentially lead to court interference with the 
agency itself, resulting in judicially-caused delay or obstruc
tion of agency actions. 

Limiting the opportunities for judicial review of adminis
trative actions applies with special force in the military. The 
Constitution entrusts the political branches of the govern
ment, not the courts, with superintendenceand control over 
the military. l3 Moreover, courts generally lack the compe
tence and expertise necessary to evaluate military 
decisions.I4 The courts are reluctant to intervene in mili
tary affairs because they “are ill-equipped to determine the 
impact upon discipline that any particular intrusion upon 
military authority might have.” 

Under the Administrative Procedure Act, Congress has 
insulated military decisions from judicial review both ex
plicitly16 and by broad, plenary grant of statutory 
discretion’to military decisionmakers.l7 The courts them
selves have recognized the sensitivity of military decisions 

and have created their own deferential standards to deter
mine whether such decisions should be reviewed.]* 

Consequently, agency attorneys, especially military coun
sel, serve their clients well if they are able to limit the 
occasions for judicial review of their agency’s activities. 
And limiting administrative process and reducing the o p  
portunities for judicial review are interrelated. If an agency 
can constitutionally circumscribe the process it affords by 
not creating protected interests, the agency removes from 
judicial scrutiny the adequacy of its procedures. 

Development of the Positivist Approach 

The Creation of Protected Interests 

For the first half of the 20th century, the “right-privi
lege” distinction governed due process protection for 
government largesse or entitlements. Under this distinction, 
the courts viewed government entitlements, like public em
ployment, as unprotected privileges rather than 
constitutionally-protected rights, and they permitted the 
state to terminate an individual’s receipt of the entitlements 
for any reason or no reason. Of course, no right of proce
dural due process accompanied the loss. l9 

The “right-privilege” distinction eroded over the years; 
the Supreme Court last applied it in 1951.20With the de
mise of the distinction, and until 1972, the courts generally 
considered the initial applicability of the due process clause 
and the extent of process due as one issue: the form of the 
right to due process depended upon the weight of the inter
est involved.21“The phrase ‘life, liberty or property’ was 
read as a unit,”** and what process was due was contingent 
upon how seriously the state had harmed the individual.= 

“Mashaw, Adminkrmtive Due Procesx The Questfor a Dignitary Theory, 61 B.U.L. Rev. 885 (1981); hcoffs, Due Process. Fratemify, and a Kanthn In
junction. in Due Process: Nomos XVIII 172 (J. Pennock & J. Chapman eds. 1977); Saphire, SpeciJying Due Process Values: Toward a More Responsive 
Approach to Procedural Protection, 127 U.Pa. L. Rev. 111 (1978). 

For example, the Army requires rudimentary due process before commandecs can place adverse information+uch tts letteft of reprimand-h pcmnnel 
fles. Dep’t of Army, Reg. No. 6-37, Penonnel-General-Unfavorable Information, ch. 3 (19 Dec. 1986). Because the infomation contained in person
nel files is confidential and unlikely to be disseminated outside the Army, no process is constitutionallydue. See Sisv. Fox, 505 F.2d 857 (5th Cir. 1974) 
(en banc), cerr. denied, 421 U.S. 101 1 (1975). 
”See Simon, supra note 6, at 157-71. See genemlly Rabin, Job Security & Due Process. Monitoring Administrative Dismtwn Through a Reasons Require
ment, 44 U. Chi. L. Rev. 60,84-85 (1976). 
l 3  U.S. Const. art. I,0 8. cls. 13-15; art. 11, 0 2. cl. 1; see dso Goldman v. Weinberger, 475 U.S.503 (1986); Chappel1 v. Wallace, 462 U.S. 296, K)1 (1983); 
Rostker v. Goldberg, 453 US.  57, 6 4 4 5  (1981); Schlesinger v. Ballard, 419 US. 498, 510 (1975); Gilligan v. Morgan, 413 U.S. 1, bs (1973); Orloff v. 
Willoughby. 345 U.S. 83, 93 (1953). 
I4Gilligan V. Morgan, 413 U.S. 1, 10 (1973). 
“Warren, The Bill of Rights and the Military, 37 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 181, 187 (1962). 
“5  U.S.C. 5 701(b)(l) (1982) (courts-martial and military authority exercised in the field in time of war or in occupied territory is not subject to judicial 

review under the APA). 
”See, e.g., 10 U.S.C. 0 3012(g) (1982) (giving Secretary of the Army authority to make regulations governing the Army). See generally Citizens to Preserve 

Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe, 401 US. 402.410 (1972); Ornato v. Hoffman, 546 F.2d IO, 14 (2d Cir. 1976). 
“See, e.g., Minds v. Seaman, 453 F.2d 197 (5th Cir. 1970). 
lgSee e.g., McAulSe v. Mayor of New Bedford, 155 Mass. 216,220, 29 N.E. 517,517-18 (1892) (Holmes, I.). See generally 2 I. Nowak, R.Rotunda & J. 

Young, supm note 1, at 202; Van Alstyne, Cracks in “The New Properw”: Adjudicative Due Process in the Administrative State, 62 Cornell L. Rev. 445, 
445-52 (1977) [hereinafter Van Alstyne, Cracks in “The New Properfy’l; Van Alstyne, The Demise of the Right-Privilege Distinction in ConstitutionalLaw. 
81 Ham.L. Rev. 1439 (1968); Developments in the Law-Public Employmenr, 97 Harv.L. Rev. 161 I, 1756 (1984). 
“Bailey v. Richardson, 182 F.2d 46 (D.C. Cir. 1950). afd by equally-divided court, 341 US. 918 (1951); see a h  2 J. Nowak, R.Rotunda & J. Young. 
supm note 1, at 202-04. 

See L. Tnk,supm note 1, at 678-79; Tushnet, The Newer Proper@ Suggestionfor the Reviwf ojSubstanrive Due Process, 1975 Sup. Ct. Rcv. 261,26142;
Note, Specifying the Process Required by Due Process: Toward Limits on the Use ofherest Balancing. 88 Harv.L. Rev. 1510, 1511-12 (1975) [hereinaffer 
Note, Specifying the Procedures Required by Due Process]. 

J. Ely, Democracy and Distrust 19 (1980). 
23 Id.; see also Monaghan, Of “Liberty” and “Property”, 62 Cornell L. Rev. 405,409 (1977); Saphin, supra note IO, at 126. 

/4. 

-


-
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Simply put, “notice and a hearing had to be accorded prior 
to any grievous government deprivation.” 24 

In 1972, with its decisions in Board of Regents v. Roth u 
and Perry v. Sindemann, 26 the Supreme Court $hift 
cus in due process cases. No longer would individuals be 
entitled to notice and a hearing simply because the govern
ment injured them in some way; instead, they would have 
to show that the government deprived them of some legal
ly-cognizable interest in their “life, liberty, or property.” 27 

The Court thus added a definitional prerequisite to due 
process, formulating a two-step analysis for deciding due 
process cases: courts must find a protected interest in life, 
liberty, or property that has been implicated by state action; 
and, only if they iind such an interest, courts must then as
sess the adequacy of the process used to withhold or 
terminate the interest.29 

The definitional predicate in due process cases entails a 
positivist view of property, and to a lesser extent, liberty. 
Property (and some liberty) interests originate in state law 
or contract; they are not “freestanding” human rights. 3o 

To have a property interest in a benefit, a person must 
clearly have more than an abstract need or desire for 
it. He must have more than a unilateral expectation of 
it. He must, instead, have a legitimate claim of entitle
ment to it. . . . 
Property interests, of course, are not created by the 
Constitution. Rather, they are created and their 
dimensions defined by existing rules or understandings 
that stem from an independent source such as state 
law-rules of understandings that secure benefits and 

p, that support claims of entitlement to those benefits. 31 

While many commentators have been highly critical of the 
Court’s positivist view of due process,32 the Court has 
shown little inclination to alter the course it has set in due 
process analysis. 33 

Determining What Process Is Due 

If the state, through its positive law, creates a protected 
t in property or liberty, it not only incurs a constitu
duty to provide process before infringing on the 

interest, but it also opens the adequacy of its process to ju
dicial review. Once the substantive law of the state 
establishes a protected interest, the federal courts determine 
what process is sufficient to terminate the interest. As will 
be discussed below, the state neither acquires an obligation 
to provide process nor invites suchjudicial intervention into 
its administrative procedures if it simply Sords gratuitous’ process for an unprotected interest. 

A major issue spawned by the Supreme Court’s positivist 
approach to due process was whether the judiciary was 
obliged to accept legislatively-prescribed procedures that 
accompanied the grant of property or liberty interests. In 
other words, if a state, by statute or regulation, affords indi
viduals a property interest in a benefit and, at the same 
time, provides a procedure through which the benefit may 
be forfeited, is the procedure provided constitutionally ade
quate as a matter of law? The potential ramifications of 
such an approach are readily apparent; legislatures and ex
ecutive agencies could, by including procedural provisions 
with substantive grants of benefits, make due process, at 
least with respect to government entitlements, virtually im
mune from judicial review.34For a while, it appeared that 
the Supreme Court might adopt such an approach; howev
er, it never obtained a majority and was ultimately 
repudiated by most of the Justices. 

Justice Rehnquist’s plurality decision in Arnett v,  
Kennedy35gave birth to the concept. Kennedy was a non
probationary federal civil service employee who was fired 
for publicly accusing his supervisor of taking a bribe. Under 
the applicable civil service statute, Kennedy’s pretermina
tion rights were confined to an informal hearing before the 

”L. Tribe, supra note 1, at 679; see, e.& Joint Anti-Facist Comm. v. McGrath, 341 U.S. 123, 161-62 (1951) (Frankfurter, J., concurring). 

”408 U.S.564 (1972). 
26 408 U.S.593 (1972). 

”J. Ely, supm note 22, at 19; G. Gunther, Constitutional Law 568 (11th ed. 1985); Monaghan, supra note 23, at 409;Van Alstyne, Crocks in “The New 
Property”, supm note 19, at 451-52. Some commentators have suggested that the threshold requirement of establishing a liberty or a property interest before 
courtswill require due process protection harkens a return to the old “right-privilege” distinction. See, e.g.. 2 J. Nowak, R. Rotunda & J. Young, supm note 
1, at 204-05; Herman,The New Liberty: The Procedural Rights of Prisoners and Orhers Under the Burger Court, 59 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 482, 488 11.16(1984);
Smolla, The Reemergence ofthe Right-Privilege Distinction in ConstitutionalLaw: The hice  of Prozesting TooMuch, 35 Stan. L. Rev. 69 (1982); Comment, 
Entitlement, Enjoyment. and Due Process of Law, 1974 Duke L.J. 89,98-99. This view is not without its critics. See Terrell. “Property.” “Due Process,”and 
the Distinction Between Definition and Theory in Legal Analysis 70 Geo. L.J. 861, 8815-98 (1982). 

A person’s life is rarely, if ever, threatened by administrative actions. Monaghan, supm note 23, at 410-1 1 n.37. 
29Tushnet, supra note 21, at 262; Note, Specifiing the Procedures Required by Due Process, supra note 21, at 1510. The Supreme Court may have added a 
third step to the due process analysis: the need to determine whether governmental infringement of a protected interest amounts to a deprivation of m t i t u 
tional dimensions. See Davidson v. Cannon, 474 US.344 (1986); Daniels v. Williams, 474 US.327 (1986) (negligent deprivations of protected interests do 
not trigger right to due process). 
3oVan Alstyne, Cracks in ‘The New Property’: supra note 19. at 454. 
”Board of Regents v. Roth, 408 U.S.564, 577 (1972). 
32COmmentatorshave proposed a number of alternatives to the positivist approach, which would all somehow “constitutionalize”the interests protected by 
the due process clause. See, eg., J. Ely, supra note 22, at 19; L. Tribe, supra note 1 ,  at 66670; Grey. Proceduml Fairness and Subsmntiw Righa in Due 
Process: Nomos XVIII 182 (J. Pcnnock & J. Chapman 4 s .  1977); Mashaw, SUPM note 10; Michelman, Properly as a ConstitutionalRight, 38 Wash. d L e  
L. Rev. 1097, 1103 (1981); Michelman, Formal Q Associational Aims in Procedural Due Process. in Due Process: Nomos XVIII 126 (J. Pcnnock & J. Chap 
man eds. 1977); Monaghan, supra note 23, at 409;Morgan, supm note 2; Rabin. supra note 12; Smolla,supm note 27, at 120; Temll, supm note 27. at 
54546.  
33 Mashaw, supm note 10, at 887. 

Laycock, Due Process and Separation of Powers: The Effon to Make the Due Process Clauses Nonjusticiable, 60 Tcx. L. Rev. 875 (1982). 
”416 U.S.134 (1974). 
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very supervisor against whom he had lodged the allega
tions.36 Kennedy sued, claiming that he had been denied 
sufficient process before being terminated. 

Justice Rehnquist, writing for himself, Chikf Justice 
Burger, and the late Justice Stewart, rejected Kennedy’s
claim. In Rehnquist’s view, Kennedy was only entitled to 
the’process that came with the statute that gave Kennedy
the property interest in his ‘job: 

Here [Kennedy] did have a statutory expectancy that 
he would not be removed other than for “such cause as 
will promote the efficiencyof the service.” But the very 
section of the statute which granted him that right 
. . . expressly provided also for the procedure by
which “cause” was to be determined, and expressly 
omitted the procedural guarantees which [Kennedy] 
insists are mandated by the Constitution. Only by bi
furcating the very sentence of the Act of Congress
which conferred upon [Kennedy] the right not to be 
removed save for cause could it be said that he had an 

, expectancy of that substantive right without the proce
dural limitation Congress attached to it. . . . 
. . . .  

1 . 

w h e r e  the grant of a substantive right is inextricably 
intertwined with the limitations on the procedures 
which are to be employed in determining that right, a 
litigant must take the bitter with the sweet. 37 

Six Justices rejected Justice Rehnquist’s analysis. In their 
view, once the government provides a protected interest, 
the federal courts must determine the nature of the process 
that is constitutionallydue. Rehnquist’s position was also 
the subject of intense criticism in the academic 
community. 39 

Had Rehnquist’s dew drawn a majority, the implications 
for agency counsel seeking to limit their agency’s constitu
tional obligation to.provide process are obvious. Simply by
inserting some procedural protections into statutes or regu
lations granting protected interests, agencies could avoid 
any judicial review of the adequacy of their process. Alas 
(or fortunately, depending upon one’s point of view), the 
Court never adopted Rehnquist’s position. 

In both Vitek v. Jones“ and Logan v. Zimmerman Brush 
CO.,~’the Court refused to follow Rehnquist’s view, hold
ing that the adequacy of process was a matter of federal 
law* in Czevezand Board’ O f  Education ’’ 
Loudermill, 42 the Court, in very clear terms, repudiated 
Rehnquist’s position: 

[I]t is settled that the “bitter with the sweet” approach 
misconceives the constitutional guarantee [of due proc
ess]. If a clearer holding is needed, we provide it today. 

36 Id. at 19697 (White, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part). 
371d.at 151, 153-54. 

The point is straightforward: the Due Process Clause 

provides that certain substantive rights-life, l i ir ty,  

and property--cannot be deprived except pursuant to 

constitutionallyadequate procedures. The categories of 

substance and procedure are distinct. Were the rule 

otherwise, the Clause would be reduced to a tautolo- ? 


gy. . . . The right to due process “is conferred, not by 

legislative grace, but by a constitutional guarantee.

While the legislature may elect not to confer a prop

erty interest . . . , it may not constitutionally

authorize the deprivation of such an interest, once con

ferred, without appropriate procedural safeguards.” 

. . .  
In short, once it is determined that the Due Process 
Clause applies, “the question remains what process is 
due.” . . . The answer to that question i s  not to be 
found in the [state] statute. 43 

Thus, under the Court’s positivist view of due process,
the state may create substantive interests in property and 
liberty but, once created, the courts, not the legislatures or 
executive agencies, determine what process is due. Simply 
put, once the Army creates a property or liberty interest, it 
not only incurs the burden of mandatory process, but also 
invites judicial examination of the adequacy of its 
procedures. 

Limiting Mandatory Process and Judicial Review 

Substantive Limits on Oficial Discretion 
Under the Court’s positivist approach to due process,

agencies can ensure that individuals adversely afFected by 
agency actions are not afforded interests protected by the 
due process clause. Absent the implication of such interests, 
the agency is not constitutionally bound to provide process
and the potential for judicial intrusion into administrative 
decision-makingis diminished substantially. 

The most direct means by which an agency can avoid 
mandatory procedural requirements is to avoid creating the 
property or liberty interests that trigger due process. As 
noted above, positivism starts with the proposition that on
ly interests created by some enacted law are protected by 
the due process clause. Interests are not created by the 
Constitution or by some other source, such as “natural” 
law. But while the executive and legislative branches cliIl 
enact “any rules to describe the contours of a potential enti
tlement, ret&,[ J the power to decide whether 
the configuration of rules [rises] to the level of [an] interest 
for purposes of the due process clause.”@Thus, aside from 
potential political pressures, the primary hurdle an agency 
must negotiate in avoiding protected rights is careful 
draftsmanship. 

’ *See id. at 164-67 (Powell, J., concurring in part); 171, 184-86 (White, J., concurring and dissenting); 206,207-1 1 (Marshall, J., dissenting). 
”The academician’s response is  described in Laycock,supra note 34. Not all commentators, however, were criticat. See Easterbroolr, Substance and Due 

Process. 1982 Sup. et.Rev. 85. 
40445 U.S.480 (1980). 
41455 US.422 (1982). 
“470 U.S. 532 (1985). 
43 Id. at 541. 
@ Terrell, supra note 27, at 886 (emphasis in original). 
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With regard to property interests, the Supreme Court 
“appears committed to the view that there is no constitu
tional content to ‘property’ other than that derived from 
state (or federal) law, or from the explicit understandings 
between the state and the individual.”4s The critical issue i s  

r“. what type of statutory, regulatory, or contractual language 
or what type of understanding is necessary to create (or to 
avoid) a property interest. 

Supreme Court decisions provide some guidance. In 
Board of Regents v. Roth, 46 the Court held that a state’s 
failure to renew an employment relationship does not impli
cate property interests absent a law that confers such a 
right. The Court found in Perry v. Sindermunn4’ that a 
property interest might arise from an implied contract; that 
is, “mutually explicit understandings that support [the indi
vidual‘s] claim of entitlement to the benefit.”48It is clear, 
however, from the Court’s per curiam decision in Leis v. 
Flynt, 49 that a longstanding practice alone will not support 
such a claim of property. And in Bishop v. Wood, 50 the 
Court held that even employees designated permanent have 
no property interest in their jobs if state law is construed to 
make their employment terminable-at-will. Furthermore, 
the fact that state law may offer some process does not, by 
itself, create a protected interest.51 

From these decisions, and opinions of the lower federal 
COW,one c8n discern at least the contours of property in
terests in government entitlements. Absent a contract, if 

or regulations say nothing an individual’s en
titlement, no property interest exists.52For example, no 
statutes or regulations speak to an individual’s right to join 
the military; consequently, no property interest exists that 

f?‘ might require notice and a hearing before an individual is 
denied enlistment in the armed forces.53 

45 Herman, supra note 27, at 497. 
408 US. 564 (1972). 

47 408 U.S. 593 (1972). 
4a1d.at 601. 
49438 U.S.438 (1977). 
m426 U.S. 321 (1976). 

Moreover, the statutory or regulatorylanguage necessary 
to create a property interest must do more than simply 
place labels (such as “permanent employment”) on the de
sired entitlement. s4 Instead, the statutes or regulations 
must impose-implicitly or explicitly-substantive limits 
on the discretion to withhold or terminate the benefit. Stat
utes or regulations that condition loss of an entitlement on 
“cause” or that enumerate the substantive bases that must 
exist before the entitlement can be withheld or withdrawn 
create property interests protected by the due process
clause.55 Conversely, statutes or regulations that refer to 
benefits, such as public employment, as “probationary” or 
‘6terminable-at-will,”s6or that provide that receipt of the 
benefit is at the discretion of some public official,57 do not 
create property interests. 

Importantly, simply because a statute or regulation may 
afford some process before termination of a benefit does not 
give an individual a constitutionally-protected interest in 
the benefit. The statute or regulation must independently 
create the substantive interest by limiting governmental 
discretion.58 

Like property, liberty may also be established by the pos
itive law of the state.59 Over the past decade, in a number 
of cases dealing with the procedural of the 
Supreme Court has applied a positivist approach to liberty. 
SPaificdlY, where the government creates an expectation 
in liberty, such as parole, “good-time” credits, and prison
discipline, and imposes Particularized S b d d ~or criteria 
to guide its decisionmakers,it establishes a constitutionally
protected interest in liberty.@ While the Court has cofinedthe Positivist concept Of liberty to Prisons, its has 
imphcations beyond prison walls. 

As a general rule, once persons are sent to prison, the 
state can confine them and subject them to the rules of the 

”Id at 347; see a h  Stow v. Cochran, 819 F.2d 864 (8th Cir. 1987); accord Olim v. Wakinekona, 461 U.S. 238 (1983). 
s* Board of Regents v. Roth, 408 U.S. 564 (1972). 
s3See generally Mack v. Rumsfeld, 783 F.2d 1024 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 107 S. Ct. 71 (1986); Lindenau v. Alexander, 663 F.2d 68 (10th Cir. 1981). 
”Bishop v. Wood,426 US. 341 (1976). 
s5Cleveland Bd. of Educ. v. LoudermiU, 470 U.S. 532 (1985); Merritt v. Mackey, 827 F.2d 1368, 1371 (9th Cir. 1987); RR Viltage Ass’n, Inc. v. Denver 
Sewer Corp., 826 F.2d 1197, 1201 (2d Cir. 1987); Jungels v. Pierce, 825 F.2d 1127, 1130 (7th Cir. 1987); Hatcher v. Board of Public Educ.,809 F.M 1546, 
1550-52 (11th Cir. 1987). 
56Fontanov. City of Chicago, 820 F.2d 213 (7th Cir. 1987); Robinson v. City of Montgomery City, 809 F.2d 1355 (8th Cir. 1987); Thomeson v. MeDaniel, 
793 F.M 1247 (11th Cir. 1986); Lee v. Western Reserve Psychiatric Rehabilitation Cmter, 747 F.2d 1062 (6th Cir. 1984); Swift v. United States, 649 F. 
Supp. 596 (D.D.C. 1986). 
57Cunningharnv. Adams, 808 F.2d 815 (11th Cu. 1987); Alberico v. United States, 783 F.2d 1024 (Fed.Cir. 1986); Irby v. Sullivan, 737 F.M 1418 (5th 
Cir. 1984). 
5aBishopv. Wood,426 US.341 (1976); Stow v. Cochran,819 F.2d 864 (8th Cir. 1987). Federal agencies must. however, follow prescribed Statutory and 
regulatory procedures whether or not the procedures are constitutionallyrequired. See Vitarelli v. Seaton, 359 U.S.535 (1959); M a v. Dulles 354 U.S. 
363 (1954); United States ex re!. Accardi v. Shaughnessy, 347 U.S.260 (1954); VanderMolen v. Stetson, 571 F.2d 617 (D.C. Cir. 1977). See generally
O’Roark, Perspective: Military Administrative Due Process o f h w  as Taught by the M d e l d  Litigation. 72 Mil. L. Rev. 137. 13942 (1976). 
59 As a general rule, liberty interests are not dependent upon the positive law of the state; rather, they Bow directly from the Constitution.See, 68.. Herman. 
supra note 27, at 502; Michelman, Formal and Associational Aims in Procedural Due Pmcess supra note 32, at 132. Thus. freedom from physical confinement 
or freedom to engage in a particular (otherwise lawful) occupation do not depend upon positive state enactments.See generally 2 R. Rotunda, J. NOW&& J. 
Young, supra note 1, at 212-32. 
@ Herman, supra note 27, at 502. 
6’See, eg., Velasco-Gutierru v. Crossland, 732 F.2d 792 (10th Cir. 1984) (immigration case); Mellin v. Palastra, 729 F.2d 353 (5th Cir. 1984) (of-hnh 
determination). 
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prison so long as the conditions of confinement are within 
the prisoner’s sentence and do not otherwise violate the 
Constitution. 62 Prisoners have received their process at 
their criminal trials.63 Thus, for example, they can be 
moved form one prison to another without additional proc
ess, even though the move may worsen the conditions of 
confinement. & 

A state may, however, create liberty interests by its posi
tive law if it imposes substantive standards to guide the 
discretion of prison’administrators. For example, in Hewitt 
v. Helms, 65 state prison officials in Pennsylvania placed an 
inmate in administrativesegregation following a prison not. 
The prisoner did not receive a hearing. The state, by statute 
and regulation, placed limits on the discretion of prison ad
ministrators to use administrative segregation, restricting 
segregation to such occasions as when the inmate posed a 
threat to security.66The Court held that, while process is 
normally not required before a prisoner is placed in admin
istrative segregation, 67 because the state imposed 
substantive predicates on the exercise of official discretion, 
the prison administrators had to provide process to deter
mine whether the predicates had been met. 

Similarly, in Greenholtz v. Inmates of the Nebraska Penal 
and Correctional Complex,69 the Court held that, while the 
mere possibility of discretionary parole release was not pro
tected by due process, the state created a constitutionally
protected expectation of parole by basing the determina
tions on fact-specific criteria. And in Wolff v. McDonnell, 70 

the Supreme Court held that statutory restrictions on the 
forfeiture of “good-time” credits to major acts of miscon
duct prevented the state from depriving inmates of “good 
time” absent a hearing. 

As with property interests; the agency attorney seeking 
to circumscribe his or her client’s duty to provide process 
must ask what types of statutory or regulatory limits on of
ficial discretion trigger a constitutionally-protected liberty 
interest. Like property, liberty interests are not created by 
state laws establishing procedural requirements for deci
sionmaken. 71 Moreover, unilateral expectations of liberty, 
such as those grounded on past governmental practices, do 
not implicate a constitutional interest. 

A state law that ailinnatively limits the substance of offi
cial discretion is needed to create a liberty interest. If the 
official has unfettered discretion to accord or deny a benefit, 
no protected interest exists.’) Conversely, if the law estab
lishes standards or criteria that guide the exercise of 
discretion, a liberty interest arises.74 

The implications of the positivist view of due process in 
the military setting are dear. If military statutes or regula
tions impose substantive limits on the discretion of 
government officials to withhold or terminate benefits or en
titlements associated with the armed forces, some form of 
process will first be required to ensure that those substan
tive criteria have been met. 

Several Army regulations impose such limits on discre
tion. For example, Army regulations limit installation 
commanders’ discretion to terminate exchange and com
missary privileges to instances of abuse of those 

62Hewitt v. Helms, 459 US.460, 468 (1953); Montanye v. Haymes, 427 U.S.236. 242 (1976); Meachum v. Fano, 427 U.S.215, 224 (1976); L u w  v. 
Hodges, 730 F.2d 1493. 1499 (D.C. Cir. 1984). 

6301irnv. Wakinekoa, 461 U.S.238, 244-45 (1983); Montanye v. Haymes, 427 U.S. 236, 242 (1976); Meachum v. Fano, 427 US.215, 224 (1976). 

Montanye v. Haymes, 427 U.S.236, 242 (1976); Meachum v. Fano, 427 US.215, 224 (1976). Prisoners still retain a residuum of liberty, the implication 
of which may give rise to due process requirements.See Vitek v. Jones, 445 U.S.480 (1980) (transfer of prisoner from prison to a mental hospital implicata 
liberty). 

”459 U.S.460 (1983). 

66 Id. at 470-71 n.6. 

67See,e.g., Montanye v. Haymes, 427 US.236, 242 (1976); Meachum v. Fano, 427 US.215, 224 (1976). 

68Hewittv. Helms, 459 US.at 471-72. Compare Santiago v. Garcia, 821 F.2d 822 (1st Cir. 1987); Toussaint v. McCarthy, 801 F.2d 1080 (9th Cir. 1986) 
with Hall v. Unknown Named Agents of the N.Y. State Dep’t for Correctional Serv., 825 F.2d 642 (2d Cir. 1987). 

69 442 U.S. 668 (1979). 

”418 U.S.539 (1974). 

”Olirn v. Wakinekoa, 461 US.238, 250-51 (1983); Brandon v. District of Columbia Bd. of Parole, 823 F.2d 644, 648 (D.C. Cir. 1987); Beard v. Livesay, 
798 F.2d 874, 878 (6th Cir. 1986); Huggins v. Isenbarger, 798 F.2d 203, 206 (7th Cir. 1986). 

”Jag0 v. Van Curen, 454 U.S.14 (1981) (per curiam); Connecticut Bd. of Pardorls v. Dumschat, 452 US.458 (1981); Huggins v. Isenbarger, 798 F3d 203, 
206 (7th Cir. 1986). 

7 3 0 ~ mv. Wakinekoa, 461 US.238,249 (1983); Williams v. Walls, 744 F.2d 1345, 1346 (8th Cir. 1984); Valasco-Gutierrez v. Crossland, 732 F.2d 792,796 
(10th Cir. 1984); Lucas v. Hodges, 730 F.2d 1493, 1504 (D.C. Cir. 1984). 

“Greenholtz v. Inmates of the Neb. Penal and Correctional Complex, 442 US.668 (1980); WoWv. McDonnell,418 US.539 (1974). The irony of insulat
ing from due process and judicial redew only those decisions that prison officials make in the absence of any substantive criteria has not escaped the 
commentators: 

[I]t appears anomalous for the courts to be totally unable to require procedures when the state leaves the decision regarding a benefit to administrative 
discretion by failing to grant a “substantive right,” and to be free to mandate procedures when the state does establish a substantive right and provides 
rudimentary procedures for the benefit’s termination. Why should the courts on the one hand be paralyzed when a state pennits its oflicials to engage in 
utterly discretionary decision-making, and on the other hand be commissioned with the full power of procedural review when a state improva this 
situation by crystallizing a substantive right and establishing procedures’? 

,P 

-

Note, Two Views of a Prisoner’s Right Lo Due Process: Meachum v. Fano, 12 Harv. C.R.C.L.L. Rev. 405, 418-19 (1977). 
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privileges.75 Similarly, regulations impose substantive ctite
ria for the cessation of government housing, 76 the 
suspension or revocation of installation driving privileges,77 
and the termination of checkcashing privileges. 
the government ‘can discontinue these entitlements, it must 
h t  afford the recipient some form of process to determine 
whether the substantive predicates are satisfied.79 

On the other hand, in some areas military statutes and 
regulations have been crafted-by chance or design-to 
avoid creating interests protected by the due process clause. 
For example, commanders have plenary discretion to bar 
civilians from their installation. No statute or regulation
imposes substantive restrictions on that discretion. Hence, 
no process is constitutionally due before a commander or
ders a civilian barred from the post.8o Similarly,
commanders have virtually unlimited authority to termi
nate morale, welfare, and recreation privileges, ai  and to 
relieve or reassign subordinates. 

Judge advocates at all levels must exercise care in draft
ing or reviewing Army or subordinate command 
regulations or policies to ensure that unintended interests 
are not established. For example, a local command policy 
that sets out grounds (e.g., misconduct) for barring civilians 
from post will create a property interest in access to the in
stallation or a liberty interest in freedom from the restraints 
of a bar letter. Before such an interest can be terminated, 
the commander must afford notice and the right to be 
heard. And, more importantly, the adequacy of the proce
dures provided is subject to judicial review.83 n u s ,  no 
matter how well-intended, the imposition of substantive 
limits on otherwise plenary command discretion exposes 
the command to due process requirements and judicial 
scrutiny. 

Moreover, simply because we do not wish to create a 
constitutionally-protected interest in some benefit or privi
lege does not mean that no process can accompany its 

denial or termination. The A m y  can prescribe procedural 
requirements without vesting a protected interest. And al
though the  A r m y  must  follow the procedural 
requirements,” in the absence of a constitutional right to 
due process, the procedures are beyond the purview of judi
cial review for adequacy. Moreover, if the procedures later 
prove to be cumbersome or undesirable, the Army can 
eliminate them. 

Finally, and unlike property, not all liberty interests are 
dependent upon the positive law of the state. Most liberty
interests are not; instead, they flow directly from the Con
stitution itself. 86 Liberty is commonly implicated by
administrative action when an agency-in the process of 
depriving an individual of some tangible bene
fit-stigmatizes the individual. In other words, even when 
an agency has not established a protected interest in a bene
fit, it still may constitutionally obligate itself to provide 
process if it damages the reputation of the individual in the 
course of withholding or terminating the benefit. For ex
ample, if, in denying a person access to an installation, a 
commander also publicly besmirches the individual’s repu
tation, honor, or integrity, the,courts will find the 
implication of a liberty interest through the stigma imposed 
by the commander’s charges.87 

Harm to reputation, standing alone, does not implicate 
liberty; however, an agency’s denial or termination of 
even an unprotected benefit, such as access to an installa
tion, together with stigmatizing allegations, may be enough 
to trigger the need for due process.O9 Process under these 
circumstances permits the stigmatized individual the oppor
tunity to clear his or her name.s’ 

An agency averts process when it denies or terminates a 
benefit for potentially stigmatizing reasons by not making 
the information public.91 Absent release of the unfavorable 
allegations, the individual suffers no harm. Even if the 
agency retains the damaging materials in its confidential 

75 Dep’t of Army, Reg. No. 30-19. Food Program-Army Commissary Store Operating Policies, paras. 4 1  I to 4-12 (I  June 1980); Dep’t of Army, Reg. 
No. 60-20, Exchange Servico-Army and Air Force Exchange Operating Policies, para. 2-15 (1 Aug. 1984); Dep’t of Army, Reg. No. -3, Personnel 
Records and Identification of Individuals-Identihation Cards,Tags, and Badgcs, ch. 4 (17 Aug. 1984). See generally Wilkerson, Adminisrrnfiw Due Proc
ess Requirements in rhe Revocation of On-Post Privileges, 73 Mil. L. Rev. 107, I S 5 8  (1976). 
76Dep’t of Army, Reg. No. 210-50, Installations-Family Housing Management, para- 3-26 (I Feb. 1982) [hereinafter AR 210-50]. See generally 
Wilkerson, supra note 75, at 141-50. 
77DepY of Army, Reg. No. 190-5, Military Police-Motor Vehicle T d c  Supervision, ch. 2 (1 Aug. 1973) [hereinafter AR 190-51. See generally 
Wilkerson, supra note 75, at 1 3 0 4 1 .  
78Dep’tof Army, Reg. No. 210-60, Installations-ControI and Prevention of Abuse of Check-Cashing Privileges, ch. 2 (I5 June 1984). 
79Thefamily housing regulation, AR 210-50, does not afford a hearing before termination of quarters. Id. para. 3-26c. Perhaps the need for process is 
obviated by the automatic substitution of a basic allowance for quarters for government housing. Id. 
B°Cnfeteria bl Restaurant Workers Union v. McElroy, 367 U.S. E86 (1961); United States v. Albertini. 783 F.2d 1484 (9th Cir. 1986). 

Dep‘t of Army, Reg. No. 215-1, Morale, Welfare, and Recreation-the Administration of Army Morale, Welfare, and Recreation Activities and Nonap
propriated Fund Instrumentalities. para. 2-18f (privileges may be suspended, terminated, or denied whenever the commander d a m s  it to be in the best 
interests of the activity, the installation, or the b y ) .  But aee Willierson, supra note 75, nt 1 5 6 4 .  
82 Wilson v. Walker, 777 F.2d 427 (8th Cir. 1985); Arnheitcr v. Ignatius, 292 F. Supp. 91 I (N.D. Cal. 1968), afd sub nom. Arnheiter v. Wee,435 F.2d 
691 (9th Cir. 1970). 
83 See supra notes 34-43 and accompanyingtext. 

supra note 58. 
See Alberico v. United States, 783 F.2d 1024 (Fed. Cir. 1986). 

86 See supra note 59. 
8 7 W ~ n s i nv. Constantineau,400U.S.433 (1971); Joint Anti-Fgcist Refugee Comm. v. McGrath, 341 U.S. 123, 149 (1950) (Frankfurter, J.. concumng). 
88Paulv. Davis, 424 US. 693 (1976). 
89SeeColaizzi v. Walker, 812 F.2d 304, 307 (7th Cir. 1987). 
90Cadd v. Velger, 429 U.S.624, 627-28 (1977) (per curiam). 
91 Bishop v. Wood,426 U.S. 341, 348-49 (1976). 
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files, the agency does not trigger a liberty interest or a need 
for process.92 

Automatic Termination of Interestdlnterests Dependent 
Upon Unique Expertise 

Judge advocates have two other tools by which they can 
insulate the Army from needless process and judicial intru
sion. Where the Army affords individuals a property 
interest in an entitlement or benefit, it might limit its expo
sure under the due process clause by making the interest 
terminable upon the occurrence of some objective event or 
by conditioning the benefit on the exercise of some unique
ly-held expertise. Because the individual already has a 
constitutionally-protected interest, however, these ap
proaches are necessarily difficult and uncertain. 

At least two Supreme Court decisions provide support, 
albeit tangential, for the proposition that an agency can es
tablish objective criteria that, when they are present, 
automatically terminate property interests. In Dixon v. 
Love, 93 the Court held that the State of Illinois was not re
quired to provide a hearing before suspending or revoking 
licenses of drivers who accumulated a specified number of 
traffic offenses. The Court based its decision, in part, on the 
unlikelihood that, given the clear criteria for suspension, 
the state would erroneously deprive an individual of a li
cense. 94 Similarly, in Muckey v. Montrym, g5 the Court 
declined to require a presuspension hearing for drivers who 
lost licenses because of a refwal to submit to a breath-anal
ysis test. The Court noted that there would rarely be any 
genuine dispute as to the facts giving rise to the suspension 
because the only question was whether the driver refused 
the test, the submission to the test being a condition of the 
driver’s license.96 

The Supreme Court did not hold in either Dixon or 
Mackey that a state could condition the existence of a prop
erty interest on certain objective factors, the presence of 
which would extinguish the interest; however, the decisions 

do provide a basis for such a result.97 Some lower courts 
have permitted the state to so limit property interests. 

For example, in Ybarru v. Basfiun, 98 the plaintiff was an 
employee of the State of Nevada who was fired after his 
conviction by a state court for murdering a fellow employ
ee. Nevada employment regulations permitted termination 
of employees for serious offenses,99and Nevada statutes 
gave the plaintiff a property interest in his job as well as a 
right to a hearing before termination. loo The state did not 
afford the plaintiff a hearing before firing him. The plaintiff
sued, claiming that he had been deprived of a property in
terest without due process. The Court of Appeals for the 
Ninth Circuit rejected his claim, holding that whatever 
property interest the plaintiff had in his job could be extin
guished by an automatic disqualifier for continued 
employment: “An employee with a property interest in con
tinued employment will have that interest extinguished . . . 
in those rare circumstances in which the employee is deter
mined to have what amounts to automatic disqualification
for future employment.” 

Similarly, in BeZZer v. Middendorfi lo* the Ninth Circuit 
held that the Navy was not required to afford due process 
to sailors discharged as homosexuals where homosexuality 
was an automatic bar to service and where the sailors freely 
admitted their sexual proclivities. The court determined 
that the Navy regulations and practices created no reasona
ble expectation of continued employment once the Navy 
found that a sailor fell into one of the automatic service dis
qualiliers in the regulation.lo3 

In the military, the most obvious use of objective criteria 
to extinguish protected interests appears in the installation 
driving privileges regulation.IO4 For example, the regulation 
mandates immediate suspension of driving privileges upon 
refusal to submit to a breath-analysis or blood alcohol 
test, IO5 although the regulation affords some process after 
revocation. IO6 Similarly, the family housing regulation re
quires the automatic termination of government quarters 
for such objectively-determinablecriteria as permanent 

”Sims v. Fox, 505 F.2d 857, 863 (5th Cir. 1974) (en banc), cert. denied, 421 U.S.1011 (1976); Simmons v. Brown. 497 F. Supp. 173, 179 (D. Md. 1980); 
Knehans v. Callaway, 403 F. Supp. 290,297 (D.D.C.1975), afd sub nom Knehans v. Alexander, 566 F.2d 312 (D.C.Cir. 1979, cert denied, 435 U.S.995 
(1978). If the individual, tather than the agency, releases the adverse information,liberty is not implicated.The government, not the individual, must cause 
the stigma. Shlay v. Montgomery, 802 F.2d 918 (7th Cir. 1986); Thomason v. McDaniel, 793 F.2d 1247 (1 lth Cir. 1986); Rich v. Secretary of the Army, 735 
F.2d 1220 (10th Cir. 1984). 
93431US.105 (1977). 
%Id. at 113-14; see Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S.319 (1976). 
”443 US.1 (1979). 
961d.at 14-15. 
97 Professor Terrell analogizes the concept that a property interest can be conditionedupon the Occurrence (or nonoccurrence) of a readily identifiable went 
to the common law “defeasiblefee.” Terrell, supra note 27, at 871,890. For example, i fa person conveyingownership in real estate provided in the deed that 
the transferee would own the proper&yonly as long as he did not sell alcoholic beverages on the premises, the holder of the reversion could repossess the land 
if the transferee violated this condition. Id. at 890 n.158. The same reasoning applies to governrnent-furnishedproperty interests conditioned upon the exist
ence or nonexistence of certain objective factors. Another way to look at the concept is to analogize the property interest to a p i e  of Swiss checse, the holes 
(conditions under which the interest is furnished) corresponding to the rights government never extends to the individual.Id. at 890-91. 
98647F.2d 891 (9th Cir. 1981). 
99 Id. at 093 n.3. 
loold. at 893 n.1. 
IO1 Id. at 893. 
Im632 F.2d 788 (9th Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 452 U.S.905 (1981). 
‘03 Id. at 605; see aJso benShalom v. Secretary of the Army, 489 F. Supp. 964 (E.D. Wis. 1980); occord Rich v. Secretary‘of the Army, 735 F.2d I220 (10th
Cir. 1984). 

,

-


-

‘04AR 1 9 M ,  ch. 2. 
lo’ Id., paras. 2-2a(2)@), 2-2b(3)(a) (106, 17 July 1985). 
IO6 id., para. 2-2d. 
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change of station. Carefullydrafted objective statidards 
might also be constructed to extinguish property interests 
in other meas, such as revocation of exchange or commis
sary privileges for certain designated offenses, such as 
shoplifting or bad checks. Ion 

Even if the Army imposes automatic, objectively-discem
ible disqualifiers on property interests, it may terminate 
protected entitlements only if the recipients do not dispute 
the factual existence of the automatic disqualifiers or the 
presence of the disqualifiers are unlikely to be contested. Of 
course, such automatic disqualfiers are subject to judicial 
scrutiny under substantive due process or some other con
stitutional provision. IO9 

At the other end of the spectrum from the objectively
determined automatic disqualifiers, an agency may rely on 
subjective, professional judgments in terminating estab
lished property or liberty interests. Where agency decisions 
concerning the abrogation of property or liberty interests 
are based on some uniquely-held expertise, the courts have 
sometimes been reluctant to interfere with the agency's de
terminations. This reluctance is especially evident in 
challenges to the academic decisions of educational institu
tions. In Board of Curators v. Rorowitz, the Court upheld 
the dismissal of a medical student for academic deficiencies 
without a hearing. Without deciding whether the student's 
liberty or property interests were implicated by the dismis
sal, the Court held that a school need not afford a student 
an adversarial-type proceeding before dismissing the stu
dent for academic deficiencies. Adversarial fact-finding 
procedures were deemed unsuitable to academic evaluations 
of students; instead, the judgment was one for professional 
educators: 

The decision to dismiss respondent . . . rested on the 
academic judgment of school 05cials that she did not 
have the necessary clinical ability to perform adequate
ly as a medical doctor and was making insufficient 
progress toward the goal. Such a judgment is by its na
ture more subjective and evaluative than the typical 
factual questions presented in the average disciplinary 
decision. Like the decision of an individual professor as 
to the proper grade for a student in his course, the de
termination whether to dismiss a student for academic 

'07 AR 210-50, para. 3-2641). 
See supra notes 75, 78. 

reasons requires an expert evaluation of cumulative in
formation and is not readily adapted to the procedural 
tools of judicial or administrative decisionmaking. 

To'similar effect is Youngberg v. Romero, In in which the 
Court relied on the judgments of professionals in restricting 
the liberty of a profoundly retarded patient committed to a 
state institution. 'The Court found that the patient "en
joy[ed] constitutionally protected interests in conditions of 
reasonable care and safety, reasonably nonrestrictive con
finement conditions, and such training as may be required 
by these interests."113In deciding whether the state had 
fulfilled these duties, however, the Court looked to the 
judgment of the professionals: "In determining whether the 
State has met its obligations in these respects, decisions 
made by appropriate professionals are entitled to a pre
sumption of correctness. Such a presumption is necessary to 
enable an institution of this type-often, unfortunately, 
overcrowded"and understaffed-to continue to  
function." 114 

Reliance by the Army on the need for unique, profession
al expertise to terminate or circumscribe property or liberty 
interests is somewhat problematic and certainly limited. 
This approach will not be available in most cases. The Ar
my can assert the need to rely on professionals only when 
the matters involved are not well suited to an adjudicatory 
procedure and when lawyers and laymen lack the capacity 
to resolve the issues. 

For example, the Army need not provide formal process 
before separating officers who fail to satisfactorily complete 
the academic requirements of their basic officer course. The 
decision is neither suitable for adversarial proceedings nor 
likely to be second-guessed by a federal court. II' Both Ar
my and Judge Advocate General's School regulations, 
however, provide a formal hearing before dismissal for aca
demic deficiencies. While laudable, the procedures are 
constitutionally unnecessary. The h y can also assert the 
need to obviate adjudicatory procedures in matters requir
ing the unique judgment of military professionals. Courts 
have refused, for example, to interfere with promotion deci
sions because of the highly-specialized expertise
involved. 117 Similar judgments are necessary for assignment 
determinations and selections for command and schooling. 

I

f

'O9Bellcrv: Middendorf, 632 F.2d 788 (9th Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 452 U.S. 905 (1981). 
'IO435 U.S. 78 (1978). 

Id. at 89-90; see also Regents of the Univ. of Mich. v. Ewing, 474 U.S. 214 (1985); Hams v. Blake, 798 F.2d 419 (loth Cir. 1986). Courts treat suspen
sions or expulsions from schools for disciplinary reasons (e.g.. misconduct) differently. Such decisions are not grounded on the academic judgment of 
teachers and administrators,and are amenable to adversarial-type proceedings. Consequently, courts will require some process before such suspensions or 
expulsions. Gogs v. Lopez, 419 US.  565 (1975); Hagopian v. Knowlton, 470 F.2d 201 (2d Cir. 1972); WaWn v. Trowbridp, 383 F.2d 807 (2d Cir. 1967). 
lI2457 U.S. 307 (1982). 
Il3Id. at 324. 
1 1 4 ~ .  

1'5Regentsof the Univ. of  Mich. v. Ewing, 474 US. 214 (1985); Board of Curators v. Horowitz, 435 U.S. 78 (1978). 
'16Lkp't of Army, Reg. No. 635-100, Personnel S e p n r a t i o m c e r  Personnel, paras. 3-20 to 3-22 (15 Feb. 1969) (C27, 1 Ang 1982); The Judge Advo

cate General's School, Reg. No. 10-2, Policies and Procedures, section ZA-2, para. 9 (15 May 1986). 
"'See, e.g., Brenner v. United States, 202 Ct. C1. 678, 682 (1973), rert. denied, 419 U.S. 831 (1974):

The promotion of an officer in the military service is a highly specialized function involving military requirements of the service and the qualifications of- the officer in comparison with his contemporaries, plus expertise and judgment possessedonly by the military. No court is in a position to resolve and 
pass upon the highly complicated questions and problems involved in the promotion procedure. which includes, but is not limited to, an analysis of 
fitness reports and the personal qualifications of the officers considered . . . . 
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Conclusion 
The Army has an obligation to treat the public, its 

soldiers, and its employees fairly and with respect and dig
nity. It also has a duty to accomplish its mission efficiently, 
cheaply, and in a timely manner. If the Army can treat 
those with whom it deals fairly and with respect without 
having to incur the expense of costly administrative proce
dures and exposure to needless litigation, it should do so. 

Judge advocates share much of the responsibility for en
suring that the Army does not furnish excessive 

adjudicatory process or create interests that may lay the 
groundwork for later lawsuits. Both draw needed resources 
from the military’s single mission-to fight and to be ready 
to fight wars as the occasion arises. Moreover, in this liti
gious society, judge advocates have an obligation to their r‘
client to limit its exposure to lawsuits rather than merely 
reacting to suits as they are filed. We go far in fulfilling this 
obligation by thinking about the requirements of due proc
ess and by using the tools the courts have given us to 
minimize unnecessary procedures and vexatious litigation. 

~ 

The New NAF Contracting Regulation 
Margaret K. Pattenon* 


U.S. Army Community and Family Support Center 


Introduction 
The published Army Regu1ation (AR) 215-4,

Nonappropriated Fund Contracting, ’ supersedes chapter 
21, AR 215-1 * and DA Pamphlet 2154, combining Poli

and practical “how to do pidancefor both and 
large purchases into one comprehensive regulation. This 
new regulation is more than a melding of previous cover
age, however. It also addresses topics not heretofore 
considered, makes Some significant and treats 
some old topics in greater depth. 

The new regulation applies to all Army nonappropriated
fund (NAF) contracting activities, except the Army-Air 
Force Exchange Service, the U.S.Army Reserve, the Army
National Guard, and the Chaplain’s Fund. By contrast, DA 
Pam 2154  had broader exemptions that excluded the U.S. 
Army Community  and Family  Support Center 
(USACFSC) (the proponent of the regulation), the Hale 
Koa Hotel, and U.S.Army Europe. Supplementation of the 
new regulation the Of USACFSC‘The ef
fective date of AR 215-4 is 1 January 1988. 

Regulatory Changes 

Bid Protests 
A new policy covering protests4 differentiates between a 

NAF solicitation issued by an appropriated fund (APF) 

contracting officerand one issued by a NAF contracting of
ficer. The policy on the former reflects the Comptroller 
General’s interpretation 5 of the Competition in Con
tracting Act 6 and provides that, when the solicitation 
involving nonappropdated funds has been issued by an 
APF contracting officer, the procedures set forth in the 
Federal Acquisition Regulation subpart 33m and its sup
plements be followed. Where the solicitation has been 
issued by a NAF Contracting officer, the policy encouragesresolution of protests though with the prates

tor, but does not require delay of contract award. In this 
case, unresolved protests may be appealed to the installa- 7 

tion commander or designee within seven days of receipt of 
the contracting officer’s written decision on the protest. No 
appeals are permitted beyond the installation commander 
level. 

Credit Cards 

new BTea of coverage is credit cardcontracts.9 The new regulation permits nonappropiated 
fund instrumentalities (NAFIs) to contract for accounts re
ceivable services for an initial one-year period, with an 
option for annual renewals up to five additional years. 
These contracts must be awarded on a competitive basis 
with at least two major credit card companies being solic
ited. Suggested areas of contract coverage include training,
furnishing of materials, maintenance, and minimum sales 

*The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of Lieutenant Colonel Alfred F. Arquilla,Command Judge Advocate, US. Army Community and Fami
ly Support Center, in the preparation o# this article. 
* Dep’t of Army, Reg. No.2154, Morale, Welfare, and Recreation-Nonappropnated Fund Contracting(9 Dec. 1987) [hexinafter AR 21541. 
Dep’t of Army, Reg. No.215-1. Morale, Welfare, and Recreation-The Administration of Army Morale, Welfate and Recreation Activities and Nonap

propriated Fund Instrumentalities (20 Feb. 1984) [hereinafter AR 215-11. This regulation is contained in the MWR UPDATE. Although AR 2 1 5 4  has 
been issued as a separate publication, it will be included in MWR UPDATE No.14 when it is published in February 1988. 
’Dep’t of Army, Pamphlet No. 2154, Morale, Welfare, and Recreation-Nonappropriated Fund Small Purchases, (26 Aug. 1985) [hereinafter DA Pam. 
21541. This pamphlet is also contained in the MWR UPDATE. 

AR 2 154,  para. 4-40. 
5Comp. Gen. Dec. B-2220372 (3 July 1986). 
631 U.S.C.8 3551-3556 (Supp. 111 1985). F 

7Federal Acquisition Reg subpart 33.1 (1 Apr. 1984) [hereinafter FAR]. The Defense FAR Supp. ( 1  Apr. 1984) and the Army FAR Supp. (1 Dec. 1984)
will be cited as DFARS and AFARS, respectively. 

AR 21 5-4, para. 44Og.  
Id., ch. 5, 0 IX. 
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requirements. The regulation indicates that the discount 
rate (ie., the percentage of the dollar amount charged by
the customer that will be deducted as payment for perform
ing the account receivable services for the NAFI) is most 
likely to dominate as an evaluation factor. 

t-

Warrant Limitations 

The dollar limitation on a NAF contracting officer's war
rant for purchases for resale has been raised from $25,000 
to $50,000.lo These dollar limitations, however, do not ap
ply to concession contractsL1or to contracts issued by
USACFSC, the Hale Koa Hotel, or the Nonappropriated 
Fund Supply Acquisition and Contracting Agency, Europe
(NAFSAC). l2 

Training requirements to obtain a NAF warrant have 
also been changed, reflecting the existence of the Nonap
propriated Fund Purchasing and Contracting (ALMC-NA) 
course. Thisnew course can now substitute for the Manage
ment of Defense Acquisition Contracts (Basic) Course to 
qualify an individual for a warrant of $25,000 ($50,000for 
resale items). l3 

In accordance with the Standard Installation Organiza
tion (SIO), I4  the new regulation provides for placement of 
the installation NAF contracting activity under the Services 
Division and provides that the Assistant Director for Com
munity and Family Activities (ADCFA) will recommend, 
with complete justification, the appointment of a NAF con
tracting officer to the installation commander or designee.Is 
Previously, chapter 21 of AR 215-1 and DA Pam 2 1 5 4  
were in conflict on this point, as the former provided that 
the NAFI Fund Manager was responsible for recom
mending someone to be a contracting officer, l6 but the 
latter provided that an individual's supervisor could do 
this. 

Provisions for ordering officers are essentially the same, 
except they may not place orders in excess of $2500 against
indefinite delivery contracts. 

'Old., para. ldi(2). Compare DA Pam 215-4, para. l 4 ( 4 ) .  
' I  Id., para. ldi(5). 

id., para. 1-6i(4). 
l3 id., para. 1-7c. 
14See AR 215-1, para. 2-5. 
15AR2154, para. 1-7b. 
16AR215-1, para 21-36(2). 
l7 DA P q  2154, para. 1-3. 
lSAR215-4, para. 1-6h(3)@). 
'9cOmpnre DA Pam 215-4, app. B wirh AR 2154, App. B. 
~ A R215-4, para. 1-12~. 
21 See supra note 19. 
"See AR 215-1, para. 21-2OC; AR 215-4. para. l-lh(l)(a). 
23SeeAR 215-1, para. 2 l d Q  AR 2154, para. l-l3a(l)(c). 
24See D A  Pam 2154, app. C, para. e; AR 215-4, para. I-l3a(l)(d). 
25See D A  Pam 215-4, app. C,para. g; AR 215-4, para. I-lk(l)(e). 
%See D A  Pam.2154, app. C.para. h; AR 2154, para. 1-13a(lXO. 
27AR 215-1, para. 21-29d(4)(c); AR 215-4, para. l-l3a(l)(i). 

AR 215-1, para. 21-llb; AR 215-4, para. I-l3a(l)(h).
r". 29AR215-1, para. 21-12; AR 215-4, para. l-l3a(l)(h). 

5 U.S.C.4 552 (1982). 
'I AR 2154, para. 1-13~(1). 
3 2 ~ d ,para. I-I~o(z). 

Approval and Purchase Levels 

Approval and purchase levels have been revised to rdect 
the increase in resale-warrant dollar limitations. l9 'All pro
curement requests require ADCFA approval, and those in 
excess of $25,000, except merchandise for resale, require 
approval by the installation commander or designee. Ap
proval levels for USACFSC and the Hale KoaHotel will be 
as established by the Commander, USACFSC. 2o As before, 
the approval level for construction projects is governed by 
AR 215-1.*' 

Legal Review 

Legal review requirements are now broken down into 
two categories, mandatory reviews and those that are sub
ject to the availability of legal resources. As before, 
mandatory legal reviews include all solicitations anticipated 
to be in excess of $100,oOO, 22 all decisions concerning dis
putes, protests and appeals, 23 termination actions, 24 

recommendations for suspension and debarment,25 blanket 
purchase agreement formats,26 ratification actions, 27 and 
concessionaire, professional service** and amusement com
pany contracts.29 In addition to the foregoing, the new 
regubtion adds the following categories to the list of man
datory legal reviews: decisions concerning release of 
information under the Freedom of Information Act, pro
posed awards that may result from an unsolicited proposal, 
requests for use of other than a firm fixed-price contract, 
and determinations on whether proposed services are for 
personal or nonpersonal services when this i s  not clearly 
ascertainable.31 

Non-mandatory legal reviews are subject to availability 
of legal resources. This category includes certain entertain
ment contracts, real estate transactions, and questions 
concerning tax status of NAFIs. 32 Decisions concerning 
late proposals and mistakes and show cause and cure n e  
tices also no longer require legal review. 
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Absent from both categories of legal review are sole
source procurements (previously a mandatory review).33 

No legal ,review whatsoeyer is required unless, of course, 
the procurement al e mandatory legal
review categories. 

The new regulation now expressly requires that d l  legal
m'iew be in writing, detail any legal insufficiency,and ret
ommend corrective action. 34 Any unresolved differences 
are to be referred to the installation commander or designee 
for resolution.35 

Concession Contracts 
The use of concession contracts is now conditioned on an 

authorization by the installation commander or designee,36 

whereas the old regulation inexplicably personally required 
the installation commander to approve concession contracts 
with sports professionals, but not others. 37 The old require
ment that concessionaire contracts be processed whenever 
possible by the APF procurement office 38 has been deleted, 
but legal review is still required.39 An exception to the re
quirement for installation commander or designee approval 
is made for short-term (defined as ten days or less) conces
sion contracts, which require approval only at the ADCFA 
level.40 

The uriique nature of concession contracts is recognized
' number'of other peas of the new regulation. As men
tioned earIier, the dollar limitations of a NAF warrant do 
not tipply to concession contracts.41 Imposing insurance re' 
quirements on the contractor is now left to the complete 
discretion of the contracting officer.42 For concession con
tracts only, a "no-fault" termination clause43may be used 
in lieu of the standard termination for convenience clause. 
This optional clause permits either party to terminate the 
Contract upon thirty days written notice. Not surprisingly,
the provisions regarding uniform procurement instrument 
identification numbers (PIIN) have an added category for 

33 SeeDA am 215-4,app. C, para. f. 
"AR 2154,para. 1-136. 
35 I d .  
361d..para. 5-19. 
"AR 215-1,para. 21-lla. 
381d.,para. 21-llb. 
39AR2154,para. 1-13a(l)(h). 

Id. ,  para. 5-21.Note that the 10days need not be consecutive. 
4' See supra note 11. 
42 AR 2154,para. 5-24. 
43 Id., para. 7-24b. 
*Id.. para. 2-1e(3). 

Id. .  para. 5-lc and d. 
46 Id.. para. l-l3u(l)(k) and para. 541(2). 
"Id., para. 5-la. 
48 Id . ,  para. 4-3a 

distinguishingconcession contracts'fromother types of pro
curement documents.14 

Service Contracts 
The policy on personal service contracting has been clari

fied. The regulation provides clear guidance on 
distinguishing between personal and nonpersonal service
type contracts,45 and contracting officers are directed to ob 
tain legal review if in doubt.6 The regulation states that 
Army NAF policy is to obtain personal services by the ap
pointment of employees to NAF positions.47 

A separate provision4Saddresses the limitations that ex
ist with regard to NAF contracts with government 
employees. The regulationpprohibits the use of NAF con
tracts to obtain non-personal services49 or supplies from 
government or NAFI personnel, including businesses that 
are substantially owned or controlled by such personnel. K, 

An exception is made for contracts with enlisted personnel. 
Also, a major command or higher headquarters may a p  
prove contracts with civilian and other military personnel 
when there is a most compelling reason. 51 

Also, a Privacy Actg2statement and contract provisions 
have been added for complying with IRS reporting require
ments applicable to service contracts with individuals.s3 

Entertainment and Amusement Contracts 

Entertainment contracts now have separate coverage in 
the new regulation. The regulation provides practical guid
ance on the criteria for solicitation and award.54 While 
there is no requirement for competition, price comparisons ,-+ 

are to be obtained, and agencies are to be ~otatedwhen fea
sible. Cancellation clauses, along with liquidated damage 
provisions, are required, but insurance requirements are left 
to the discretion of the contracting officer.55 

r* 

49 Non-personal service contracts may be used to obtain consulting services and professional services, including those provided by sports professionals. See 
AR 215-4,PUSS. 5de. 5-10,and 5-12. 
' O A R  215-4,para. 4-3a. 
"Id. P 
s* 5 U.S.C. Q 552a (1982). 
"AR 2154,para. 5 4 b .  
%Id., para. 5-28. 
J5 Id., para. 5-32d. 
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For amusement companies and traveling shows, AR 
2 1 5 4  exempts nationally-lmow l i rms  from competition re
quirements.56 Insurance is to follow state law requirements 
as a matter of A m y  policy (even if not applicable as a mat
ter of law),57 and indemnification provisions are required. 
The most favorable financial return to the NAF i s  one fac
tor, among several, that will be considered in evaluating
competing offers.56 

Subsistence 
The previous broad practical coverages9on the purchase 

of subsistence items such as food and beverages has been 
continued, but is now part of an expanded section on resale 
that includes consumables, such as paper napkins, fuel, and 
postage stamp^.^ The requirement to use FAR clauses in 
requirements contracts for subsistence items has been de
leted and the ADCFA is named 8s the approval authority
for all resale items.62 

Construction and A-E Contracts 
AR 2 1 5 4  greatly expands upon the policies and proce

dures governing construction and architect-engineer (A-E) 
contracts. The regulation cross-references a Department 
of Defense @OD) Instruction" and the Army Federal Ac
quisition Regulation Supplement for the dollar thresholds 
that require accomplishment of construction and A-E con
tracts by the APF contracting officer. The AFARS was 
recently changed ~3to provide that construction contracts 
exceeding $25,000 and all A-E contracts under cognizance 
of Commander, USACFSC, shall be accomplished by either 
APF contracting officers or by USACFSC. The regulation
specifies requirements for announcing A-E requirements in 
the Commerce Business Daily. 

Interior design and kitchen design requirements, regard
less of whether the design was done in-house (Le., by 
USACFSC's Field Operations Directorate) or by an instal
lation contract, will be competed and awarded as a total 
package, unless the installation commander or designee 

s6Id.. para. 5-39. 
57 Id., para. 542d. 
5*Id..para. 546 .  
'g DA Pam 2154, ch. 6. 

215-4, ch. 5, sec. VII. 
6 'See DA Pam 215-4, para. 6-4b. 
62AR215-4, para. 5-54. 

Id., ch. 5, 8cc. 111. 

grants an exception. If an exception is granted, then specific 
items in the design package must be competed.66 

Overseas Shipments 

No major changes have been made to the section on 
overseas shipments,67but the regulation highlights the im
portance of the contract specifying point of acceptance for 
overseas shipments, if different from the point of delivery.sa 
Also, reference is made to the DOD Directive governing 
purchases in support of overseas NAFIs from foreign 
sources.69 

Acquisition Planning 

AR 2 1 5 4  contains extensive coverage on acquisition 
planning, which is a change from the old regulation. The 
regulation covers topics such as establishing milestones, 
certifying funds, and developing specifications. Proce
dures for describing a requirement in terms of "brand name 
or equal" are included.71 A five-year time limit has been es
tablished for contract term, in the absence of prior approval 
from the commander of the major command (MACOM). l2 

This limitation applies to all contracts except construction 
contracts or other project-type contracts which specify a 
completion date.l3 

For the 6rst time, it is now clear that synopsizing aquisi
tions (other than A-E requirements)14 in the Commerce 
Business Daily is an optional, not mandatory, method df lo
cating sources. AR 212-4 also addresses for the 6rst time 
the situation where only one quotation is received. The new 
regulation eliminates the dilemma faced by contracting of
ficers under DA Pam 215-4 which, absent a valid sole
source justification, required competition for purchases over 
S1,ooO while at the same time providing that competition 
did not exist absent the reoeipt of two responsive offers.16 
Now when this situation arises, contracting officers are in
structed to place a written memorandum in the contract 6le 
explaining the reason for the absence of competition. 

64Dep't of Defense Instruction No. 4105.67, Nonappropriatcd Fund Procurement Policy (Oct. 2, 1981). 
See AFARS 1.9003. 

66AR2154, p m .  5-16. 
67 Id.. ch. 6. 

Id. para. 6-1 1.  
69 Dep't of Ddcnse Directive No. 7060.3, International Balanceof Payments Program,ch. 1 (Jan. 25, 1984). 
'Osee generally AR 215-4, ch. 3. 
'I Id.. para. 3-8. 
'*Id.. para. 1-1511. 
131d.,para. 1-15b. 
"Id.. para. 5-l5b. 
751d.para. 4-6. 
16DAPam 2154, para. 1-9b. 

AR 215-4, paras. 1-1 Ib(l)(c) and 4-8b. 
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The coverage on sealed bidding is still not very extensive, 
reflecting the strong preference in NAF contracting for ne
gotiated procurement.78 

In discussing contract types, the new regulation goes be
yond the previous expression of a preference for fixed-price 
versus cost-reimbursement contracts 79 and now requires 
written justification, legal review, and MACOM and 
USACFSC approval for cost-reimbursement contracts. 
As before, there is no discussion of this type of contract. 
A whole section of AR 215-4 is devoted to supply and 

equipment contracts, filling a real gap in AR 215-1 and of
fering practical advice on establishing a delivery schedule, 
inspecting and reporting defects, enforcing warranties, and 
computing chain discounts.a1Basic Ordering Agreements 
are identified as a tool to simplify purchasing procedures.82 

Other new areas of coverage include a polic$ for handling 
Illjstal~es,~~liquidated damages,n4stop-work orders,8s and 
unsolicited proposals.86 Concerning the last item, the regu
lation includes guidance to assist NAF contracting officers 
in identifying unsolicited proposals and in avoiding the‘pit
falls of sole-sourcing to an offeror. For complete coverage 
on this topic, the reader is referred to the FAR and 
DFARS.8’ 

Contract Management . 

A neW chapter entitled ‘‘ContractManagement” includes 
much of the old material pertaining to modifications, 
change orders, constructive changes, contracting officers 
representatives, contract claims, and terminations, but in a 
more organized format. 89 There is new material on option
clauses 99 and there is a provision recommending that legal 
advice be obtained in any situation involving an inexcusable 
delay.91 

The section on contract disputes, appeals, and claims92 
contains no substantive changes, but does reflect minor ad
ministration changes including address changes for the 
Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals. The most sig
nificant change in the area of terminations is deletion of the 
old provision 93 that allowed a contract to be reinstated by 

78 Id., para. 1-10. 

79AR215-1,para 21-7b. 
‘OAR 2154,para. 5-lb. 

Id.. ch. 5, sec. VIII. 
s21d.. para. 5-3. 
83 Id., para. 4-41. 
s41d..para. 7-28. 
85 Id.. para. 7-29. 
a6 Id., para. 442. 
”FAR and DFARS subparts 15-5. 
“ S e e  generally DA Pam 2154,ch. 9 and para. 14;AR 215-1, para. 21-30. 
a9AR2154,ch. 7. 

Id.. para. 7-3. 
91Id., para. 7-9b. 
92 Id.. ch. 7,sec. 11. 
93 DA Pam 2154,para. 94g. 

agreement of the parties anytime a termination for default 
was used and it later became apparent that the contractor 
was not in default. Under AR 2154, the termination for 
default would be converted into a termination for 
convenience.94 F 

Forms 

Virtually all of the old forms have been updated, for the 
most part reflecting only minor changes such as cross-refer
ences to the new regulation. The previously adopted 
Uifofm contract formatg5is continued in AR 2 1 5 4 .  Prob
ably the most significant changes in the forms are the 
complete kevision of the contract clauses for construction 
@A Form 4075-R) and the addition of a new form D A  
Form 4067-1-R, entitled “Order for Supplies or Services/ 
Request for Quotations,”which is to be used for purchases 
of %lO,OOO or less. The latter form, with applicable clauses 
printed on the reverse side, was undoubtedly inspired by 
DD Form 1155,96 although it is not an exact duplicate. 
Conspicuously absent is a form containing clauses for archi
tect-engineer contracts. These clauses are currently being
developed. 

Conclusion 

AR 2 1 5 4  is a comprehensive, better organized regula
tion that a v e  the reader the trouble of flipping back 
a d  forth between the pages of two documents (i,,, ,.hapter 
21 of AR 215-1 and DA pam 215-4) to see whether a dv
en topic is in either or both Although AR 
2 1 5 4  is a long way from being as comprehensive 8s he 
FAR, that was not the intent. AR 215-4 the 
lwPhy of adopting the FAR when it made to do so, 
such as for unsolicited proposals and negotiation techniques 
or when required, such as in certain socio-economic areas. 
The unique nature of NAP procurements, however, contin: 
ues to be reflected in the regulatory emphasis provided on 
the types of purchases NAms are most concerned about, 
such as subsistence, entertainment, and concession 
contracts.97 

c 

%See DA Form 407&R, Apr. 87,Contract Clauses (NonappropriatedFund Service and Supply Contracts), cl. I-29(g). 

95 Patterned after FAR 1 5 . 6 1 .  

96See DFARS 53.303-7CLDD-1155. 

9 7 Q u ~ t i o n ~ 
concerning the new regulation may be referred to the author at AUTOVON 221-9374;commercial (202)325-9374. 
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- Operational Law and Contingency Planning at XVIII Airborne Corps 
Lieutenant Colonel Gerald C. Coleman 

Chief: Plans, Operations & kfobifizationDivision, OSJA, XVIII Airborne Corps & Fort Bragg 

This is another in a continuing series of articles on 
the expanding concept of operational law (OPLAW). I t  
illustrates the substantive OPL4 W effort being under
taken by s t a 8  judge advocate ogices in the field. 
Operational law is defined as follows: “That body of 
law, both domestic and international, impacting specifi
cally upon legal issues associated with the planning for 
and deployment of U.S. forces overseas in both peace
time and combat environments.” 

Introduction 
The XVIII Airborne Corps, comprised of the 10th 

Mountain Division, the 24th Infantry Division (Mecha
nized), the 82d Airborne Division, and the lOlst Airborne 
Division (Air Assault), possesses unique capabilities for 
planning and executing contingency operations directed by 
the National Command Authority (NCA). 

It responds to the contingency needs of five Com
manders-in-Chief (CINC), with little or no notice, and 
often with no established plan to cover the particular situa
tion requiring its deployment. Therefore, effective crisis 
action planning at Corps level is mandatory. 

In today’s political/military environment, contingency 
operations are subject to numerous legal constraints, in
cluding treaty obligations, host nation law, the law of war, 
and U.S. domestic law. ~ 1 1personnel connected with mili
tary operations must understand that violations of legal
constraints may adversely affect the overall accomplishment 
of U.S.policy objectives, even though the military objective
is accomplished. The consideration of operational law is
sues h ‘’ Phases Of Planning enhances the 
Prospect for in operationsand,
quently, becomes a combat multiplier. 

This article sets forth the application of operational law 
considerations in contingency planning and resulting opera
tions at XVIII Airborne Corps and the role of the 
operations law judge advocate. The term “contingency
planning” is used in the broadest sense, including not only 
the technical process of planning, but also all actions neces
sary to the Corps to successfully carry Out 
contingency missions. 

The Concept of Operational Law 
Operational law consists of that body of domestic and in

ternational law that directly affects the planning and 
execution of peacetime and combat military operations 
overseas. I This area of the law has developed in response to 
a number of factors affecting military operations in today’s 

political/military environment, including increased atten
tion from the media, greater interest on the part of 
Congress in all aspects of such operations, and a heightened 
awareness by the public of the importance of military oper
ations. In this environment, the commander must be 
cognizant of applicable legal constraints that d e c t  the ac
complishment of the mission. 

The impact of legal issues on successful mission 8ccom
plishment was aptly demonstrated in Urgent Fury,the U.S. 
military action in Grenada. During that operation, impor
tant legal questions arose concerning the status of detainees 
(including third country nationals), alleged violations of the 
law of war, implementation of local law, and disposition of 
claims. The availability of a judge advocate trained in op
erational law to assist a commander in resolving such 
politically sensitive legal issues is considered to be a combat 
multiplier. 

Contingency Planning and Operations in XVIII 
Airborne Corps 

Contingency operations are military actions requiring
thorough planning under compressed time lines,with many
ambiguities, and rapid deployment to perfom military 
tasks in Support of national Policy. ’ As indicated in Field 
Manual 1w5,these operations normally are undertaken 
when vitd national interests are at Stake and direct or hdi

diplomacy and other forms of influence have been 
exhausted Or need to be supplemented by direct military
action.‘ 

XVIII Airborne Corps is a unique organization within 
the U.S. Army, capable of simultaneously deploying and
employing its forces on either regional or global contingen
cies. The mission of the Corps is to maintain an airborne 
for=, manned and trained to deploy rapidly by land, sea, 
and air, anywhere in the world. This command has a para
mount need for readiness, and each soldier, including judge
advocates, must be prepared to deploy overseas on very 
short notice. 

An analysis of contingency and global plans for which 
XVIII Airborne Corps bears a degree of responsibility
reveals thirty-seven contingency plans and six global plans
under five different unified and specified commands. These 
commands are established by direction of the President to 
perform a broad, continuing mission. A unified command is 
composed of forces assigned by two or more U.S.services, 
operating under the operational command of a single
CINC. A specified command is primarily a single service 
command, although it may have elements of other services 

‘The concept of operational law is rapidly developing.See, eg., Barnes, Operational LAW,Special Operations. and Reserve Support, The Army Lawyer. Dec. 
1984, at I; Barnes, Special Operations and the LAW,Military Rev., Jan. 1986, at 49; Graham, Operational hw-A  Concept Comes ofAge. The Army Lawyer, 
July 1987, at 9. An excellent resource document in this area of the law is the special text, Theater Planning and Operations for Low Intensity Contlict Envi
ronment, published by the U.S.Army War College, Sept. 1986. 
2See Borek. Legal Services During War 40 (23 Mar. 1987) (study project at the U.S.Army War College). 

Dep‘t of A m y ,  Field Manual 1W5, Operations (5 May 1986). 
41d. at 169. 
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assigned.’ Inherent in each plan is the requirement for 
XVIII Airborne Corps to perform as a joint headquarters
for at least the first seventy-two hours after deployment or 
until a superior joint headquarters can be deployed. Thus, 
XVIII Airborne Corps must approach all plans from a joint 
perspective. 

The Corps has the capability to conduct the following
worldwide missions: 

-Immediate support to a requesting CINC. 
-Show of force. 
-Disaster relief. 

-Evacuation of US nationals. 

-Secure strategic installations. 
-Forced entry. 

--Combat operations in a low intensity environment. 

-Combat operations in a mid intensity environment 
for short durations, including airhead establishment in 
conjunction with securing terrain objectives, and de
fense against an enemy force in a mid intensity
environment until link-up. 

The contingency mission statement of the Corps indicates 
that, when directed, the Corps will deploy to a s p d c  area 
of operations to conduct military operations and to secure a 
lodgement area for future operations. The Corps must be 
prepared to deter or counter direct foreign invasion. It must 
protect and defend, to the degree possible, critical facilities, 
bases, and transportation routes. Further, XVIII Airborne 
Corps must be prepared to escalate operations and conduct 
combined or unilateral offensive operations to counter di
rect invasion, restore law and order, and protect U.S. 
interests in the designated region. 

The Corps Operational Planning System 

The Corps Operational Planning System (COPS)
designed to carry out these missions is comprised of two 
distinct systems: deliberate planning and crisis action plan
ning. The deliberate planning process consists of five phases 
in the following sequence. 

Phase I Initiation 
-CINC receives planning task from the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff (JCS).
-Major forces available for planning are  
designated. 

Phase I1 Concept Development 
-Mission statement is deduced. 
-Subordinate tasks are derived. 
-Concept of operation is developed.
The Product: A Concept of Operations 

Phase 111 Plan Development
-Forces are selected and time-phased.
-Support requirements are computed. 
-Strategic deployment is simulated. 
-Shortfalls are identified and resolved. 
-Operation plan is completed.
The Product: A Completed Plan 

’Id. at 163. 

Phhe IV Plan Review 
-Operation plan is reviewed and approved by JCS. 
-CINC revises plan in accordance with review 
comments. 
The Product: An Approved Plan 

Phase V Supporting Plans 
-Supporting plans are prepared. 
The Product: A Family of Plans 

The real test of COPS is in crisis action planning. Those in
volved in planning realize that, while crises normally 
develop over a period of several weeks or months, the Na
tional Command Authority decision to commit forces 
requires deployment in hours or days. 

Crisis action planning under COPS focuses on that peri
od between receipt of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS)
warning order and the JCS execution order, with emphasis 
on determining which forces should be used, how large the 
total force should be, and how quickly the force can be 
deployed. The crisis action planning process follows this 
sequence: 

Phase I Situation Development 
-Event perception. 
-Problem recognition. 
-CINCs assessment. 
-JCS/NCA assessment. 

Phase I1 Crisis Assessment 
-Increased reporting. 
-JCS/NCA evaluation. 
-NCA crisis decision. 

Phase I11 Course of Action (COA) Development 
-JCS warning order. 
4 O A s  developed major forces & support. 
- C O A s  evaluated. 
-Joint Deployment System (JDS) databases 
established. 
-Table of Allowances (TOA)deployment
estimates. 
--Commander’s estimate. 

Phase IV COA Selection 
-JCS refine and present COAs. 
-NCA COA decision. 

Phase V Execution Planning 
-JCS planning and/or alert order. 
-JDS database completed. 
-Operation order (OPORD) developed. 
-Force preparation. 
-Deployability posture reporting. 
-NCA execute decision. 

Phase VI Execution 
-JCS execute order. 
-Execute OPORDS. 
-JDS database updated. 
-Reporting. 

This technique is highly developed at XVIII Airborne 
Corps and is exercised repeatedly in overseas deployments 
to areas such as Panama and Honduras, during Emergency 
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Deployment Readiness Exercises (EDREs) and Joint Oper
ations with sister services, and through aggressive mission
oriented small unit training. 

The operational law judge advocate is an integral part of 
the Corps SW,routinely deploying with the staff on exer
cises. In the past year, the operational law judge advocate 
parachuted in with the staff on six exercises: Gold Thrust at 
Fort Steward, Georgia; AHUAS T A M  I1 at Jamastran, 
Honduras; AHUAS TARA I11 at LA Paz, Honduras; Night
Power at Fort Bragg, North Carolina; and Sand Eagle 87 
(Phase III) and Sand Eagle 88 at Avon Park, Florida. Oth
er Corps joint exercises have included Bold Eagle, Gallant 
Knight, and Solid Shield. 

Application of Operational Law to XVIII 
Airborne Corps Contingencies 

A judge advocate is significantly involved in operations
planning and execution at XVIII Airborne Corps. This is 
consistent with Training and Doctrine Command 
(TRADOC) guidance on the operational ‘concept for pro
viding legal services in potential theaters of operation. The 
TRADOC guidance indicates that: 

The U.S.Army may engage in a variety of contingen
cies ranging from integrated battlefields involving
essentially all existing conventional forces, to actions 
involving light, irregular forces. Because hostilities 
may erupt in any part of the world, flexibility and initi
ative in delivery of legal services are extremely
important. 
Working with the Corps staff, the staff judge advocate 

(SJA) is designated to handle operational law matters. The 
SJA participates in all stages of deliberate and crisis action 
planning and is also involved in planning various field train
ing and command post exercises. A Legal Appendix is 
included in the Personnel Annex of all exercise letters of in
struction (Lor)and operation plans (OPLANS). As many
exercises are conducted outside the United States, extensive 
legal participation in determining host nation laws and the 
exercise of foreign criminal jurisdiction is involved. 

To ensure the availability of operational law advice dur
ing all stages of operations, the Commanding General 
(CG), XVIII Airborne Corps, has included a judge advo
a t e  in both the assault and tactical command posts (CP). 
When one considers that the normal complement of the 
Corps assault CP is only twenty-six persons, including the 
CG, this readily demonstrates the importance given to op
erational law in this command. Again, this is consistent 
with TRADOC guidance, which provides that JAGC per
sonnel will provide legal services as far forward as feasible 
in a combat environment, to include high, mid, and low in
tensity conflicts.’ 

The presence of a judge advocate in the assault CP en
sures that: operational legal advice is available to the 
commander on such matters as treaties and international 
agreements pertaining to the operations area; applicable 

rules of engagement are properly drafted and briefed to de
ploying troops; detainees are appropriately classified in 
accordance with international law and applicable regula
tions; requests for asylum are transmitted through proper 
channels; Operations are conducted in accordance with the 
law of war; and that applicable local laws, including provi
sions for implementation of foreign crimina1 jurisdiction, 
are observed, when appropriate. Further, the judge advo
cate must also consider potential claims under the Foreign 
Claims Act, the Military Claims Act, the Federal Medical 
Care Recovery Act, the International Agreement Claims 
Act, the Use of Government Property Claims Act, the Fed
eral Claims Collection Act, the Advance Payment Act, and 
Status of Forces and other similar agreements.’ The de
ploying judge advocate may also be used to serve as a 
liaison to U.S.diplomatic representatives or local govern
ment officials until the full Corps headquarters is 
established. 

A significant area of operational law is the development 
of rules of engagement (ROE). ROE are directives that a 
command may establish to delineate the circumstancesand 
limitations under which its forces will initiate or continue 
combat with hostile forces.9 ROE represent the primary 
means by which the National Command Authority, 
through the JCS and the unified or specified commander, 
provides policy guidance to deployed forces. Subordinate 
commanders may issue supplemental ROE that are more 
restrictive than those of higher headquarters; however, 
these supplemental ROE must be consistent with those of 
the higher command. Subordinate commanders may not 
publish ROE that are less restrictive than those of higher 
headquarters without first having obtained authorization 
from the appropriate command. Clear-cut, sensible, well
understood ROE are a positive factor in successful mission 
accomplishment. 

The operational law judge advocate plays a major role in 
developing and disseminating ROE within the command. 
His legal training and the fact that virtually all peacetime 
ROE are based on the concept of self-defense enable him to 
draft precise rules within the guidance set forth by the com
mander and higher authority and explain these rules to the 
deploying commanders and troops. Vague and ambiguous 
guidance is a prescription for disaster. During Corps com
mand post exercises (CPX) and field training exercises 
(FTX),  the operational law judge advocate prepares a simp 
lified unclassified version of the exercise ROE, which are 
published as an appendix to the first combat planning direc
tive. This appendix is then fully briefed to all troops 
participating in the exercise. 

The operational law judge advocate must ensure that all 
ROE are consistent with domestic law, as well as the law of 
war, and are sensible and easy to understand. Further, if 
the commander feels that a change is needed in ROE guid
ance provided by higher headquarters, the operational law 
judge advocate should immediately request such a change. 

6Training and Doctrine Command, Pamphlet No. 525-52, U.S.Army Operational Concept for Providing Legal Services in Theaters of Operation, pare 4a 
(21 Mar. 1986).
’Id., para 4a(1). 
‘Fora  comprehensive treatment of claims operations during overseas deployment, see Warner, Planning for Foreign Claims Operations During Owmas 
Deployment of Militav Forces, The Army Lawyer,July,1987. at 61. 

JCS Publication One. ’ 
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Another wa3,in whicht.thejudge advocate may make a 
valuable contribution ations islby participat
ing as a member of th ting Boyd. This board 
may, be established a ting .Bqard ,when the 
Co*>headquarters is Task Fprce Headquar
ters,jlor a C w p s  T rd when the Corps 
constitutes the Army forces (ARFOR). ‘As’a member, the 
judge advocate may advi ‘assist the board by provid
ing ,general targeting nce consistent with the 
requirements of the Hague and Geneva Conventions; re
viewing pertinent ROE for conformity with domestic and 
international law; assisting in the development of target 
.guidance, particularly in regard to politically sensitive 
targets; and providing advice concerning the legal ramifica

of all targeting decisions. 

ne of the most importaht tions of the operational
law judge advocate is to ensure that deploying Corps units 
receive legal orientation and support. Legal orientations 
should address pertinent host nation law, the provisions of 
applicable stationing arrangements, the exercise of foreign 

jurisdiction, pertinent ROE, basic law of war pro
and a comprehensive list of “do’s’’aid “don’ts” in 

ea to which Corps units are to be deployed. An im
t aspect of such legal orientation is the collection of 

legal materials relating to potential deployment areas. Re
’ ‘ ’ dge advocates serving their active duty training tour 

Bragg have proven to be particularly useful in re
searching and collecting relevant legal materials. 

’ 

Another function of the operational law judge advocate is 
to ‘develop training for contingencies. This includes the de
vdopment of legal items to be included in Master’Scenario 
Events Lists (MSEL) in order to ensure vigorous legal play 
during CPXs and FTXs. The use of realistic MSELs to in
troduce legal issues into play is important, ?as simulated 
battle rules such as First Battle and Joint Exercise Support
System (JESS) do not directly address such issues. Well
drafted, meaningful MSELs introduced into play at an ap
propriate time during an exercise will generate the desired 
reaction. 

.To a great extent dividual judge advocate participation
hthe operational planning process is based on the extent of 

“Graham, supra note I, at 15. 
I .  

the -pq#onalworking relationship developed with the G-3 
and other’key staff members. lo The operational law judge 
advocate must be perceived by the staff as an asset. To ac
complish this, the judge Advocate must be well prepared 
and judicious in the advice he offers. Staff acceptance of a 
legal advisor’s role cannot-be mandated. It must be earned 
by constant, steady, and diligent participation in the plan
ning process. This generates trust and confidence in the 
judge advocate by other members of the staff. As indicated 
above, many legal issues affect current military operations. 
This provides the judge advocate with an opportunity to 
brief the staff on the nature and ramifications of a wide 
range of legal matters (e.g., blockade versus quarantine). 
The operational law judge advocate should be alert to such 
opportunities and take advantage of them whenever 
possible. 

All judge advocates serving with XVIII Airborne Corps 
are provided operational law training, when possible, and 
are assigned to participate in CPXs and FTXs. This has 
had the effect of raising the level of interest in operational 
law and ensuring maximum office capability in this area. 

Conclusion 

In today’s political/military environment, the military 
commander is subject to ever-increasing laws, regulations, 
,and policies that impact on the execution of his mission. 
This is especially true at YMII Airborne Corps,as it pos
sesses unique capabilitiest h t  ensure its use in planning and 
executing contingency ’operations directed by the National 
Command Authority. 

The Judge Advocate Oqeral’s Corps has recognized the 
need to have judge advocates involved in the planning for 
and execution of such contingency operations. The opera
tional lawyer can make a significant contribution to 
successful mission accomplishment by ensuring that all as
pects of applicable domestic and international law are 
ckfully considered in all phases of peacetime and combat 

itary operations 

L
USALSA Report 
United States Army Legal Services Agency 

The Advocate for Military Defense Counsel 

The Disqualified Judge: Only a Little Pregnant? 

Captain William E. Slade 
Defense AppelZate Division F 

Support can be found in the existing body of military judge may continue to preside over a court-martial, provid
case law for the proposition that a disqualified military ed the forum is not judge alone. Thus, a disqualified 
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military judge h a  the option to either recuse himkelf or di
rect trial by members and continue to presidecover the 
court. This option, while attractive from the standpoint of 
administrative convenience, casts doubt over th 

the proceedings. Consideration of the issues 

problems presented by such a d e  leads to the conclusion 

that it should be rejected. . 


-
The Law Covernia~Disqualicatim 

Rule for &urts-Mdd 902 I governs disqualification of 
military judges. Subsection (a). states that a military judge
“shall disqualify himself or herself in any proceeding in 
which that judge’s might reasonably
be questioned.” Subsection (e) allows for waiver where the 
growd for disqualification arises only under subsection (a). 
No waiver may be accepted by the military judge, however, 
unless it is preceded by a full disclosure on the record of the 
basis for disqualification. 

Subsection (b) of R.C.M. 902 lists specific grounds re
quiring disqualification. Included among these grounds are 
personal bias or prejudice concerning a party’ acting as 
counsel, investigating officer, staff judge advocate, or con
vening authority in the Same C W ; ~  being a witness or the 
accuser in the case; or where a relative within the third de
pee of relationship to the military judge or his spouse is  a 
party to the proceeding or has an interest that could be sub
stantially ai�ected by the outcome of the proceeding. 

The military rule i s  based on the federal rule governing 
disqualification of judges, which is itself based on Canon 
I11 of the AEA Code of Judiciut Conduct. Except for some 
changes in terminology, the military d e  is identical to the 

7 federal d e .  The IIdharY rule, On its face, d m  not d l O W  a 
judge the Option to either recuse himself Or direct trial by 
members. Some decisions by the Court of Military Appeals 
and the b y Court of Military Review, however, contain 
dicta suggesting that such an option exists under certain 
circumstances. 

In United States v. Bradley, the military judge accepted 
the amused‘s pleas of guilty after conducting a providence
inquiry and entered findings accordingly. Subsequently, a 
defect was discovered in the Article 329 investigation and 

defense counsel withdrew his client’s guilty ‘pleas.lo De
fense counse1”’movedfor the rdusal of the military judge. 
The motion Cas denied, but the accused declined to with

quest for a judge alone trial, ’and the judge 
o‘preside. The Court of Military AppeaK held 

that the military judge abused his &=retion by 
to preside in the trial by judge alone. In dict 
stated that “[p]roperly, [the judge] should have either re
cused himself from the trial entirely, or, as an accused has 
no right to insist on t d  by judge done, directed a by
members-”” 

‘ 

Later, in United States v. Cooper, I Z  the Court of Military 
Appeals seemed to retre& from its di& in Brdley by stat
kg that where a military judge has reached conclusions 
regarding an accused’s factual and legal guilt and has mani
fested those conclusions by accepting guilty pleas and 
entering findings of guilty, the judge “has no choice and 
must recuse himself.”13The court made no mention of any 
option available to the military judge. 

More recently, however, in United Stutes v. Soriuno,l 4  

the court seemed to resurrect the Bradley dicta by $UP 
gesting, once again in dicta, that whether the trial judge 
had formed definite opinions about the accused’s guilt h 
that case prior to his court-martial was not important be
cause members, not the military judge, found the 
guilty. l5  

urt of Military Review has repeated the 
Brudley at least the concept of an option, on sever
a1 occasions. 16 In United States V. S h e r d ,  17 the court 
faced a situation where the militaryjudge had actually aer
dsed the option by directing trial by members rather 
recusing himself. The court held that the military judge 
committed emor by failing to m u s e  himself even though he 
directed trial by members. The court found no prejudice,
however, as both hefindingand were 
by members. Thus, it appears from Sherrod that the “op
tion” Cannot be exercised without committing error, though 
committing hannless error is presumably deemed an. ac
hptable price, at least in the view of the Bradley court and 
other courts recognizing the option. 

. 
I Manual for Courts-Martial,United States, 1984, Rule for Courts-Martid 902 [hereinafter R.C.M.]. 
R.C.M. 902(e). 

R.C.M. 902(b)(1) (To be disqualifying, any interest or bias must be personal,not judicial, in nature. See R.C.M. 902(b) analysis, at A 2 1 4 ) . 


‘RC.M. 902@)(2).

’RC.M. 902@)(5). 


28 U.S.C. 8 455 (1982).

’R.C.M. 902 analysis, at A t 1 4 5 .  


87 M.J. 332 (C.M.A. 1979). 

gUnifonn Code of Military Justice art. 32, 10 U.S.C. 8 832 (1982). 

loBrudley, 7 M.J.at 333. 

I I  Id. at 334 (footnotes omitted). 

128 M.J.5 (C.M.A. 1979). 

l3Id at 7. 

I 4 2 0  M.J. 337 (C.M.A. 1985). 

” ~ d .at 341.
r“. 16See. e.g., United States v. Wiggers, 25 M.J.587 (A.C.M.R. 1987); United States v. Peterson, 23 M.J. 828, 831 (A.C.M.R. 1986); United States v. 
Matthewa, 13 M.J. 501. 514 (A.C.M.R. 1982). 
1722 M.J.917 (A.C.M.R. 1986). petition granted, 24 MJ. 37 (C.M.A. 1987). 
lard. at 923. 
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I Under federal civilianase law, no spch option has been 
recognized. Federal cases addressing disqualification of 
judges suggest that once a trial judge is disqualified, recusal 
i s  required. Prejudicial error will result from the judge's 
failure to recuse himself or herself, regardless of whether 
the judge was the trier of fact. I9 , 

I .  

Problems Associated With DisqualifUed Judges 

Though some military cases have indicated that a dis
qualified military judge may continue to preside in a case 
where he directs trial by members, other cases demonstrate 
that the option is not foolproof. In United States v. Shackle
ford,2o the Court of Military Appeals stated that 
unforeseen risks,often accompany a refusal by the judge to 
recuse himself once he is on notice of a version of the facts 
to which the factfinders not entitled to be privy.2' In 
Shackleford, the military judge rejected the accused's ten
dered guilty pleas based on information he received during 
the providence inquiry, but continued to preside over the 
subsequent trial by members. In open court, the accused 
testified in a manner inconsistent with what he had told the 
judge during the providence inquiry. The judge questioned 
the accused before the members in such a way as to high
light'his concern with the accused's credibility. The court 
found that the accused was denied a fair hearing .as a result 
of the judge's questioning.22 

Similarly, in United Stares v. Wiggers,23 the Army Court 
of Military Review acknowledged the Bradley option while 
at the same time suggesting that the disqualified military
judge committed prejudicial error under the circumstances 
by directing trial by members rather than' recusing him
self.24 The judge had already determined,.through a prior
judicial hearing, that a potential witness was a liar.2s Citing 
Shackleford, the court stated'that the judge should have 
foreseen that possible credibility problems with the witness 
could develop, raising the danger that the judge might alert 
the court members to his bias against the witness.26 

. Problems other than those recognized in ShackeIford and 
Wiggers are often created when a disqualified judge contin
ues to preside. One such problem is  apparent in United 
States v. Sherrod. In that case, the military judge disclosed, 
inter alia, that he lived next door to the victims of one of 
the burglaries with which the accused was charged, and 
that his daughter was a close personal friend of the girl next 
door who was alleged to have been molested by the ac
cused. 27 The accused properly challenged the military 
judge for cause. The judge erroneously denied the chal
lengeZ8and added that he would not entertain a request for 
trial by judge alone.29 Despite this, the accused requested a 
judge alone trial, preferring that his fate be decided by the 
next door neighbor rather than court members, due to the 
peculiar nature of the offenses.u, 

The military judge enied the judge alone request, based 
on the appearance of bias created by his status as a victim's 
neighbor as well as his concern that the accused feel he 
would receive a fair trial.31As a result of the disqualified 
judge remaining on the case, the accused was denied any 
meaningful choice of forum. Had another, qualified, judge 
made the decision on the judge alone request, it presumably 
would have been granted, especially given the judicial pref
erence to grant such requests.32 When disqualified judges
make these decisions, however, they are not in the best po
sition to protect the interests of the accused, as Congress 
intended. 33 

Other problems are created by allowing disqualifiedjudg
es to remain on a case. One such problem is the burden this 
places on military judges themselves. Knowing that the op
tion to remain on the case exists, a judge may feel pressure 
to continue rather than cause the administrative inconven
ience necessary to obtain another judge. Even qualified 
judges must perform a difficult balancing act in giving guid
ance and important information to court members while at 
the same time avoiding the slightest appearance of partiali
ty.)' If the judge actually is biased, or at least appears 

19See, e.g.,Unitid States v. Holland, 655 F.2d 5th Cir. 1981); Potashnick v. Port City Cdnstruction, 609 F.2.d 1101 (5th Cir.), cen. denied, 449 U.S. 820 
(1980); United States v. Brown, 539 F.2d 467 (5th Cir. 1976); see also united States v. Bray, 546 F.2d 851 (10th Cir. 1976). Unlike the military system, 
however, sentencing is done by the ludge in the federal civilian sector,even where trial is by jury. See Fed. R. Crim. P. 32. Therefore, a stronger case could 
arguably be made for such an option in the military system, where both tindings and sentence are determined by members, and a disqualified judge might 
have less dect  on the proceedings. 
"2 M.J. 17 (C.M.A. 1976). 
21 Id. at 20. 
*Id. at 19. . 
2325 M.J. 567 (A.C.M.R.1987). 
24 The court found that no prejudicial error remained as to findings because the convening authority had set aside the finding of guilty to the one contested 
offense. 
2rId. at 589. 
26 Id. at 593. No such credibility problems with the witness actually arose during the trial. The murt implied that this fact was irrelevant. 
27Sherrod,22 M.J. at 919. 
281d.at 923. 
191dat 919 
u, The accused was charged, inter alia, with burglarizing the military quarters of two senior ranking officers at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, and assaulting 
two minor dependents. Id. at 918. The court members gave the maximum allowable sentence after finding the accused guilty of all charge and specifications. 
The Army court determined that the sentence was inappropriately severe. Id. at 923. 

Id. at 919. 
"See United States v. Webster, 24 M.J. 96 (C.M.A. 1987); United States v. Butler, 14 M.J.72 (C.M.A. 1982); see also R.C.M. 903(c)(2)(b) discussion, 
which states that "[a] timely request for trial by military judge alone should be granted unless there is a substantial reason why, in the interest of justice, the 
military judge should not sit as fact finder." L l  

"See S. Rep.No. 1601, 90th Cong., 2d Sess., reprinted in 1968 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. News 4501, 4504. 

-


-


-

Shackelford, 20 M.J. at 19. 
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biased, the task becomes much more difficult even for the 
disciplined judicial mind. 

Another problem is the burden placed upon appellate au
thorities by allowing disqualified judges to remain on a 
case. Appellate counsel and courts must scrutinize every 
ruling made by the judge in an attempt to determine wheth
er the ruling was in any way caused or affected by the bias 
or appearance of bias that formed the basis for disqualifica
tion. Prejudice will often be difficult or impossible to detect 
from the cold black and white of the record, though it may 
actually have existed. The judge’s facial expressions, tone of 
voice, body language, and general demeanor are not re
flected in the record. This silent communication between 
judge and jury can be outcome determinative in many 
cases.35 

Finally, even though an accused may have actually re
ceived a fair trial from a disqualified judge and members, 
the public may not understand or believe that a disqualified 
judge can perform his or her duties fairly. After all, what is 
the point of calling a judge disqualified if he or she is still 
allowed to preside? The risk of losing public confidence in 
the administration of justice is  especially great in the mili
taq, dven the differences between the military and civilian 
communities and the ever present specter of command 
influence.36 

The Solution 
To avoid the problems discussed above, which result 

from allowing disqualified judges to direct trial by members 
and remain on the case, prejudice should be conclusively 
presumed whenever a disqualified judge presides. The con
cept of presumptive prejudice is not new. It has been 
applied when there has been an erroneous denial of a chal
lenge for cause against a member of a court-martial.37 
Though such a rule would place strict liability on a military
judge to make the right decision when the issue of disquali
fication arises, this burden is not too onerous when weighed 
against the alternatives. The law governing disqualification
is not especially complex, and it is rare when military judg
es commit error in this area. 

While requiring a new judge to preside may result in ad
ministrative inconvenience, any such inconvenience is far 
outweighed by the need to protect the dignity and integrity 
of the military justice system. Also,much appellate litiga
tion could be avoided. 

Conclusion 

The case of United Stutes v. S h e r r ~ d ~ ~was recently ar
on appeal before the court of Military Appeals. The 

presumptive prejudice de, any option for dis
qualified military judge to remain on a Me,  was proposed 
to the court. Whether the court will adopt the rule remains 
to be seen. 

”See Comer, The Trial Judge, His Facial Expressions, Gestures and General Demeanor-Their Effect on the Administration of Justice, 6 Am. Crim. L.Q. 
175 (1968): see also United States v. Brown, 539 F.2d 467,469 (5th Cir. 1976). 
j6See United States v. Butler, 14 M.J. 72, 74 (C.M.A. 1982) (Everett, C.J.,concurring). 

T b ’7See United States v. Lenoir, 13 M.J. 452,453 (C.M.A. 1982). 
3822M.J. 917 (A.M.C.R. 1986), petition granted, 24 M.J. 37 (C.M.A. 1987). 

DAD Notes 

Gross Errors: Hidden Attacks on Defense Counsel’s 
Representation 

In United States v. Gross, the Army Court of Military 
Review recently reiterated its position that a new review 
and action is required when an accused questions the pretri
al and in-court representation of his trial defense counsel 
while still represented post-trial by the same counsel. In 
Gross, the accused forwarded a letter to his defense counsel 
for inclusion in defense counsel’s submissions pursuant to 
Rule for Courts-Martial 1105.* In his letter, the accused 
stated: “I had given my lawyer a list of my chain of com
mand who I wish [sic] would speak on my behalf in court. 
He said he’d contact them. The day of court came and I 
had no defending witnesses.” In requiring a new review 

, 
I ACMR 8701456 (A.C.M.R.13 Nov. 1987). 

and action, the court relied on its previous holding in 
United States v. Stith 

In Stith, the accused addressed a letter to the convening
authority questioning the competence of his trial defense 
counsel. The staff judge advocate included the accused‘s 
comments in his post-trial review and served the review on 
the defense counsel. Defense counsel submitted no rebuttal. 
Under the circumstances, the court held that it was error 
for the staff judge advocate to serve his review upon ac
cused’s defense counsel. The rationale of Stith was further 
explained in United Stutes v. Clark. In Ckurk, the staff 
judge advocate received a letter addressed to the convening
authority from the accused after completion and service of 
his post-trial recommendation. The letter challenged the 

*Manual for Courts-Martial, United States, 1984, Rule for Courts-Martial 1105 [hereinafter R.C.M.].
I”? Gross, slip op. at 1 n.1 .  

‘5 M.J. 879 (A.C.M.R. 1978), petition denied, 7 M.J. 270 (C.M.A. 1979). 
’Id. at 880. 
622 M.J. 708 (A.C.M.R. 1986). 
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representation he had received from his trial defense coun
sel. On the same day that the staff judge advocate received 
this letter, the defense counsel submitted his response to the 
post-trial recommendation by requesting a substantial re
duction in confinement.’At the time he responded, defense 
counsel was not aware of the accused’s complaint to the 
convening authority. The court held that it was not error 
for the staff judge advocate to serve the recommendation on 
the accused’s defense counsel. The court noted that the pri
mary reason for not allowing the trial defense counsel to act 
on behalf of his client when his representation has been at
tacked is because counsel’s interest in defending his 
reputation conflicts with his interest in representing his cli
ent. When the defense counsel becomes aware of the 
challenge to his performance after he responds, however, he 
is mentally free of the competing interests. 

In Gross, unlike Stith and Clark, the accused gave his let
ter directly to his defense counsel for submission to the 
convening authority. The letter consisted of five handwrit
ten pages and did not appear to have been written 
specifically for the purpose of attacking the defense coun
sel’s competence. In the first three pages, the accused 
-explainedthe circumstances surrounding the offenses, in
cluding matters in extenuation. In the 6nal two pages, he 
discussed the witnesses who testified at his court-martial 
and ended with a request to upgrade his discharge. The on
ly criticism of the performance of his defense counsel was 
the three sentences quoted above by the court. The defense 
counsel appended the letter to his submission pursuant to 
R.C.M. 1105. In the submission, defense counsel requested
that the accused’s period of confinement be reduced. Al
though he referred to the letter once, he never addressed 
the accused‘s allegations. 

Gross is noteworthy because it highlights a source of 
post-trial attack not normally considered by defense coun
sel. Defense counsel frequently receive letters from their 
clients for use in post-trial submissions. As this case demon
strates, attacks on the adequacy of their trial representation 
may not be readily apparent. The problem becomes more 
complicated if the client submits letters from third parties,
especially family members, and these letters challenge the 
adequacy of defense counsel’s representation. The question
should then be addressed as to whether the client has 
adopted those assertions as his own. If he has, a conflict 
would then exist as to further post-trial representation.This 
is not to suggest that such oblique attacks occur only in 
these types of submissions. Congressional inquiries are an
other area where challenges to performance may arise. For 
instance, an accused‘s complaint to his congressional repre
sentative that certain inadmissible evidence was considered 
at his trial, evidence to which the defense counsel offered no 

k 

’Id. at 709. 
81d.at 710. 

objection, could arguably be construed as a post-trial attack 
on counsel’s competency. 

Gross makes clear that the onus is on the defense counsel 
to be alert to these hidden attacks. Therefore, defense coun
sel should carefully scrutinize documents they include in 
their post-trial submissions and be alert to post-trial devel
opments in the case. When there appears to be a direct or 
hidden attack, defense counsel should discuss it with the 
client in an attempt to resolve the matter. In resolving this 
question, defense counsel should, in accordance with United 
States v. Clark, lo ask if he or she can be mentally free from 
competing interests at the time he or she discharges his or 
her post-trial responsibilities. Captain Timothy P.Riley. 

Requests for Counsel to Foreign officials: A 
Meaningless Endeavor? 

In United States v. Colemon, the Army Court of Mili
tary Review held that a request for Counsel made during an 
interrogation by foreign investigators, that is later commu
nicated to American officials by the foreign officials, fails to 
trigger the rule prescribed in Edwards v. Arizona. l2 Observ
ing that the United States Constitution and court decisions 
interpreting it do not apply to actions of foreign officials, 
the court ruled that American law does not apply to a re
quest for counsel made during an interrogation by German 
officials in a “German investigation.” l3 The court therefore 
approved the initiation of an interrogation by an American 
investigator with actual knowledge that the suspect had 
previously requested counsel. 

The facts in Coleman form an interesting Edwards issue. 
Coleman was taken to the German police station and was 
confronted by German authorities with the results of an au
topsy done on his two-month-old daughter that revealed 
that the infant died of unnatural causes. He refused to 
make a written statement and requested an attorney. There 
were no American officials present at this interrogation ex
cept a Criminal Investigation Division (CID) employee who 
acted as an interpreter. The interrogation was immediately 
terminated and Coleman was transported by his unit to the 
CID office for questioning. The agent conducting the inter
view was aware that Coleman had made a request for 
counsel. In fact, because the agent knew that Coleman had 
requested an attorney, he sought advice from the CID legal 
advisor prior to conducting the interrogation. Coleman was 
given a complete advisement under Article 3 1. l4 He waived 
his rights and made a detailed written statement against his 
penal interest. I s  

In Edwards v. Arizona, the Supreme Court held that a 
person in custody who has “expressed his desire to deal 

gother sources of attack include the appellate representation form (in which the accused is encouraged to assert errors) and complaints made to the Inspec

tor General’s Office. See generally Dep’t of Army, Reg. No. 2&1, Inspections and Investigations-Inspector General Activities and P r d u r e s  (18 Sep. 

1986). 

“22 M.J. at 710. i 


1125 M.J. 679 (A.C.M.R. 1987). 

12451 US.477 (1981). 

l3Coleman, 25 M.J. at 68687. t 


“Unifonn Code of Military Justice art. 31, 10 U.S.C. 4 831 (1982) bereinalter UCur]. 

Is  Coleman, 25 M.J. at 682-83. 

-


,

h 
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with the police only through counsel, is not subject to fur
ther interrogation by the authorities until the accused 
himself initiates further communication, exchanges, or con
versations with the police.”I6 In Miranda v, Arizona, the 
Court ruled “[ilf an individual indicates in any manner, at 
any time prior to or during questioning, that he wishes to 
remain silent, the interrogation must cease.” 17 This in
cludes requests made prior to or during the Mipanda 
warnings. 18 n e  Edwards nile may apply even if the inves
tigator that is conducting the interview knew nothing about 
the previous request for counsel and was acting in good 
faith, ,because knowledge of the invocation of the right to 
counsel m y  be imputed to all investigators working on the 
investigation. l9 

In United States V. Vidal,2o however, the Court of Mili
tary Appeals observed that actions and knowledge of 
foreign officials are not generally imputed to American au
thorities in connection with the application of American 
constitutional guarantees because the investigators of a host 
country cannot be considered anrextension of AmericF in
vestigative activity. Based on that observation, the court 
ruled that it would not impute a foreign investigator’s 
knowledge of a suspect’s request for counsel to an Ameri
can investigator. The court further stated: 

Even if [CID Agent] Zwemke had been personally 
aware of the request for counsel made to German au
thorities, we do not believe that this knowledge would 
have precluded him from further questioning 
Vidal. . . . In short, we conclude that the require
ments of Edwards v. Arizona are not triggered by a 
request for counsel made to a foreign oficial. 21 

The major difference between Coleman and Vidal is the 
interviewing investigator’s knowledge of the prior invoca
tion of counsel rights by the suspect. In Vidal, the court 
would have had to impute the knowledge of the prior invo
cation to the American investigator. In Coleman, the 
investigator knew of the piorinvocation of heright to 
counsel by the suspect, but refused to honor it. The 
Coleman court applied the dicta of the Vidal decision, how
ever, finding h a t  Edwards is not triggered when a request 
for counsel is made to foreign officials.22 

The Coleman opinion makes numerous references to co
operation between the German and American officials 
during the course of the investigation.23These include: the 

16451 U.S.’at 48485. 
I 7  384 US.486, 473-74 (1966). 

accompanying of two CID agents with the German investi
gator to search Coleman’s residence; the holding by 
American agents of evidence seized in the search; the per
formance of an autopsy of the victim by a German 
pathologist and a U.S. military pathologist at a U.S. mili
tary medical facility; the use of a CID employee as an 
interpreter during the German interrogation; the transpor
tation of Coleman and his wife to and from the German 
police station by American officials;the providing of a meal 
by the Americans to the C o k m n S  while in German CUstO
dY; and the referral of the investigation by the American 
investigator 85 8 ‘SOint inVestigatiOXI” thoughout the hves
tigation. The abundance of cooperation between the 
German and American officials was mandated by treaty,U
and thus was not considered by the court to be a joint 
investigation. 

operation that exists between American and Ger
man officials is similar to the cooperation between federal 
and state officials that has been deemed to require an impu
tation of knowledge between officials. *5 While we may 
never go so far as to impute knowledge between foreign and 
American officials due to the differences in their judicial 
systems, “actual knowledge” of an invocation of the right 
to counsel requires close scrutiny. As the Supreme Court 
noted in Michigan v. Jackson, “[tlhe simple fact that a de
fendant has requested an attorney indicates that he does not 
believe that he is sufIiciently capable of dealing with his ad
versaries singlehandedly.” 26 Edwards is based upon an 
understanding that an “assertion of the right to counsel [is] 
a significant event,’y27and that additional safeguards are 
necessary when an accused asks for counsel.28 Further, 
questioning after actual knowledge of a prior invocation of 
the right to counsel is in direct opposition to the Edwards 
rule. 

The Coleman court reasons that because United States 
officialsdid not instigate, participate in, or conduct 
of *e German interrogation, the constitutional guarantees 
are inapplicable to the German actions during the interro
gation. does not concern the German 
actions, however. The had identified Coleman as 
8 “SUSPeCt” for the Crime Of “child abuse” prior to Con
ducting the interview. Having been given the opportunity to 
remain silent and to consult an attorney prior to making a 
written statement, Coleman executed a form indicating he 
did not want to make a statement “at this time,” and that 
he wanted to consult with an attorney first. The Germans 

T’ 

Smith v. Illinois, 469 US. 91 (1984). But see United States v. Goodson, 22 M.J. 22,23 (C.M.A. 1986) (“Even if under some other circumstanas a request 
for counsel made prior to the commencement of interrogation might not bring Edwards v. Arizona, supra, into play, we have no doubt that here rppellant’s 
requests had that dfect.”). P 

I9United States v. Hams, 19 M.J. 331, 339 (C.M.A. 1985); United States v. Goodson, 22 M.J. 947 (A.C.M.R. 1986). 
2023 M.J. 319 (C.M.A. 1987). 
21 Id. at 323 (citation omitted). 
22Coleman, 25 MJ. at 687. 
23 Id. at 682-83. 
%Agreement Between the Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty Regarding the Status of Their Form, June 19, 1951,4 U.S.T. 1792, T.I.A.S. No. 2846. 199 
U.N.T.S.67 (date of entry into force with respect to the United States: Aug. 23, 1953). 
25SeeUnited States v. Scalf, 708 F2d 1540, 1544 (loth Cir. 1983); United States v. Downing, 665 F.2d 404 (1st Cir. 1981). 
26475US. 625, 634 n.7 (1986) (citation omitted). 
*’Edwards v. Arizona, 451 U.S. at 485. 

at 484. 
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thereafter ended the interrogation and released Coleman to 
the Americans. The American investigator, with actual 
knowledge of the prior invocation, proceeded to interview 
Coleman. It is therefore the American investigator’s actions 
that are the subject of Coleman’s complaints. 

One might argue that Coleman did not have a right to 
counsel when he first expressed his desire for one, and that 
the invocation of his right was therefore meaningless. It is 
obvious from the facts, however, that the invocation of the 
right was meaningful under German law as the Germans 
ceased all questioning at that point. The Americans, work
ing so closely with the Germans on the investigation that 
they had actual knowledge of the request for counsel, 
should also be required to acknowledge it. The close coop
eration and coordination between officials of different 
governments required by treaty may itself be sufficient rea
son to effectuate the accused’s invocation. The Coleman 
court expressed a concern that such a result would invite 
“ignorance” by our police officials, and encourage subter
fuge to ensure that ignorance. Under such circumstances, 
perhaps imputation of knowledge may become necessary. 
Those are not the facts in Coleman, however. The investiga
tor had actual knowledge of Coleman’s request for counsel 
and failed to honor it. 

The Mdal and Coleman opinions require a layman to 
make a distinction between his rights before a foreign gov
ernment and his rights under the Constitution. In fact, the 
Vidal court bases its dicta, in part, on the speculation that 
an American suspect’s unfamiliarity with a foreign legal 
system may have been the reason that he was unwilling to 
speak to investigators without assistance of counsel. 29 Such 
speculation fails to take into consideration the purpose of 
the “bright-line” Edwards rule-elimination of the coer
civeness of a government-initiated custodial interrogation 
after a suspect has invoked his right to counsel. 

This issue lends an interesting twist to the Edwards test 
that may need to be answered by the Supreme Court. 
Counsel in the field are encouraged to continue to litigate 
this issue. Continue to place in the record evidence of the 
cooperation between the governmental entities, even if it 
does not appear to amount to ajoint investigation. In so do
ing, the future outcome of this question may be answered 
differently. Captain David C. Hoffman. 

Litigating Pretrial Confinement/Restriction Issues: New 
Counting Is Now Old 

The impwtance of litigating pretrial confinement or re
striction issues cannot be overemphasized. Often, especially 

29 United States v. Vidal, 24 M.J. at 323. 

in guilty plea cases, this area provides the only litigable is
sue at trial in which defense counsel can gain relief for the 
client. The “raise it or waive it” rule has applied since 
United States v. Ecofey. u, Computation of time and the 
specific conditions in which the soldier was detained are the 
critical factors. 

I 

Computation of time was the issue in United Stares v. 
New. 3 1  The Army Court of Military Review found that 
New was entitled to two-for-one credit for pretrial restric
tion based on United States v. Mason3Zand Rule �or 
Courts-Martial 305(k). The New court also held that, for 
purposes of determining credit for pretrial restriction under 
Mason and R.C.M. 305(k), the first day of restriction tanta
mount to confinement is not to be counted, but the last day 
is. 33 

Recently, the Army court of Military Review, in United 
States v. DeLoatch, 34 reinterpreted the method for compu
tation of time under R.C.M. 305(k). The court held that the 
military judge had erred as a matter of law in determining 
that actual confinement in a “D-Cell” and at the Philadel
phia Naval Brig did not constitute confinement within 
R.C.M.305. The military judge did, however, rule that 
such confinement came within the Allen credit. 35 

In DeLoutch, the court disagreed with the New method of 
computation, stating: “Our reading of the R.C.M. 305 anal
ysis . . . leads us to the conclusion that both the day 
confinement is imposed and the day of review by the magis
trate are counted as days of confinement in determining if 
review by the magistrate was within seven days.” 36 

DeLoatch, however, did not specifically overrule New. 37 

Nevertheless, defense counsel should be able to persuasively 
argue that the military judge should rely on DeLoatch be
cause it is the more recent decision. Ensuring that a client 
receives all possible credit for his or her pretrial confine
ment or restriction tantamount to confinement, down to the 
day, gives real relief to the client. Captain Kevin T. 
Lonergan. 

The “McBurton” Demand Rule-Fast Food on the Speedy 
Trial Menu 

The law of speedy trial in the military is complex. Until 
recently, there have been not less than five separate speedy 
trial rules to contend with. 38 The Army Court of Military 
Review has now added a new rule. In United States v. 
McCullister, 39 the court applied the four part “functional 

”23 M.J. 629 (A.C.M.R. 1986); see also United States v. Howard, 25 M.J. 533 (A.C.M.R. 1987), which suggests Gregory credit may be waived if not raised 
at trial, and United States v. Gregory, 21 M.J. 952 (A.C.M.R. 1985). afd, 23 M.J. 246 (C.M.A. 1986) (summary disposition). 
”23 M.J. 889 (A.C.M.R. 1987). 
32 19 M.J. 274, 274 n.* (C.M.A. 1985) (summary disposition). 
’’23 M.J. at 891. 
34 ACMR 8700666 (24 Dec. 1987). 
”United States v. Allen, 12 M.J. 126 (C.M.A. 1984). 
36Dehatch,slip op. at 2 n.Z; see generally Dep’t of Army, Reg. No. 27-10, Legal Services-Military Justice para. 9-5 (I July 1984). 
” D e h t c h ,  slip op. at 3 n.2. 
”The five rules are: the sixth amendment requirement; the 90day rule and the demand rule from United States v. Burton, 21 C.M.A. I12,44 C.M.R. 166 
(1971); and the 120 and 90 day rules from R.C.M. 707(a) and (d), respectively. 
3924M.J. 881 (A.C.M.R. 1967). 
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analysis” from Barker Y. WingoUl to the demand rule found 
United States V. Burton,41 in effect creating a new hybrid 

rule. 

McCallister was kept in pretrial confinement un 
guably iuegal conditions for eighty-three days after twice 
demanding a speedy trial. The government did not respond 
to the demands. Under these facts, the Army court applied 
the new rule and found that the government had proceeded
with due diligence. 42 In his dissenting opinion, Senidr 
Judge Raby criticized the court’s election to apply the 
Barker v. Wingo balancing test to the Burton “demand” 
rule.43 Such a he destroys the intdnded 
viability of the demand rule by replacing it, in effect, with 
the Barker analysis. 

Defense counsel should continue to demand speedy trial 
when appropriate. In view of existing precedent from the 
Court of Military Appeals,4s and the strong dissent by 
Judge Raby, there i s  a fair chance that McCaZIister may be 
heard again on appeal. Captain William E. Slade. 

Production of a Defense Psychiatric Witness: It’s Never 
Too Late (Usually) 

In United States v. the Army Court of Mili
tary Review recently analyzed Rule for Courts-Martial 
701(b)(2)48and that the accused have been 
permitted to present expert psychiatric testimony in his 
case-in-chief despite his failure to inform trial counsel until 
after motions were litigated. The court reversed the trial 
judge’s ruling that the defense should have notified the gov
ernment of the expert witness “approximately five weeksA\ earlier when motions were litigated,”49 and held that as 

long as “reasonable notice [was] given,”m the accused 
should be permitted to raise an insanity defense through ex

testimony. 

ssentially, the Army court found that the triaL judge 
abused his ’discretionby unconstitutionally denying captain 
Walker his “military due process” and sixth amendment 
rights to Ifithe of witnesses whose testimony is 
relevant and necessary...51 The military judge erredby con
struing R.C.M. 701(b)(2) in light of its civilian counterpart, 
Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 12.2(b).’z The court 
held it was error to interpret the language of R.C.M. 
701@)(2) in such a narrow fashion to effectively ovemde 
the Presidential intent of that rule. ’’ Because of’this error, 
the findings of guilty and the sentence were set aside. s4 

Trial defense counsel should be confident in giving rea
sonable notice of an expert psychiatric witness no matter 
how close to the trial date one discovers the evidence. The 
Army court has signaled its intention to ensure that notice 
requirements more stringent than those of R.C.M. 
701(b)(2) should not foreclose a valid defense when meas
ured against an accused’s due process rights. Trial judges 
should only consider exclusion of expert testimony as a 
qastresort which should be only in the most 
extreme ciramstances and upon findings apprted 
by the evidence of r e c o d . S S  55 Therefore,trial defense 
sel now have case precedent ng the presentation of 
a lack Of mental e, even though the evi
dence was discovered only shortly before trial, provided
reasonable advance notice still can be given to the govern
ment. Captain Brian D. DiGiacomo. 

40407U.S.514 (1972). (The Barker speedy trial analysis involves examination of the length of delay, the reasons for the delay, specific prejudice to the 
accused,and the accused‘s assertion of his right to speedy trial.). 

4’21 C.M.A. 112,44 C.M.R. 166 (1971). 

421d.at 892. 

43 Id. at 893 (Raby, J., dissenting). 

44 Id. 

45See,e.g., United States v. Harvey, 23 M.J. 280 (C.M.A. 1986); United States v. Johnson, 1 MJ. 101 (C.M.A. 1975). 

46 The Supplement to Petition for Grant of Review was filed in October 1987. 
. .

47 C M  448099 (A.C.M.R. 23 Dec. 1987). 

4a R.C.M. 701 provides that “[ilf the defense intends to rely upon the defense of lack of mental responsibility or to introduce expert testimony relating to a 
mental disease, defect, or other condition bearing upon the guilt of the accused, the defense shall, before fhe beginning of trial on fhe merits notify the trial 
counsel of such an intention.”(emphasis added). 

49 Walker. slip op.at 4. Defense counsel notified trial counsel on 22 July 1985 at an Article 398 session. The trial on the merits was scheduled to begin two 
days later. 

’Old. at 7. 

511d.at 6 (citing United States v. Valmzuela-Bernal,458 U.S. 858, 867 (1982); R.C.M. 703(b)(I); Mil. R. Evid. 401; United States v. Coffin. 25 MJ. 32, 34 
(C.M.A. 1987); United States v. Brooks. 25 M.J. 175, 180 (C.M.A. 1987)). 

’*Fed. R. Crim. P. 12.2(b) provides that a defendant who intends to introduce expert testimony relating to his mental condition, “shall, within the time 
provided for the filing of pretrial motions . . . notify the attorney for the government.” 

’3 Walker,slip op. at 7. The court focused on the fact that the plain language of RC.M. 701 needed no further interpretation. Id. (citing United States v. 
Williams, 23 M.J. 362,366 (C.M.A. 1987)). . 

s4 Walker, slip op. at 8. 

55 Id. at 7 n.6 (emphasis added). Such an “extreme case” would probably entail bad faith on the part of trial defense counsel or a “demonstreble and sub
stantial prejudice to the opposing counsel’s orderly presentation of the case.” Id. at 8 (quoting United States v. Townsend. 23 M.J. 848, 851 (A.F.C.M.R. 
1987)). 
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have issued four opinions 
ly acted as convening au

court-martial, the Court of Military Appeals recognized 
that ‘Congress has expressly determined that the com
man‘ders of certain tactical military units will be convening
authorities by virtue of their position, while in other situa

ss has expressly delegated the authority to 
vening authorities to the President or the Sec

retary concerned.5g Specifically, the court stated, “Article 
23(a)(4), unlike Article 23(a)(7), reflects Congress’concern 
for the realities of command, not the intricate dictates of 
service regulations.” In Jette, Colonel (COL) Kimball, 
the support group commander, was the officer intended by 
Congress pursuant to Article 23(a)(4) to be the convening
authority when he was present.61 During COL Kimball’s 
temporary absence, COL Fermrite was appointed acting
commander.62 When COL Kimball returned from his ab

,he resumed his duties as commander, which included 
excusing one court member, appointing a new member, and 
approving findings and sentence in a court-martial. An or
der,announcing COL Kimball’s re-assumption of command 
was not prepared until well after he took the above-men
tioned actions, however.63The Court of Military Appeals 
found that, despite the administrative oversight that ne
glected to make COL Kimball appear to be the commander 
on paper, he was in fact properly acting as the commander 
and was, therefore, entitled to act as convening authority 
pursuant to Article 23(a)(4). The court reversed an Air 

Force Court of Military Review decision that held that the 
actions taken by COL Kirnball as convening authority, pri
or to the order announcirig his assumption of command, 
were invalid.64 

,-Soon after the Jette opi the Army Court of Military 
Review issued an opinion in United States v. Yates.6s In 
Yates, COL McRee, the cdmmander of Fort Sheridan, re
ferred charges against an officer to a general court-martial 
that included officers junior to the accused.66 In COL 
McRee’s absence, Lieutenant Colonel (LTC) Junio, the 
deputy post commander, aniended the convening orders by
removing the junior officers and detailing additional senior 
officers.67 LTC Junio was not the most senior officer 
present for duty at Fort Sheridan, however. Rather, LTC 
Cofield, who was one of the newly-appointed court mem
bers, was the most senior officer. The court-martial 
convicted and sentenced the accused and COL McRee ap
proved the findings and sentence.69 The Army Court of 
Military Review held that, “Unlike the situation in United 
States v. Jette . . .the failure to comply with ‘intricate dic
tates of service regulations’ will defeat jurisdiction, since it 
is by means of service regulations that the [installation] 
commander, and one assuming command in his absence, 
have authority to convene general courts-martial.”70The 
court went on to hold that the failure to properly detail 
court members was a jurisdictional error and set aside the 
findings and sentence. 

Not long after the Yates opinion, the Army Court of Mil
itary Review, in United States v. Wakeman, ’]addressed a 
situation where the acting b r p s  commander was not the 
most senior general officer-present for duty within the 
corps, and his accession to command was not approved in 7 

accordance with regulations.73 The court held that because 
this general officer who acted as convening authority was 
recognized throughout the corps as the acting corps com
mander by both his superiors and subordinates, he could 

56 In the moments following the assassination attempt by John Hinckley on President Reagan, then Secretary of State Alexander Haig stated: “Constitution
ally, gentlemen, you have the President, the Vice President and the Secretary of State in that order and should the President decide he wants to transfer the 
helm to the Vice President, he will do so. He has not done that. As of now, I am in control here, in the White House, pending return of the Vice President.” 
Six Shots at a Nation’s Heart, Time Mag., Apr. 13, 1981, at 24. Have the military courts ndopted a “command by appearance” doctrine regardingwho may 
act as convening authority in some cases? ThisNote addresses that question. 
57SeeUCMJ arts. 22, 23, 25, 34, and 60. 
5825M.J. 16 (C.M.A. 1987). 
ssId. at 18. 

at 19. Articles 22 and 23 were recently amended to include the Secrehy of Defense and commanders of joint commands as convening authorities. 
us citation to the specific provisions of Articles 22 and 23 should be verified. See Department of Defense Reorganization Act. Pub. L. No. 99433, tit. 11 

0 2E1@), 100 Stat. 1017 (Oct. I ,  1986) (effective June 1, 1987). 
“25 M.J.at 17. 

&Id. at 19. 

65 25 M.J. 582 (A.C.M.R. 1987). cerrfiafefor reviewfiled, Dkt No. 59231/AR (C.M.A. Nov. 19, 1987). 

661d.at 583. 

67 Id. 

68 Id. See Dep’t of Army, Reg. No. 6W20, Pmonnel4eneral-Amy Command Policy and Procedures, paras. 3-3c and 3 4 (20 Aug. 1986) [herein&

ter AR 600-201. i l l  


69 25 M.J. at 583. 
n.

701d.at 584. See Gen. orders No. 3, HQ, Dep’t of Army (19 Jan. 1981) (designating the commanding officer of Fort Sheridan as the Beneral court-martial 

convening authority for Fort Sheridan). 

“ I d .  at 585. 

R25 M.J. 644 (A.C.M.R. 1987). 

73 See AR 600-20, para. 3-3c. 
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legally act as convening authority.74 Compare the court’s 
reasoning in Wakeman to that-expressedin United States v. 
Harrington 75 In Harrington, the court held that B deputy 
post commander could not act as convening authority be

e he was not the most senior officer present for duty
his accession to command was not pre-approded by the 

proper higher command in accordance with 
Although the outcome in Jette seems correct under the 

specific facts of the case, its language places peat emphasis 
on the appearance of command.n It is doubtful that Con
gress intended a less senior officer to accede to command, 
and thus gain the status of convening authority, based sole
ly on appearances. Nonetheless, the opinion in Wakeman 
’turns on the fact that a less senior officer appeared to be in 
command and no other officers challenged his claim to 
command. Jette also indicates, however, that convening au
thority status, based on the appearance or fact of dommand, 

is limited to those military clnits~kpecificallyrecognized by 

Congress and>not t ding officers empowered by 

the Secretary concern 

Harrington, and Wake 

Jette. This ahalysis 1 

the status of a convening authority of a cong 

ognized unit, such as an army, a corps, a. 

separate brigade,79turns on the appearance of command, 

as held in Jette and Wakeman, while the status ofa conven

ing authority requiring Secretarial designation, such as a 

post or garrison in the general cburt-martial Situation,,turns 

on service regulations, as held in Yates and Hadngton. IY) 


Therefore, defense counsel in commands recogn 

ticle 22(a)(3) must specifically challenge the 

convening authority whose assumption of comman 

in compliance with service regulations. Captain Scott A. 

Hancock. 


7425M.J. at 645. Cfr Unitad States v. Williams,6 C.M.A. 243, 19 C.M.R. 369 (1955) (deputy corps commander lawfully acted as convening authority in 
absence of corps commander because he was next senior regularly assigned oficer present for dqty in compliance with regulation). 
7523M.J. 788 (A.C.M.R. 1987). 
761d.at 791 (citing AR 600-20, p a d .  3-36, >3c, and 
nJette, 25 M.J. at 18-19 (Everett, C.J. concurring). 
“See. eg., Gen. Orders Nos.3, 10 and 15 HQ, Dep’t of A m y  (19 Jan. 1981,9 April 1981, 22 June 1981. respectively). 
’19 UCMJ art. 22(a)(3). 
”%is conclusion is a way to reco the court decisions discussedherein. The provisions of,?&ticle 23(a)(2) must be mentioned, however.Under &e it 
appears that Article 23(a)(7) stands apart from the other subparagraphs of Article 23(a). Article93(a)(4) i s  closely akin to Article 23(a)(2). Ifthe situation in 
Jette, arising under Article 23(a)(4), did not muse a jurisdictional defect, then presumably a siphilar situation arising under Article 23(a)(2) rlso wouH:not 
result in a jurisdictional deficiency. Thus, Pates and Ham’ngton*auld probably have been decided differently if they had arisen in the special court-m 
context. in which the units or commands involved would be specifically recognized by Congress by way of Article 23(a)(2). 

Trial Judiciary Note 

Sentencing Evidence 

Lieutenant Colonel Patrick P. Bwwn 
Military Judge, Sixth Judicial Circuit, Korea 

T 
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Once an accused has been found guilty of an offense by a 
court-martial, what evidence can the court consider in de
termining an appropriate sentence? The military courts 
have long held that any punishment must be individualized 
to the particular offender being sentenced. I Indeed, one 
case notes that the “purpose of the presentencing portion of 
a court-martial is to present evidence of the relative ‘bad
ness’ and ‘goodness’ of the accused as the primary steps
toward assessing an appropriate sentence.’12 

While insisting that the punishment must fit the offender, 
and not just the offense, the military has recognized several 

legitimate goals of the sentencing process. Among these 
goals are deterrence, punishment, and rehabilitation of the 
oflender; protection of society; maintenance of good ord.er 
and discipline within the military; and deterrence of other 
potential offenders. Counsel may argue and, if requested, 
the military judge should instruct the court members on 
these principles. This may raise the legitimate concern ex
pressed by the Court of Military Appeals in United Stares Y. 

‘United States v. Mamaluy, 10 C.M.A. 102. 10627 C.M.R. 176, 180 (1959) (“accused persons are not robots to be sentenced by fixed formulae but rather, 
they are offenders who should be given individualized consideration on punishment”). 
2United States v. Martin, 20 M.J. 227,230 n.4 (C.M.A. 1985). 
3United States v. M a ,  9 MJ. 100 (C.M.A. 1980); United States v. Wright, 20 M.J. 518 (A.C.M.R.),petition denied, 21 M.J. 309 (C.M.A. 1985); United 
States v. Pooler, 18 M.J. 832 (A.C.M.R. 1984); Dep’t of Army, Pamphlet No.27-9, Military Judges’ Benchbook, para. 2-59 (IMay 1982); see Vowell, To 
Determine an Appropriate Sentence; Sentencing in the Military Justice System. 114 Mil. L. Rev. 87 (1986). 
‘See United States v. Lania, 9 M.J. 100 (C.M.A. 1980); Manual for Courts-Martial, United States, 1984, Rule for Courts-Martial 1001(g) [hereinafter 
RC.M.1. 
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Hill5 and United States v. Mosely6 that the sentencing au
$hority will base the punishment on matters not in evidence 
and not relevant to the accused; in short, on material that is 
hidden from the accused and not subject to rebuttal. The 
answer to this concern is to allow the introduction of ev+ 
dence that will justify the application of the various 
principles and support an appropriate sentence to carry out 
these goals.7 As the Air Force Court of Military Review 
has recognized. “[at] best, sentencing is a deliberative, 
thoughtful process and not a science. It follows therefore 
that the sentencing authority should be gben as much rele
vant information as is available and admissible to guide him 
or her in the sentencing task.”8 

Rule for Courts-Martial 1001 may be authority for the 
admissibility of such evidence on sentencing. The drafters’ 
analysis of the rule suggests that its intent is to allow the 
military much the same information as would be provided 
by a presentence report in a civilian court.9 Rule for 
Courts-Martial lOOl(a)(1)(A) lists five different categories
of evidence that the prosecution may present “to aid the 
court-martial in determining an appropriate sentence,” and 
R.C.M. 1001(b) discusses each category separately. The 
two broadest categories are R.C.M. 1001(b)(4) and (5), 
which allow “evidence of aggravation” and “evidence of re
habilitative potential.” The admissibility of evidence of 
aggravation was also recognized in the 1969 Manual for 
Courts-Martial, lo and has been interpreted as including on
ly evidence that is directly related to the offenses of which 
the accused bas been convicted. This is codified in R.C.M. 
1001(b)(4), which refers to “aggravating circumstances di
rectly relating to or resulting from the offenses.” 

The provision that admits the widest range of personal 
information concerning the accused is R.C.M. 
lOOl(a)(l)(A)(v), and refers to “evidence of rehabilitative 
potential.” This provision is new with the 1984 Manual. 
The Army Court of Military Review in United States v. 
Wright and United States v. Pooler l2 affirmed the admis
sibility of evidence of the accused’s attitude toward offenses 

’21 C.M.A.203,44 C.M.R. 257 (1972). 
1 M.J. 350 (C.M.A. 1976). 

similar to the ones of which he bad been convicted. Al
though the court discussed this as aggravation widence 
allowable by paragraph 75 of the -1969 Manual, the evi
dence was determined to be admissible to allow “a proper 
assessment of appellant’s rehabilitative potential with re
spect to his present offenses.”” In United States v. 
Warren, I4 the trial counsel argued on sentencing that the 
sentence imposed should teach the accused that he could 
not come into court and lie under oath. m e  C b r t  of Mili
tary Appeals affirmed, reasoning that the accused‘s lying
under oath might tend “to refute claims of his repentance 
and readiness for rehabilitation,” l5  and such perjury “is a 
proper consideration in determining an accused’s rehabilita
tive potential.” I6 Similarly, the Navy-Marine Corps Court 
of Military Review, in United States v. Chapman, agreed
with the trial judge that the accused’s voluntary and unau
thorized absence from his own sentencing proceedings was 
“highly relevant to rehabilitative potential. ”laObviously, 
the courts have been receptive to evidence relevant to the 
accused’s “rehabilitative potential,” even to the point of 
considering factors not clearly within the meaning of “mat
ters in aggravation.’’ 

Nevertheless, the courts have not grasped this new rule 
with open arms. In United States y. Berger, l9 the Air Force 
Court of Military Review disagreed with the trial judge’s 
liberal interpretation of sentencing evidence admissibility. 
The accused had pled guilty to indecent acts with a minor. 
In aggravation, the trial cpunsel offered the testimony of a 
different minor that the accused had committed even more 
serious acts of indecency with her. The Air Force court 
held that “[nlot everything is admissible in the presentenc
ing proceedings,” * O  and this was not ev-idence in 
aggravation because it was not directly related to the 
present offenses. Assuming that it might have some slight
bear@g on the accused‘s rehabilitative prospects, it was not 
properly admitted because R.C.M. 1001(b)(5) “only per
mits opinion evidence, not evidence of specific instances of 
uncharged misconduct.” 21 Similarly, in United States v. 

’The defense counsel can be depended upon to present as much favorable evidence as possible, and to strongly opposc, within the limits of ethically arguable 
legal theories, any and all unfavorable evidence. The prosecution, therefore, will be the more likely source of detailed evidence to guide the court in its SUI
tencing. This is entirely appropriate because the “burden [is] on the Government to not only prove the guilt of the accused beyond a reasonable doubt but to 
establish that he should receive some punishment.” United States v. Wilson, 35 C.M.R.576, 578 (A.B.R 1965). 
8United States v. Slovacek, 21 M.J. 538, 540 (A.F.C.M.R. 1985), afd, 24 M.J. 140 (C.M.A. 1987); see a h  United States v. Kirby,
CM.R. 137 (1967). Consider the federal statutory provision, in 18 U.S.C. 0 3661 (1982): “No limitation shall bc placed on the information concerning the 
background, character, and conduct of a person convicted of an offense which a court of the United States may receive and consider for the purpose of 
imposing an appropriate sentence.” This provision does not apply, however, to trials by court-martial. 

~ 

‘R.C.M. 1001 analysis. The Court of Military Appeals has suggested that “the information about an accused contained in his service record and prescntcd 
to the military judge or court members for sentencing purposes may be more detailed than that which a probation officer can obtainnbqut a civilian defend
ant.” United States v. Warren, 13 M.J. 278, 284 n.7 (C.M.A. 1982). 
IoManual for Courts-Martial, United States, 1969 (Rev. ed.) [hereinafter MCM. 19691. 
“ 2 0  M.J. 518 (A.C.M.R.),petitiondenied, 21 M.J. 309 (C.M.A. 1985). 
”18 M.J. 832 (A.C.M.R. 1984). 

Wright, 20 M.J. at 521. 
l4 13 M.J. 278 (C.M.A. 1982). 
l5  Id at 284. I 

l 6  Id at 285 n.8 (emphasis added). 
”20 M.J. 717 (N.M.C.M.R.),petition granted. 21 M.J. 306 (C.M.A. 1985). 
la kd. at 718 (emphasis added). 
1923 M.J. 612 (A.F.C.M.R. 1986). 

. I 

201d. at 614. , 
Id. at 615 (emphasis added). 
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Luwrence, 22 the Army Court of Military Review applied a 
restrictive reading to the admissibility of evidence of reha
bilitative potential. The trial judge had allowed into 
evidence a prior statement by the accused. In holding that 
this was error (though harmless) the court ruled that 
“while we recognize that RCM 101(b)(5) represents a new 
dimension in presentencing procedure, we cannot construe 
its language or the Drafters’ Analysis associated with it as 
contemplating more than the introduction of opinion evi
dence . . . relative to an accused’s duty performance and 
potential for rehabilitation.” 23 Because the prior statement 
was not a statement of opinion, its admission on sentencing 
was error. 

The analysis of this particular rule can be read to support 
these two decisionsby the courts of review. The analysis ac
knowledges that this provision is new, and allows the 
introduction of opinion testimony, and continues: “Note 
that inquiry into specific instances of conduct is not permit
ted on direct examination but may be made on cross
examination.”U Although the drafters’ intent is relevant, 
the general rule in interpreting any statute is that the lan
guage of the statute itself is controlling. If the drafters 
failed to properly incorporate their intent into the law, then 
their intent is of no particular value in determining the ef
fect of that law. In this case, however, the law and the 
statement of the drafters’ intent agree: nothing more than 
opinion evidence is permitted under R.C.M. IOOl(b)(S). 

A more interesting question, answered by examining the 
rule, not the analysis, is whether any evidence is prohibited 
by R.C.M. 1001(b)(5). The simple answer is  “no.” The rule 
is a statement of admissibility of opinion evidence, not a 
statement of exclusion of non-opinion evidence. 

The military courts have ruled in other evidentiary areas 
that certain rules were rules of admission and not exclusion. 
For example, paragraph 1530 of the 1969 Manual provided 
that an o u t s f a u r t  identification could be admitted to coi
roborate an in-court identification. In United States v. 
Burge, 2J the military judge admitted the victim’s out-of
court identification of the accused as an excited utterance 
even though he could not make an in-court identification. 
The Court of Military Appeals &inned, holding that the 
rule was a rule of admission and not a rule of exclusion, 
and thus it did not specifically exclude such evidence, even 
though there was no in-court identification.26 Similarly, in 
United States v. Vickers,27 the court concluded that the 
courts of military review had read an unnecessary restric
tion into the language of the 1969 Manual. Paragraph 75b 
provided ,that the prosecution could introduce aggravation
evidence after a plea of guilty where the evidence was not 

=22 M.J. 846 (A.C.M.R. 1986). 
23 Id. at 848 (footnotes omitted). 
%R.C.M. 1001(b)(5) analysis. 
2J 1 M.J. 408 (C.M.A. 1976). 

introduced before the findings. Several courts of military re
view had held that the “obverse implication” of this rule 
was that such evidence was prohibited after a finding of 
guilty In a contested case. 28 In Vickers, the court ruled that 
the rule was intended to allow evidence to be admitted, not 
to keep evidence out. The same reasoning logically applies 
to the provisions of R.C.M. 1001(b)(5). 

Rule for Courts-Martial 1001(b)(5) does nor, by its terms, 
exclude any evidence. If “the sentencing authority should 
receive full information concerning the accused’s life and 
characteristics in order to arrive at a sentence which will be 
appropriate in light of the purposes for which a sentence is 
imposed,”29 then this rule should not be used to exclude 
otherwise relevant evidence that would assist the sentencing 
authority in determining such an appropriate sentence. 

The above language is somewhat echoed in United Srures 
v. Martin, u, where the court set out a methodology for de
termining the admissibility of sentencing evidence: “first, 
. . . determine if the evidence tends to prove or disprove 
the existence of a fact or facts permitted by the sentencing 
rules.”31 If so, and if it is admissible under the Military 
Rules of Evidence, then it is admissible. This potentially 
opens the door to extremely broad categories of evidence. 
Under R.C.M. 101(g), the trial counsel is allowed to argue 
that the court-martial should consider “general deterrence 
. . . and social retribution” in arriving at an appropriate 
sentence, as well as rehabilitation and specific deterrence. If 
counsel intends to argue such principles, there should be 
some evidence on which the court can base the application 
of the principles, or the concerns expressed by the Court of 
Military Appeals will be realized.32 Evidence as to the 
proper application of “social retribution” can frequently be 
admitted as evidence in aggravation, as this allows victim 
impact evidence. What evidence justifies the application of 
“general deterrence”? Such evidence might logically include 
evidence as to the frequent commission of similar crimes, so 
that the court can determine a need to deter others, as well 
as the general social cost of the commission of such crimes, 
so as to weight the value of such deterrence. In case of a 
crime for profit, such as larceny, the gain realized not only 
by the accused,-but by the average thief within the general 
community, may be relevant to determine how much pun
ishment is necessary to deter such crimes, and to balance 
the present accused’s punishment against the maximum 
that could be adjudged. Such evidence may also be relevant 
to determine the degree of social abhorrence and thus social 
retribution that is appropriate for the particular offenses 
under consideration by the court. 

26Thisinterpretation of the out-of-court identification evidence rule was not original with the court. See United States v. Grant, 3 C.M.R. 628 (A.F.B.R. 
1952), involving a child SCA victim and identification as a spontaneous exclamation. 
27 13 M.J. 403 (C.M.A. 1982). 
28UnitedStates v. White, 4 M.J. 628 (A.F.C.M.R.1977); United States v. Taliaferro, 2 M.J. 397 (A.C.M.R. 1975); cJ United States v. Allen. 21 C.M.R.609 
(C.G.B.R. 1956). 
29Unitcd States v. Mack, 9 M.J. 300, 316 (C.M.A. 1980). 
m20 M.J.227 (C.M.A. 1985). 
Id. ai230 n.5. 

3 2 ~ e esupra text accompanying notes ~-6. 
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What, then, is the correct guidance for the determination 
of adrnissibility.of evidence “to aid the court-martial in de
terminin�! an appropriate sentence”? The Courts of review 
in United States v. Chapman33 and United States v. 
Slovukek” actually had the correct attitude: if it is not ex
pressly excluded by the Manual,and if it is relevant, it is 
admissible.35This, of course, raises the dreaded specter of 
uncharged misconduct, As the court indicated in 
Once the accused has been convicted of a crime, the prob
lem associated with such evidence is greatly lessened. There 
is, in effect, no longer the risk of a “conviction of an ac
cused for a specific crime because he generally has the 
reputation of being a ‘bad man.’ ” 36 Nevertheless, Mil.R. 
Evid. 403 does limit the admissibility ,of relevant evidence 
on sentencing, just as it does on the merits.37Even during
the sentencing phase of the trial, the government “may not 
introduce such bad-character evidence to show that the ac
cused as a repeated offender deserves a severe 
punishment.” But if the evidence is otherwise relevant to 
one of the accepted principles of sentencing, then the fact 
that it shows the accused to be a r‘epeated offender should 
not automatically cause it to be excluded.19The court ex
pressed its concern in United Stares v. Gambini “that such 
evidence has a strong ‘tendency to arouse undue prejudice’ 
in the court against an accused, ~COnfUSe and astract’the 
court from the issues before it, ‘engender time-consuming
side issues and . . . create a risk of unfair surprise.’” 

These considerations must be balanced by the military 
judge under Mil. R. Evid. 403. The ability of the judge to 
perfom’this balancing should be no more suspect during 
the sentencing phase than during the guilt determination 
phase. The answer to these concerns was also well ex
pressed by the court in United Srates v. Mack: “[wle believe 

33 20 M.J. 717 (N.M.C.M.R.),petition granted, 21 M.J. 306 (C.M.A. 1985). 
u21 M.J. 538 (A.F.C.M.R. 1985), afd, 24 M.J. 140 (C.M.A. 1987). 

that court members acting under proper instructions from a 
military judge, can limit their consideration of such [evi
dence] to their permissible purpose of assistance in ‘the 
formulation of an sentence for the particular 
accusedm9941Finally, as the court noted in any risk 
that the court members might undue to 
such evidence “is more than neutralized by the unique sen
tence review available in military justice. The convening 
authority - - - and the court of Review Can grant 
relief by reducing the sentence if it appears that excessive 
weight was given by the sentencing authority [to such 
evidence.]”42 

When a party objects that the evidence is not allowed by 
R.C.M. 1001 and therefore should be excluded, the military 
judge should “not read the Manual provision as so limiting, 
for it clearly by its terms does not exclude [evidence] which 
orhewise q d q i e s ]  for admission under one of the recog
nized [evidentiary d e s . 1 ” 4 3  Rather, if the can 
establish the is relevant to any accepted prin
ciple of sentencing, and to the determination of an 
appropriate sentence for the mused,  the inclination should 
be to let the sentencing authority consider the evidence. If 
the akknce can Properly satisfy the Various balancing con
siderations of Mil.R. Evid. 403, and if there is nothing in 
“the Constitution of the United States as applied to mem
bers of the armed forces, the code, these rules, this Manual, 
or any Act of C0nfl-s applicable to members of the med 
fOrCeS”u that would require its exclusion, then it should be 
allowed to contribute to the informed determination ofan 
individualized, appropriate sentence. 

35 Mil R. Evid. 402 establishes general limits on the admissibility of relevant evidence, and includes not only Manual exclusionary rules but the Military 
Rules of Evidence, the Constitution, and other statutes as well. 

20 M.J. at 229 n.3. 
371d.at 230 n.5. 
38UnitcdStates v. Gambini, 13 M.J.423,427 (C.M.A.. 1982). The average lay person is likely to consider such a statement as devoid of common sease. The 
majority of civilian jurisdictions have habitual criminal or recidivist statutes allowing incrulsed punishment based on rcpeatcd convictions. Cf 21 U.S.C. 
0 962 (1982). If nothing else, a repeated offender has established a higher likelihood of his danger to society, thereby more certainly justifying sequestration
from society as a punishment. The statement is also contrary to long-standing military law, because prior convictions have been admissible to justify in
creased punishment since at least 1951. See Manual for Courts-Martial, United States, 1951, para. 127c (Table of Maximum Punishments Section B); MCM. 
1969, para. 127c (Table of Maximum Punishments Section E); R.C.M. 1003(d). 
”See United States v. Warren, 13 M.J. 278 (C.M.A. 1982); United States v. Wright, 20 M.J.518 (A.C.M.R.),petition denied, 21 M.J. 309 (C.M.A. 1985). 

13 M.J. at 427 (quoting McCormick’s Handbook on the Law of Evidence 8 186 (2d ed. 1972)). 
419M.J.300, 319 (C.M.A. 1980). 
42 13 M.J. 278, 284 (C.M.A. 1982). 
43 United States v. Burge, 1 M.J. 408, 41 1 (C.M.A. 1976). 
44Mil.R. Evid. 402 
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TrialDefense Service Note 

‘ f 

Defense Counsel’s to tency to Stand Trial 
-, 

Captain Margaret A. McDevitt 
Fort Sill Field O R e .  U.S. Army Trial Defense Service 

Introduction 

In the defense counsel’s concern for litigating the merits 
of a case, the issue of competency should not be overlooked. 
An accused must be competent to stand trial. The Supreme 
Court in Dusky v. United Stores listed its criteria for deter
mining competence to stand trial. The accused must be able 
to consult with his lawyer with a reasonable degree of ra
tional understanding, have a rational understanding of the 
proceedings against him, and must have a factual under
standing of these pro&ings.z In Dmpe v. Mhouri,3 the 
Court added that the accused must be able to assist in his 
or her own defense. These requirements ensure accuracy
and fairness in the Criminal Proceeding.‘ They also further 
society’s interest that the trial be dignified and that the BC
cused know why he has been punished. 

The military has incorporated the Supreme Court’s re
quirements into its Rules for Courts-Martial. The rules, 
however’ the “mental to refer to what 
civilian call competency’6 RCM* sets forth the
elements to establish lack of mental capacity: present 
mental disease or defect, which prevents the accused from 

7 undentanding the Of the proceedings;or which Pre
vents the accused from conducting or cooperating
intelligently in his defense. 

This article examine the procedures currently used to 
mental capacity, in order to prepare defense coun

sel to take appropriate actions. The article discusses the 
mechanics of the defense request for evaluation of mental 
capacity. It then looks at how mental health professionals 
can assess capacity. If defense counsel familiarize them
selves with this process, they will be better able to interpret
the results of competency testing. Next, the article suggests 
a methodology for counsel to use to analyze the results of a 
mental competency evaluation. Finally, the article discusses 

’362 U.S. 402 (1960). 
Id. at 402. 

’420 U.S. 162, 171 (1972). 
‘Note, Incompetency to Stand Trial, 81 Haw. L. Rev. 454, 458 (1967).
’Id. 

how defense counsel present the issue of lack of mental ca
pacity to the appropriate authority and how to support the 

that the accused is not competent to trisl. 

Procedural Requirements 

If defense counsel believes that the accused lacks mental 
=Pacity, counsel must notify either the convening authod
tY or military judge Of the belief and its basis. If c k g e s  
have been referred, counsel notifies the convening au
thQritY. If charges have been referred, counsel normally 
notifies the military judge*’ 

Counsel makes the request for a mental examination 
under Rule 706 in either an Article 39(a) session or pretrial 
conference under R.C.M 802. Prior to making the q u e s t  
for mental examination, it will usually be helpful to discuss 
the “hypothetical”‘client with the psychologist or psychia
trist at Health services. ,,, These staff 
members may be able to suggest which actions or 
merits of thk client merit further attention and whether 
their professional training and experience indicate that 
there may be a questionof incompetency. If defense 
decides to request an evaluation, a makes 
the request a matter of record and states the reasons why

thinks that the m~ may lack mend 
Counsel should avoid conclusive language concerning the 
factors relevant to competency- Imt& the q u e s t  should 
identify what behavior and/or statements of the client have 
raised questions about the to stand trial-

Theoretically, defense counsel have free rein to request 
certain types of testing to be performed d h g  the e d u 
tion of mental capacity. In addition, counsel can requcst
that the evaluation answer more specific questions than the 
competency questions contained in R.C.M. 706(c)(2)0). 11 

Military judges may resist such creativity, however, unless 
counsel can articulate why a certain question or test i s  

6The issues of mental capacity and mental responsibility should not be confused. To determine mental capacity,courts evaluate the accused's mental status 
at the time of the court-martial.To determine mental responsibility, the court looks at mental status at the time of the oflense. Manual for Courts-Mania!, 
United States, 1984. Rule for Courts-Martial 916(k)(l) [hereinafter R.C.M.]. 
’RC.M 909(a).
* RC.M. 706(a). 

RC.M. 706@)(2). The same rule, however, allows the convening authority to order a mental examination if no Article 39(a) -ion has taken place and 
the militaryjudge is not yet reasonably available. Uniform code of Military Justice art. 39(a), IO U.S.C. 8 839(a) (1982). 

Io Unless the defense counsel has no concern if the representations or descriptions of the client came to the attention of the trial counsel, it would be wise, inf l  	most cases, to avoid using the client’s name during this discussion with Community Mental Health Services. Caution is warranted because the privilege 
concerning statements made during a mental evaluation only exists once the court orders such gn evaluation under R.C.M. 706. See Mil. R. Evid. 302; 
United States v. Toledo, 25 M.J.270 (C.M.A. 1987). 

Besides the question, “Docs the accused have suficient mental capacity to understand the nature of the proceedings and to conduct or cooperntc intelli
gently in the defense?,” R.C.M. 706(c)(2) allows “other appropriate questions.” 
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needed. Furthermore, counsel should avoid asking for par- , 

ticular tests or methods of assessment unless they have 
justification. Military judges will ordinarily assume that the 
evaluating organization will know what tests are needed, 
based on the nature of the request. 

As an addendum to the request, defense counsel can at
tach a proposed order in the case. The order should state its 
basis, the scope of the evaluation, and the date by which re
sults should be provided to the defense.'* 

If the militaryjudge orders evaluation, information about 
the accused's background and the circumstances of the case 
will assist examining personnel. If counsel has knowledge of 
previous psychiatric or other mental health treatment, 
those records should be secured and provided to the evalu
ators. Counsel should also provide data about the case, 
such as the charge sheet and allied papers, and any investi
gative reports. This information will give the examieng
personnel a fuller understanding of the accused's case be
cause they would otherwise depend on the accused as the 
source of most of their information. The importance of this 
background information will become clearer as the follow
ing discussion shows how mental capacity is measured. 

Assessment of Mental Capadty 
To interpret the results of a mental evaluation and deter

mine whether the issue of mental capacity should be 
pursued, defense counsel must gain a basic familiarity with 
some of the ways mental capacity can be evaluated. Evalu
ating organizations have different methods to assess 
capacity and it i s  important to understand some of the fac
tors that underlie these tests. 

A suggested order is as follows: 

Because the issue of competency to stand trial affects a 
significant number of civilian criminal cases, I 3  mental 
health professionals in the fields of forensic psychiatry/psy
chology have developed several specific measures of mental 
capacity. One of the more Widely used tests of mental ca
pacity is the Competency to Stand Trial Assessment 
Instrument. Other tests or checklists include the Competen
cy Screening Test and the checklists developed by other 
teams of psychologists/psychiatrists. Although these tests 
or checklists differ in their methods, they were designed to 
give guidance and structure to the mental capacity inquiry. 

Robey and Buhnnan  Checklists 

The need to develop tools to assist courts,attorneys, and 
evaluators in resolving the issue of mental capacity has been 
recognized for a long time. The first efforts to gain any wide 
acceptance were developed in 1965 by Doctor Robey, a psy
chiatrist, who developed a checklist containing the 
fimctions that he thought an accused should be able to per
form to have mental capacity. The general functions are an 
ability to understand the court proceedings, an ability to 
advise the defense counsel about the case, and the likeli
hood that the accused will decompensate, or lessen in 
mental capacity, while waiting for trial. I4 In 1971, another 
team of psychiatrists, led by Doctor Bukatman, created a 
series of interview questions that they used in court-ordered 
competency evaluations. Like the criteria used by Doctor 
Robey, these questions concentrated on whether the ac
cused understood his current court situation and could 
cooperate with and assist defense counsel. IsThese early at
tempts were not wholly satisfactory, however, and other 
assessment methods, like the Competency Screening Test 

U N I T E D  S T A T E S  	 I ORDER FOR IN1?UIRY INTO MENTAL 
] CAPACITY 

V .  1 
1 

RANKJCLIENT'S NAME 1 
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 1 DATE 
United States Army 1 

After consideration of the defense Request for Inquiry into Mental 

Capacity, dated , I hereby order a mental examination of 

NAME OF SOLDIER. The mental examination should determine answers to the 

questions listed i n  Rule 706(c)(2) of the Rules for Courts-Martial [and 

the questions listed in paragraph6 - and - o f  the Request for Inquiry 

into Mental Capacity]. This court order6 that the vritten results o f  thi6 

mental examination be provided to the defense by 

MILITARY JUDGE'S 

SIGNATURE BLOCK 


l3  Civilian criminal cases involve the issue ofmental capacity more onen than the Issue of mental mponsibility or insanity. Shah,Foreword to Labomfolyof 
Community Psychiatry, Harvard Medical School,Competency to Stand Trial at v (1974) [hminaftcr Competency to Stand Trial]. 
I4Robcy, Criteriafor Competency ro Stand Trial: A Checklistfor Psychiatrisfs, 122 Am. J. Psychiatry 616, 61623 (1965). 
"Buhtman, Foy & DeGrazia, What is Competency to Stand Trial?, 127 Am. J. Psychiatry 1225, 1225-29 (1971). 
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and Competency to Stand Trial Assessment Instrument, 
were developed. 

Competency to Stand Trial Assessment Instrument 
The Competency to Stand Trial Assessment Instrument 

(CAI) was developed in 1974by a kam of lawyers, psychia
trists, and psychologists who were associated with the 
Harvard Medical School. The team chose its criteria as a 
result of observation, interview, and evaluation of a number 
of criminal defendants. The criminal defendants were pa
tients in a state mental hospital where they had been 
referred for a pretrial competency evaluation. The team de
veloped quantifiable criteria that reflected possible legal
grounds for lack of capacity. l7 It also designed the test and 
its scoring aystem so that its terminology was familiar to 
both the mental heaIth field and the legal profession.Io Al
though known among some Army psychiatrists and 
psychologists, its use varies. l9 Counsel can discuss its use 
prior to evaluation with the evaluating organization. 

The CAI contains thirteen items that are related to an 
accused's ability to function within the c r h h d  justice sys
tem. The items are: 

1. Appraisal of available legal defenses. 
2. Unmanageable behavior. 
3. Quality of relating to attorney. 
4. Planning of legal strategy, including guilty plea to 
lesser charges. 
5. Evaluation of role of: 

a. Defense counsel. 
b. Prosecutor. 
c. Judge.
d. Panel (Jury). 
e. Accused. 
f. Witnesses. 

6. Understanding of court procedure. 
7. Appreciation of charges. 
8. Appreciation of range and nature of possible
penalties. 
9. Evaluation of likely outcome. 
10. Capacity to disclose to attorney available facts sur
rounding the offense including the accused's 
movements, timing, mental state, and actions at time 
of offense. 
1 1 .  Capacity to realistically challenge prosecution 
witnesses. 

12. Capacity to testify relevantly. 

13. Self-defeating v. self-serving motivation. 

The team chose these factors because they had been used as 
the bases of findings of incompetency in actual court cases 
or in other clinical cases. 

As a possible basis of a finding of lack of capacity, each 
factor Mers substantively, as well as in importance, from 
the other factors. For example, an accused should normally 
have some appreciation of the charges in his case (7th item 
in CAI). His ability to testify relevantly (12th item) will not 
always be crucial, however. If there is other evidence that is 
a satisfactory substitute for the accused's testimony, the ac
cused's inability to testify will not be that important. 21 

A trained evaluator can usually give the CAI in about an 
hour. The format of the CAI is an interview between the 
evaluator and the accused. The evaluator asks the accused a 
series of questions about the thirteen items. The handbook 
that describes the CAI gives samples of the questions and 
gives examples of how various responses should be scored. 
If the evaluating organization does not have copies of the 
test manual and instrument, counsel can probably obtain a 
copy through a larger university library or a civilianforen
sic evaluator. 

The scoring system for the CAI has a range fiom 1 to 5. 
The descriptions of what a particular numerical score 
means is as follows: 

Score 

1 Totalincapacity. 
2 Severely impaired functioning (a substantial 

question of capacity).
3 Moderately impaired functioning (a question 

of capacity).
4 Mildly impaired (little question of lack of 

capacity). 
5 No incapacity.23 

The test manual indicates that scores less than or equal to 3 
on a significant number of items should prompt further 
mental evaluation of the accused. To avoid malingering,
knowledgeable evaluators try to verify low scores (1 or 2) 
with evidence of mental disease or defect. 

The handbook to the CAI as well as scientific literature 
contains information on the validity and reliability of the 
CAI. The CAI has been shown to be a valid way to assess 
mental capacity by comparison of predicted results based 
on its scores and ultimate court findings on the issue of 
competency.zs Its statistics on reliability arc also favorable. 

'6Competencyto Stand Trial, supra note 13. at 3. Competency to Srand Triol contains a copy of the test instrument and sample questions that the evaluator 
will use during the test. 
17id 
18 Id 
l9 Telephone interview with Dr. Richard Harig, Chief, PsychologicalSeMces, Community MentalHealth Services,Fort Sill.Oklahoma (Nov. 13,1987). 
2ocQmpetencyto Stand Trial, supra note 13, at 98. 
21 Id at 99-100. 
uId. at 109-14. 
"Id. at 100-14. 
=Id. at 100. 
2sT.Gutheil & P. Applebaum, Clinical Handbook of Psychiatry and the Law 259 (1982). But see R. Roesch & S. GcAing, Competency to Stand Trial 6 
(1980) (overall reliability and predictive validity of Competency to Stand Trial Assessment Instrument has not becn adequately demonstrated). 
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The overall reliability measurement of the CAI, the consis
tency of CAI scores for an accused given repeated
evaluations, is high. 26 The interrater reliability, or consis
tency of scores when different evuluutors give the test, is 
also high. The extent of the reliability depends on whether 
the evaluator has had training on the use of the CAI.27 

’ Competency Screening Tesr 
Besides the Competency to Stand Trial Assessment In

strument, members of the team from the Harvard Medical 
School also helped to develop the Competency Screening 
Test (CST). The CST, like the CAI, i s  designed to act as a 
screening device during competency evaluations. Less well 
known and used as compared to the CAI, it is supposed to 
screen out “clearly” competent accused and thus save time 
and expense.28 Because of its format, the CST can ‘be done 
in approximately twenty-five minutes. The CST i s  organ
ized around a sentence completion format. It contains 
twenty-two items that are partial sentences involving the 
criminal justice system. 29 The items deal with such aspects 
as the attorneyclient relationship and the ability to under
stand the judicial process. The evaluator reads such 
incomplete sentences as “When Bob disagreed with his law
yers on his defense, he . . .” and the accused supplies the 
rest of the sentence. 

Each item has three possible scores. A score of 2 means 
the sentence completion was competent; a score of 1 is 
questionable; and a score of 0 is incompetent. The scores of 
the items are then added together.31The usual cutoff cu
mulative score on the CST is 20.32The cumulative score 
below 20 will prompt further evaluation. 

Although the CST has a good measure of interrater relia
bility, 33 other measures of its validity and reliability are not 
as favorable as those of the CAI. Its designers, as well as 
other users, do not believe that its predictive validity is suf
ficiently accurate to use the test results alone as a basis for a 
finding of incompetency.34 

Use of Other Psychological Tests 
Current military law requires that a lack of capacity to 

stand trial be due to a present mental disease or defect.3g
Unless defense counsel can establish by a preponderance of 
the evidence that the &used has such a disease or defect, 
counsel has not met the threshold of R.C.M. 909(c)(2). A 

diagnosis of a mental disease or defect will usually be a re
sult of other forms of psychiatric evaluation and 
psychological testing. 

The results of certain psychological tests are related to 
findings of lack of mental competency. For example, the di
agnosis of a psychotic disorder is  highly correlated with a 
later evaluation of incompetency.xi The presence of halluci
nations or other delusions and impaiiment of orientation 
are also significantly related to lack of capacity. 37 Scores of 
an incompetent on certain scales of the Minnesota Multi
phasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) are also likely to 
reflect the existence of such mental problems as psychoses
and impairment in orientation.38 Lower than average re
sults on an intelligence testing and a previous psychiatric 
history are also often present. 39 Consequently, defense 
counsel should expect to find such mental conditions in the 
case where lack of competency is present. 

Analysis of Assessment Results 
Once the evaluation is complete and written results have 

been prepared, the process of analyzing the report of the 
mental evaluation must begin. Besides answers to the ques
tions posed in the request under RC.M. 706, the report will 
usually discuss in detail present and past psychiatric histo
ry, results of interviews and psychological testing, and 
summary and conclusions. 

After reading the report, it is essential to discuss it with 
the examining psychiatrist or psychologist. Counsel must 
overcome the tendency to just accept the answers to the 
R.C.M.706 questions and end their investigation. Further 
discussion with the psychiatrist and psychologist about the 
results of the examination can yield information that may 
be relevant to other aspects of the case. Such information 
includes extenuating and mitigating evidence, ways to im
prove the attorney-client relationship, or ma 
request for further evaluation. 

In the event that the report indicates the accused may
lack mental capacity, the defense counsel must discuss the 
case with the psychiatrist and/or psychologist. Interviews 
of the examining personnel are important because they are 
likely to be called as witnesses in any court proceedings on 
the issue of capacity. Counsel need a detailed understanding 
of the accused’s disease or defect, the basis for the diagno
sis, and what effect that has on the accused’s ability to 

z6Competencyto Stand Trial, supm note 13, at 115. The reported reliability measurement is 37.  Perfectly consistent scores would be reflected in a score of 
1.0.G. Sax, Principles of Educational and Psychological Measurement and Evaluation 258-59 (2d ed. 1980). 
27Competencyto Stand Trial, supra note 13, at 39-41. Interrater reliability varies from .84 for evaluators without extensive training with the instrument to 
.89 for evaluators with more training with the CAI. 
28 Id. at 91-94. 
29 Id. at 90. 
30 Id. 
31 Id. 
32 R. Roesch & S. Golding, supra note 25, at 59. 
33Theinterrater reliability is .93. Competency to Stand Trial, supra note 13, at 90. 7 , 

34Id. at 94; R. Roesch & S. Golding, supra note 25, at 64. 
3sSee R.C.M. 909(c)(2). * I  

36 Daniel, Beck, Herath, Schmitz, Br Menninger, Factors Correlated With Psychiatric Recommendationsof Incompetency and Insanity, 12 J. Psychiatry & L. 
527. 533 (1984). 
37 Id. 

,

p1 

181d.at 529. 
39 Id. 
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perform the functions that he or she needs to perform 
before and during trial. Counsel should also try to deter
mine what the prognosis for improvement is and what, if 
any, recommendations for treatment exist. If the accused 
has received psychological testing, counsel should discuss 
the results of these tests with the psychologist, determine 
their reliability, and analyze whether the results are consist
ent with the diagnosis of the psychiatrist. It will also be 
helpful to review the consultation sheets prepared by the 
examining [personnel.These ‘consultation sheets‘bill be in 
the aCCusetJ’smental health records. 

convening authority or military judge. If charges have been 
referred, counsel should present the issue in the form of a 
motion for appropriate relief under R.C.M. 906(b)(14) and 
909.RC.M. 906(b)(l&)states that m e n d  capacity is a pos
sible grodd for a motion for appropriate relief. R.C.M. 909 
gives the skdards  that will govern the resolution of the is
sue of mental capacity. 

The motion for appropriate relief should state the reasons 
why the accused lacks the capacity to stand trial. It should 
indicate what mental disease or defense the accused has. It 
should also outline why the disease or defect ’prevents the 
accused from understanding the nature of the proceedings 
or from cooperating intelligently in the defense. The motion 
should also state how and by whom these conclusions were 
reached. 

In presenting the motion, it may be helpful to refer to the 
factors that the American Law Institute (ALI) believes a 
court should consider before it makes a competency deci
sion. These factors guide the judge as to what minimum 
capabilities are necessary for the accused to have. The ALI 
thinks an accused should have the mental ability to:’ 

a. Appreciate his presence in relation to time, place, 
and things. 

nd that he is charged with a c 

c. Understand that a judge is in charge of the court 
and the accused‘s trial. 

d. Understand that the prosecutor will try to convict 
him. 

e. Understand that he has a lawyer to defend him 
against charge. 

f. Understand that he has a right to testify or not testi
fy and that if he does testify, he should tell the facts 
about the alleged offense. 

Understand that he can plead guilty and its conse
quences and that he has mental abilities to waive the 
constitutional rights that are waived in a guilty plea. 

h. Participate in adequate presentation of a defense. 

Because the accused is presumed to have mental capaci
ty,41defense counsel will bear the burden of proving that 
the accused Iacks capacity. R.C.M. 909(c)(2) indicates that 
counsel must satisfy this burden by the preponderance of. 
the evidence. To satisfy thisburden, counsel will usually in
troduce relevant portions of the mental evaluation report 
and call one or more of the experts who examined the ac
cused. Counsel may also call lay witnesses with sdiicient 
contact with the accused who can testify about incidents of 
bizarre or otherwise relevant behavior.42 

If defense counsel establishes that the accused lacks 
mental capacity, the remedy is normally the continuance of 
the proceedings4’ until the accused regains mental capaci
ty. The estimated length of the continuance will usually 
determine the resolution of the w e .  If the charges arc not 
particularly “serious” and the examining personnel cannot 
give definite guidance as to the duration of the lack of 
mental capacity, the convening authority is likely to with
draw the charges. In that case, steps will ordinarily be 
taken to eliminate the accused from the service by adminis
trative means for medical reasons.- If the examining 
personnel indicate that treatment or time will improve ca
pacity, charges are likely to remain in effect while the 
government tries treatment and conducts additional merital 
examinations. 

Conclusion 

Counsel should not bypass the issue of mental capacity. 
Although the issue does not arise often,defense counsel 
must be prepared to litigate it effectively. Effective presenta
tion requires that counsel comply with the procedural 
aspects of R.C.M.706 and 909. Counsel should also have a 
basic familiarity with the various factors that may be con
sidered to evaluate competency, as well as possible tests 
that may be used. Once the results of the evaluation have 
been presented to the defense, counsel should analyze those 
results and, if necessary,conduct further investigation. Af
ter the results have been examined, counsel must decide 
whether to pursue the issue of competency in court. If 
counsel does decide to pursue the issue, the above guide
lines for the motion for appropriate relief should prove 
helpful and give insight into how the case may proceed. 

4oBcmaA Guided Tour Through Selected ABA Standards Relating to Incompetence to Stand Trial,53 Geo. Wash. L.Rev. 375, 377 & n.11 (1985). 

4’ R.C.M. 909(b). 

42 CfrUnited States v. Martinu, 12 M.J. 801,807 (N.M.C.M.R. 1981) (government called accuscd‘e guard and his roommate on issue of mental capacity). 


See R.C.M. 909(cX2) discussion. 
Dep‘t of Army, Reg. No. 40-501, Medical Smias-Standards of Medical Fitness, paras. 3-31 to 3-36 (I  July 1987). 
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The Court of Military Appeds in Fiscal Year 1987 -
According to'figurk compiled by the A&y Judiciary 

Clerk of Court, the United States Court of Military Ap
peals in fiscal year 1987 decided 135 cases by full opinion. 
One-hundred of the decisions (74%) were unanimous (in 
approximately one-third of those, only two judges, Chief 
Judge Everett and Judge Cox, participated). Seventeen deci
sions produced dissents and in 18 cases one or more judges 
concurred only in the result. 1/ . 

The following table shows the number and type of opin
ions written by each judge. Concurring opinions include 
those concurring in the result, but do not include concur

earlier case. $ 3 

Judge Opinlons Concunences DlsSentS 

Everett . 33 . 17 6 . 
COX 51 16. 6 
Sullivan , 36 6 6 

ring statements citing only the author's opinion in an 

In addition to the signed opinions, 15 opinions were issued 
p q  curiam. Judge Sullivan did not participate in 33 of the 
earhest decisions, perhaps because the case had been heard 
before he joined the Court in May 1986 or because of previ
ous involvement by him as Air Force general counsel. 

1 % 

The table below shows each judge's dissents according to 
author of the principal opinion. 

'. 
Dissent in OpinionsBy 

Judge Everett COX Sullivan Per Curlam 
Everett xxx 4 1 1 
COX 5 m 1 0 
Sullivan 1 5 xxx 0 

Decisions of the courts of military review were reviewed 
hi 133 of the court's decisions (others were a decision on a 
petition for extraordinary relief filed directly with the Court 
of Military Appeals ahd a decision on a motion to file peti
tion supplement out of time). The table below comparesthe 
reversal rates of the several courts of military review 
(CMR), including reversals in.part and decisions set aside. 

CMR Cases Reviewed Reversal Rate 
Army 
Navy
Air Force ' 

52 
49 
32 

26.9% 
, 32.7% 

53.1% ' 

Coast Guard 0 '0 
Total m 353% 
Because petitions have been denied in some 89% of cases 
petitioned for rev , the reversal rates shown 

below 'can be multiplied . 1 1  to obtain the approximite
all petitioned cases are considered. 

1 
' I L 

e 133 appeals indicated above 89 & i n g
been decided by fill opinion, the Court of Military App& 
disposed of 205 cases by summary disposition (204) or 
memorandum opinion (1). These dispositions produced one 
concurrence by Chief Judge Everett; concurrences in the re
sult by the Chief Judge (2), Judge Cox (2), and Judge
Sullivan (1); and dissents by Judge Cox (2) and Judge Sul
livan (2). 

At least 83 of the 205 summary dispositions appeared to 
involve so-called trailer cases; that is, cases in which review 
dad been panted,on an issue already pending before the 
court and decision withheld until disposition of one or more 
selected casesby full opinion. Courts of ~$lihryreview de
cisions were -ed in 63 of those 83 'ca 

Ofthe remaining 122 appeals, 21 cases 
courts of military review for consideration of issues that 
had not been raised in the court below or for further review 
in the light of suuequent decisions of the Court of Milimy 
Appeals or the Supreme Court. Disposition of the remain
ing 101 cases decided on the merits is shown in the 
following table: ~ 

P
' Revdrsk 

CMR Affirmed Reversed Reversed Rate 

h Y 24 
(Multiplidty) 

11 I 
(Other) (All)
17 . 63.8% 

Navy 9, 7 7 60.9% 
Air Force 14 5 c , 7  , .  46.2% 

0Coast Guard -0 -0' -0 -
Total 47 23 31 53.5% 

ted as having been reversed 
plicity are those in which the Court of Military Appeals
amended, consolidated, or dismissed specifications for mul
tiplicity, but otherwise af6rmd the court of military review 

J . , i  

ove is based on decisions published 
from volume 22, West's Military Justice Reporter, page 438, 
to volume 25, page 148, 'andpin Daily Journals 87-1 
through 87-248. The figures are not official and judgments 
as to what constitutes a concurrence, reversal, or trailer 
case are solely the responsibility of the Clerk of Court, U.S. 
Army Judiciary. Tabular presentations have been based on 
those used by the Harvard Law Feviq and the National 
Law Journal in repoiting on the Supreme Court. 

.. I . 

I .
. , .  
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that our readers may be interested in the trfor
mation used to apprise The Judge Advocate General and 
his staff of the sdte of the military justice system, we offer 
the graph above as an example of several produced monthly 
in the oftice of the Clerk of Court. 

This graph shows the reported total number of GCM and 
BCDSPCM cases pending as of the first day of the months 
shown from 1 January 1987 to 1 January 1988. Thus, the 
graph covers the full calendar year 1987, plus one month to 
permit comparison of the current month with the same 
month one year ago. 

The white area at the base of q c h  column represents the 
number of docketed cases awaiting trial, of which there 
were 253 reported by the Trial Judiciary as of 1 January 
1988. Of course, the number always includes some that will 
not be tried when the convening authority approves instead 
a requested administrative discharge for the good of the ser
vice. Nor will all of the BCDSPCM climb the ladder 
shown, for some do not result in approved BCD sentences. 

08 

The crosshatch area above the white shows the number 
of GCM and BCDSPCM cases awaiting action by the con
vening authority (that-is, cases in which the Clerk of Court 
hreceived a case report from the trial judge, but has not 
receiedd the record of trial from the convening authority). 
As of l’January 1988, there were 343 such cases. 

The segment occupied by horizontal lines represents the 
number of cases received and awaiting the filing by counsel 
of an Assignment of Error and Brief on Behalf of Appel
lant; 364 as of 1 January 1988. 

Next above, an kea’marked by a series of three diagonal
lines shows the number of cases awaiting filing of govcm
ment counsel’s answer to the Assignment of Errors.There 
were 112 pending on 1 January 1988. 

Solid black designates cases at issue awaiting decision by 
the Army Court of Military Review--103 on 1 January 
1988. A few may be awaiting oral argument and some held 
in abeyance pending further briefs or other action such as 
corrections in the rewrd. 

Finally, diagonal lines at the top of the column depict 
cases pending before the U.S.Court of Military Appeals 
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(215 as of January 1988), either on petition for grant of re= 
view or for decision on the merits in a granted or certified 
case, and cases pending before the Supreme Court (on 1 
January 1988, 5 cases were awaiting grant or deniaI of 
Certiorari). 

The most observable change in the period from 1 January 
1987 to 1 January 1988 was a decrease in the number of 

cases pending at the Court of’MilitaryAppeals from 408 to 
215. That exactly matches the overall decrease of 193 total 
cases. 

These and other graphs required are prepared in color in 
the Office of the Clerk of Court with an IBM XT, a Hew- lett-Paclcard ColorPro plotter, and Ashtan-Tate’s Chart-

I Master software. 

TJAGSA Practice Not� 
Instructors, The Judge Advocate General’s School 

Criminal Law Note 

United Safes v,’Toledo-A Quasi Psychiatrist-Patient 
Privilege 

Introduction 

Some thirty years in Gri#n ’. I1linoisJl Supreme 
Court Justice Hugo *lack noted that ‘Ithere can be no jus
tice where the kind of trial a man gets depends on the 
amount Of money he in subsequent years*the 
Supreme Court has moved to ensure that indigents have 
m d f l d  ~~s @justice. In the military, financial status 
is not a consideration. Nevertheless, the Court of Military 

has been eSuallY to that the 
military accused has equal access to evidence and witnesses, 
including the ability to hire expert witnesses “necessary”‘to 
the defense.‘ A prime example of this concern is the Court 
of ~ l i t a r y~ppeals ’decision in United States v. MUstafa, 5 

which extends to the military the rule of Ake y. 
Oklahoma. 6 A h  entitla an accused to a qualified psychia
trist or psychologist for the purpose of presenting an 
insanity defense if the defense establishes that the accused’s 
sanity will be a “significant factor’’ at trial. 

Defense counsel, therefore, have faced a preliminary bur
den of establishing that the accused’s sanity will be a 
significant factor before their entitlement’to expert assis
tance accrues. Moreover, because the mere assertion by the 
accused or counsel that the accused is insane has been gen
erally recognized to be insufficient to establish the required 
threshold, defense counsel have turned to local govern
ment psychiatrists for ’initial assistance despite significant 

questions concernin he privileged nature of these commu
nications. The Court of Military Appeals, in United States 
v. Toledo, answers many of these questions. 

. United States v. Toledo -

SeamanRecruit Hector Toledo was charged with numer
ous specifications of sexually abusing the daughter of a 
naval petty officer. In the preparation of his defense, his de
fense counsel sought the assistance of Dr. ,(Captain) Paul E. 
Rosete, U.S.A.F.,a clinical psychologist, to establish 
“whether or not there were any problems concern
ing sanity.”9 Counsel privately requested the doctor to 
keep “the conclusions, reports, notes, and tests . . .in 
confidenceand that they be released to none other than my
self ana the a c c u s ~ . * ~  did not, however,IO Defense bunsel 
request that Dr. Rosete be appointed to examine the ac
cused or to assist in the defense,I I . -

Dr. Rosete examined the accused for tetl to twelve hours, 
and thoroughly probed the offenses and the accused‘s sexu
d history. After evaluating the results Of the examination, 
the defense decided to neither C d l  Dr. Rosete nor to U s e  the 
insanity defense-” At trial, the defense Was dm~kedwhen 
the gOVemlIlent d e d  Dr. Rosete in its case-in-rebuttal to 
present his opinion of Toledo’s “character for truth and ve
racity” and to provide rebuttal for testimony regarding 
Toledo’s sex partner on the night in question. The defense 
counsel objected, arguing that the government should be 
prdcluded from calling the doctor as a witness w e d  on de
fense counsel’s request for cbnfidentiality, and, citing
Militafy Rule of Evidence 706, that this preliminary con
sultation was a necessary predicate for determining the 
propriety of a sanity board. ‘3 The military judge ruled that 
the testimony was admissible for the stated pu 

I ,. 

’See United States v. Mustafa, 22 M.J., 165 (C.M.A. 1986). cert. denied, 107 S. Ct.444 (1986). 
4United Statcs v. Garria,22 M.J. 288 (C.M.A. 1986). 
’22 M.J. 165 (C.M.A. 1986). cert. denied, 107 S. Ct. 444 (1 
6470 U.S.68 (1985). ( 1  I (. 

I + v. Blackburn, 794 F.M 173 (5th Cir. 1986). 
. 270 (C.M.A. 1987). , 

91d.at 274. 
‘ IIo Id. I 

1 ,‘’Id. at 276. , ( I 2 

I2Kd.&t274. 
1 I
Id. 
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On appeal, Toledo renewed his argument that theinili
tary judge erred by permitting Dr. Rosete to testify. The 
Court of Military Appeals examined Toledo’s objections 
aud determined that no doctor-patient privilege was avail
able under Mil. R. Evid. 501. Likewise, Mil. R. Evid. 706, 
302, and Rule for Courts-Martial 706 I4 did not help Tole
do because Dr.Rosete’s examination was not ordered under 
R.C.M. 706 or any other provision. 

Signiiicantly, however, the court examined another as
pect of the issue that was not raised at trial or on appeal.
Under Mil. R. Evid. 502, the court noted that in certain cir
cumstances, the attorney-client privilege could have 
allowed Toledo to use the services of Dr.Rosete without 
risking disclosure of his statements. l6 For example, upon a 
proper request, Dr. Rosete could have been designated as a 
representative of the defense counsel and thereby any confi
dential communications made to Dr.Rosete would have 
been privileged under the attorney-client privilege (Mil. R. 
Evid. ISOZ(a)). Here there was no request and the court 
found no attorney-client privilege with respect to the state
ments to Dr.Rosete. Additionally, the court noted that had 
Toledo hued his own expert, the evaluation would have 
been protected by this same privilege. 

Perhaps the real issue in Toledo is why the court decided 
to address the attorney-client aspect of the issue. As previ
ously noted, it was neither raised at trial18nor on appeal. 
Apparently, the Court was looking for a vehicle to an
nounce its ‘views on the attorney-client privilege and give 
some definition to a defense counsel’s work-product. In pro
viding these guidelines, the Court stated that Toledo could 
have requested and received assistance from a govemment
provided medical officer under Ake v. Oklahoma. l9If the 
government had failed to provide the assistance, the court 
would have held that Toledo had been deprived of “mean
ingful access to justice.”m Toledo also indicates that the 
court is not going to treat an examination ordered under 
R.C.M. 706 as satisfying the requirements of Ake. 21 Absent 
in the opinion, however, is any clear indication as to how 
the right to psychiatric assistance accrues. 

The key requirement from Ake is that the defense must 
estabhh‘thatthe sanity of the accused at the time of the of
fense will be a “significant factor” at trial.21 The 

government’s obligation to provide an expert i s  not trig
gered until such a threshold showing is made. While the 
burden of the accused to establish this requirement has not 
been previously addressed by the Court of Military Ap
peals, circuit court treatment of this requirement has placed 
a heavy burden on the defendant. In Cartwright v. 
Maynard, 23 the Tenth Circuit held that the defense must 
make a clear showing that sanity is in issue and a, close 
question that might be decided one way or the other at tri
al. In comparison, the court in Toledo suggests thidt the 
“mere circumstances” in which Toledo was discovered by 
the father of the victim established that sanity was to be a 
significant factor at trialu 

The Toledo court, assuming this threshold requir 
was met, found authority in federal case law to all0rtthe 
defense to assert the attorney-client privilege to bar disclo
sure of confidential communications between the accused 
and a psychiatrist or even a psychotherapist. The privilege 
will be waived, however, if the accused asserts the insanity 
defense. For example, in United States v. Alvarez, 2s a psy
chiatrist was retained to conduct a psychiatric examination 
of a codefendant. The resulting report was provided to the 
defense counsel. The government subpoenaed the psychia
trist and the trial judge permitted him to testify lover 
defense objection. The Third Circuit stated: 

The effective assistance of counsel with respect to the 
preparation of an insanity defense demands rmgnition
that a defendant be as free to communicate with a psy
chiatric expert as with the attorney he is assisting.’I t  
the expert is later used as a witness on behalf of the de
fendant, obviously the cloak of privilege ends. But 
when, as here, the defendant does not call the expert 
the same privilege applies with respect to communica
tions from the defendant as applies to such 
communications to the attorney himself.26 

Thus, Toledo’s error was in failing to ask the government 
to appoint a psychiatrist to be part of the defense team. 
W e  the accused may have the right to a psychiatrist as a 
matter of due process of law, the right does not extend to 
choosing any psychiatrist and if an accused “comman
deers” a government expert, the court will not be 
sympathetic to a claim of privilege.27 

I4ManuQlfor Courts-Martial, United States, 1984, Rule for Courts-Martial 706 [hereinafter R.C.M.]. 

Is 25 M.J.at 276. 

l6 I d  at 275. 


Id at 276. 

“The issue w a ~ 
therefore waived on appeal. Mil. R Evid. 103(a). 
19470 U.S. 68 (1985). 
mld  at 76, as cited in Tole& 25 M.J.at 276. “Meaningful ~ccessto justice,” however, relates to the Ake Couds treatment of issues relating to indigent 
defcndana and the court’s reliance on the Ake decision in that context is misplaced. 
21 In Mucrufi, the court hinted that a board of medical officersmay satisfy the accused’s tight to a psychiatric evaluation. 22 M.J. at 169; see a h  United 
States v. Davis, 22 M.J. 829 (N.M.C.M.R. 1986). L 

”470 U.S. at 83. 
=SO2 F.2d 1203 (loth Cir. 1986). 
”The victim’s father testified that, upon being discovered, the accused turned away and walked towards the corner of the room. H e  had his hands in front 
of hm. The father did not see the accused‘s penis, but saw d pubic hair. The accused quickly turned away and started to zip his pants. The father said, 
“What the hell is  going on here?” The  accused tried to bx his pants and put on his belt. The accused never said a word. H e  left without looking at the 
victim’s fsther. The accused was sweating profusely during the encounter with the victim’s father. 25 M.J. at 272. (Contrasting the two standards, the fcderal 
standard appears to be much more stringent.) 
25 5 19 F.2d 1036 (M Cir. 1975). 
%Id. at 1046. 
”25 MJ.at 276. 
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Conclusion 
So how should the defense counsel prepare the case? As 

in Toledo, the defense may not want to tip off the govern
ment by requesting that an expert be appointed to assist in 
determining whether the insanity defense may exist. To ob
tain appointed assistance, the defense must make a 
preliminary showing that the accused‘s sanity at the time of 
the offense will be a significant factor at trial. The request 
for assistance will alert the government and a sanity board 
will be ordered.28 

The only way the defense can obtain privileged expert as
sistance without tipping off the government is for the 
defense to procure the assistance at its own expense. This 
consultation will be privileged, at least until the insanity de
fense is asserted. Unfortunately, most military accused 
cannot afford the luxury of paid experts. The Court of Mili
tary Appeals has, however, also made it clear that an 
attorney-clientprivilege will be recognized even if a govern
ment expert has been,appointed to assist the defense. The 
strategic price of such assistance appears to be minimal if 
the sanity of the accused at the time of the offense is likely 
to be a significant factor at trial. Moreover, the Court of 
Military Appeals’ standard for ordering assistance seems to 
be very low. 29 

Toledo gives the defense the closest thing to a psychia
trist-client privilege that military and federal courts are 
currently willing to recognize. Defense counsel should 
make extensive use of this tool to ensure that all aspects of 
a case are explored. Tipping off the government is a small 
price to pay. Major Williams and Major Wittman. 

Legal Assistance Items 
The following articles include both those geared to legal

assistance officers and those designed to alert soldiers to le
gal assistance problems. Judge advocates are encouraged to 
adapt appropriate articles for inclusion in local post pub
lications and to forward any original articles to The Judge
Advocate General‘s School, JAGS-ADA-LA, Charlottes
ville, VA 22903-1781, fof possible publication in The Army
Lawyer. 

Consumer Law Notes 

So What Is a Picture Worth? 
Consumers should beware of deceptive practices used to 

sell photographic portraits. Park Way Studios, Internation
al, Inc., a Pennsylvania company doing business in Alaska, 
and Trinity Studios, a North Carolina fmn doing business 
in Vermont, have both entered consent agreements to cease 
allegedly deceptive business practices. The Alaska attorney
general asserts that Park Way Studios told consumers that 
they had qualified for “consolation prizes,” “bonus vouch
ers,” or “gift certificates” entitling them to a “beautiful 8 X 
10 color portrait” regularly valued at $34.95 for only $6.99 

for shipping and handling charges. The complaint contends 

that Park Way had, in fact, never sold this prsduct for 

more than $6.99 and had solicited consumers’ payments for 

the advertised portrait without disclosing that in order to 

obtain the portrait they would be rqu ihd  to attend a sales r“. 


presentation at which representatives would attempt to per

suade them to purchase photo packages costing hundreds of 

dollars. Under the terms of the Alaska consent agreement, 

Park Way is required to allow consumers a five-day “coal

ing off’ period before making any purchase beyond the 

basic $6.99 portrait. 


The Vermont attorney general alleges that Trinity Stu

dios lured consumers to its sales presentations by 

misrepresenting that they had won a contest and were enti

tled to a “free” family portrait. When consumersarrived to 

have the “free” portrait done, sales representatives at

tempted to sell them contracts for photographs costing as 

much as $4300. The Vermont consent agreement requires 

that Trinity provide consumer refunds and discontinue the 

bogus contests. 


Reliance on “Independent” Consumer Testing Services May 
Be Misplaced 

The Iowa attorney general contends that a half-hour tele
vision program called “Consumer Challenge,” which is 
represented as a “show that challenges the products of our 
time to make [the listener] a better informed consumer,” is 
actually a paid advertisement. The program, which pur
ports to investigate “Blublocker” sunglasses, is paid for by 
JS & A Group, the Illinois company that sells the sunglass
es. In addition to the television program, JS & A also funds / 

newspaper and magazine advertisements which imply that 
“Consumer Challenge” is an independent consumer testing 
service. The attorney general seeks an injunction, restitu
tion, and civil penalties. 

Crafi Cmftmatic 

CraftmatidContour Organization, Inc., has paid $25,000 
in penalties and costs pursuant to an agreement with the 
Pennsylvania attorney general, whose Bureau of Consumer 
Protection alleged that Craftmatic engaged in misleading 
sales practices in violation of two prior “assurances of vol
untary compliance.” 

Consumer complaints against the adjustable bed compa
ny included, among other things, that Craftmatic sales 
representativesmisled consumers by offering s d e d  pnce
“discounts” based on such things as the consumer’s age, 
health, or financial status. The attorney general asserts that 
the “discounts” were routinely offered to all potential buy
ers incident to price negotiations. 

Consumers also alleged that sales representatives offered 
them “free” prizes with the purchase of a bed but agreed to 
lower the price of the bed if the buyer chose to forfeit the 

28Theopinion in Toledo at note 5 speculates that the defense wanted to avoid a aanity board so that if the results of the board were not favorable to the 
defense. the defense theory on sentencing,that the accused was a sick man, would not be undercut. While that may have bem the defense attrem, such a 

7

defense theory on sentencing may always be argued regardless of whetha expert evidence is available. Defense counsel will llso be placed in an awkward 
position in that a subsequent failure to raise the insanity defense may result in an allegation of ineffective assistance. 
29 The facts from Toledo are not particularly bizarre. “In practice, military trial defense counselmust introduce evidence to the militaryjudge or the conven
ing authority of an accused’s prior treatment for mental illness, bizarre behavior, use of antipsychotic drugs, results of a preliminary sanity inquiry, or 
similar substantiation before requesting the assistance of a psychiatric expert.” Dubia, The Defense Right to Psychiatric Assistance in Light of Ake v. 
Oklahoma, The Army Lawyer, Oct. 1987, at IS. 20. 
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prize..In addition, consumers complained that; 

tives falsely denied that they were working on commission 

and .refused to refund payments to consum 

cised their three-day right t,o rescind contra 

pursuant to home solicitations. Major Hayn. 


Tax Notes 

Overnight Camp Expenses No Longer QuaZifLfor 
Dependent Care Credit 

Prior to 1988, taxpayers could claim the child and de
pendent care credit for expenses incurred to send a child or 
other dependent to an overnight camp (I.R.C. Q 21(b) 
(West Supp. 1987)). Congress amended Code section 21 to 
preclude taxpayers from claiming these expenses for pur
poses of computing the child and dependent care credit 
effective for tax year 1988 (Revenue Act of 1987 8 10101, 
amending I.R.C. Q 21(b)). This legislative change was based 
on the conclusion that the expense of sending a child to 
summer camps is not sufficientlytelated to a taxpayer’s em
ployment to qualify for the credit. 

Congress did not make any other changes to the child 
and dependent care credit for 1988. Soldiers who incur em
ployment-related child care expenses this year will be 
eligible for the credit if they furnish more than one half the 
cost of maintaining a household for a child or other qualify
mg dependent (I.R.C. 8 21 (West Supp. 1987)). Qualifying 
expenses could include the cost of child care, nursery
school, and housekeeper or babydtting salaries and fees. 

The income tax credit available for taxpayers in 1988 is 
equal to up to thirty percent of employment-related de
pendent care expenses. The amount of expenses eligible for 
the credit is, however, limited to $2,400if there is one qual
ifying dependent, and $4,800 if there are two or more. The 
credit is further limited if the taxpayer’s adjusted gross in
come exceeds 610,000. The thirty percent credit rate is 
reduced by one percentage point for every $2,000 of income 
earned between $10,000 and $28,000. The credit rate for all 
taxpayers with adjusted ‘gross incomes over $28,000 is 
twenty percent. Major Ingold. 

Congress Changes Mortgage Interest Limitation Rules , 

for 1988 

Just when tax preparers began getting comfortable with 
the complex mortgage interest limitation rules contained in 
the 1986 Tax Reform Act arid implementing Form 8598, 
hgress’decided to change them. The changes to the rules, 
which take effect for ta)r year ‘1988, will benefit most mili
tary homeowners because they increase the amount of the 
total mortgage debt that qualifies for the interest deduction 
(Revenue Act Of ‘1987)fhereinafter 1987 Act] Q 10102, 
amending I.R.C. Q 163(h)(4)). 

The 1986 Tax Reform Act retained the deduction for 
mortgage interest paid on indebtedness secured by a tax
payer’s principal residence and a second residence to the 
extent that the total debt did not exceed the purchase price
of the residence plus the cost of home improvements and 
qualaed educational and medical expenses (Tax Reform 
Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-514, lo0 Stat. 2085 (1986)
[hereinafter 1986 Act]). The 1986 changes to the mortgage
inwest deduction were discussed in two previous notes in 
this column (Note, IRS Releases Proposed Drafts of New 

rms, The Army Lawyer, Oct. 1987, at 59; and Note, 
Who Must File Home Mortgage Interest Fonn, 
wyer, Dec. 1987, at 44). 

enue Act changes the mortgage interest 
limitation rules by hcreashg , the ceiling on the mortgage 
debt qualifying for the deduction to $1 million. After 1987, 
taxpayers will be able to borrow up to $1 million to acquire 
or improve theu,firstand second residences and deduct the 
total amount of mterest paid on the loan. 

In addition, the new law creates ,a simplified limit on 
home equity borrowing. n e  aggregate amount of home eq
uity indebtedness may not exceed $100,000 ($50,000for a 
married individual who files a separate return). Thus, the 
total amount of acquisition and home eauitv indebtedness 
on a principal and second residence-miy not exceed 
sl,loo,m. 

The extra $lOO,OOO home equity loan allowed under the 
1987 Act need not be incurred for educational or medical 
expenses, as was required under prior law.As a result, joint 
filers will be able to deduct interest payments on up to 
S100,OOO of additional debt secured by their homes that is 
used for any purpose, such as to purchase automobiles, fur
niture, or vacations. Amounts used to pay for medical and 
educational costs are, however, included in the overall 
home equity ceilirig of $100,OOO. 

The 1987 Act includes a special phase-in rule for home
owners who financed or refinand their homes prior to the 
Hective date of the 1987 Act, 14 October 1987. Interest on 
these debts continues to be deductible and the debt is not 
subject to the $1 million limitation. 

’@e new mortgage interest rules greatly simplify the per
plexing rules contained in the 1986 Tax Reform Act. 
Taxpayers owning one or two homes with a combined 
mortgage of less than $1 million will not have to worry 
about a mortgage debt ceiling or file a complex federal in
come tax form in 1988. The new rules will also make 
homeowners using home equity loans to purchase consumer 
items happy because interest on these loans will be deducti
ble in full up to the $1OO,ooO “cap.” Losers under the new 
rules include taxpayers who have purchased expensive 
homes or who plan to purchase expensive second residences 
or qualifying vacation homes. Major Ingold. 

Family Law Note 

Is the Ellis Island Sinking? 

In a sea of states that are &g to treat military retired 
pay as marital property and to divide it upon divorce, the 
most reliable high ground for soldiers has long been Colora
do. Even after enactment of the Uniformed Services Former 
Spouses’ Protection Act (10 U.S.C.0 1408) in 1982, the 
state supreme court continued to hold to its earlier rufing
that military retired pay was not truly a property interest, 
and therefore a court could not divide it between spouses.
Ellis v. Ellis, 191 &lo. 317, 552 P.2d 506 (1976). Lower 
courts have consistently adhered to this concept. See. cg.. 
In re Lachak, 704 P.2d 874 (Colo. Ct.App. 1985). As a re
sult of the recent case on In re Gnrbb, 745 P.2d 661 (Colo.
1983, however, Colorado courts may be ready to join the 
vast majority of jurisdictions and apply equitable distribu
tion doctrines to military retired pay. 

1 
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after the retiree dks. The court also noted that a soldier 

could die without receiving any retired pay at all, dtbough 

Mr. Ellis had actually retired and was receiving monthly 

military pension checks at the time the case 


In light of these valuation problems, 

benefits were viewed as a tnere potential future stream of in

come rather than “property.” The court also analogized 

retired pay to a business’ good will, which is not divisible gs 

marital property under Colorado law. This was a mhodty 

viewpoint on the division of retired pay even in,1976, and it 

is an extreme minority position today..Indeed, in the ensu

ing years, only Kansas courts adopted a similar rule 

regarding military m s i o n s  (Grunt v. Grunt, 685 P.2d 327 

(Kan. 1978)), and in July 1987 the Kansas legislature nulli

fied the Grunt decision with a statute that expredy de6nes 

military retired pay as marital property. See Kan.Stat. Ann 

0 23-201(b). 


Grubb provided the court with an opportunity to reexam

ine the logic used in Ellis and othe 

civilian retirement plans (see, e.g., I 

(Colo. Ct.App. 1982), which held 

plan was not divisible). Mr. Grubb had a vested pension

benefit that had not t is, dall 

the requirements to aY e had 

not yet reached ret he to die before he re

tired, no payments would be made on his 

the time of the trial, his pension was a me 

had no definite current value. Nonetheless, the court held 

that Mr. Grubb’s interest in his 

property. h y  language in BUii 

wai disapprov 


Does Gmbb mean that a11 m 

ble? The opinion is ambiguous on this point. Some language 


sion benefits have become an .increasingly important 
part of an employee’s compensation pkkage which he 
or she brings to a mamage unit. Moreover, in a situa
tion where economic circumstances prevent 8 husband 
and wife from saving or investing a portion of the wage 
earner’s income, the pension right swells in importance 
as retirement or vesting approaches, and may well re
present the most valuable asset accumulated by either 
of the marriage partners. (Citationomitted.) 

As the court seems to favor Maryland precedent, it may 
to ask how that state treats military retired 
ble as propertyiin Maryland, but not as a re

sult of case.law. Rather, state law defines military retired 
pay as marital property. Md. Ann. Code 6 8-203@). 

On the other hand, there is reason to believe that Grubb 
ha$ a somewhat limited application. For example, the court 
repeatedly speaks of the fact that Mr. Grubb’s pension was 
vested, by which it means that the employee has a right to 
the money deriving from his -or her empl 
Furthermore, in this case 1-1 

[sluch a right is not a mer&expectancy but, rather, is 
an enforceable contractual right that traditionally has 
been recognized as a chose in action and thus a form 
property. We find the controlling consideration to 
that an employee who is fully vested under a pension 
plan has a right to receive payment at some time in the 
future (emphasis in original) (citations omitted). 
Moreover, the actual holding of Grubb is couched in 

terms that may not apply to military retirement benefits. 
Specifically, the court held that “a spouse’s interest in a 
vested but unmatured employer-sponsoredpension plan, to 
the extent . . . funded by [the] employee and/or employer 
. . . during the marriage, is marital property subject to cq

.uitabk distribution.” Do military pensions ever “vest”? 
Does it make a difference that there never is a “contractual 

. 	right”(t0 military retired pay? Indeed, how will the court 
rule on the question whether military retired pay is deferred 
compensation versus reduced current pay for reduced cur
rent services (see, e.g., McCarf~v. McCurry, 453 U.S.210 
1981), which notes the issue but does not decide it)? These 

issues will ultimately define the divisibility of military re
tired pay in Colorado. 

There are two clues as to the path Colorado may follow 
in future cases. The first lies in the quotation from Mary
land. The last sentence of that passage is intriguing because 
it admits,the possibility that even nonvested pensions may 
be divisible (“the pension right swells in importanceas . . . 
vesting approaches”) (emphasis added). 

The second clue comes fro& an even more recent case m 
which the Colorado Supreme Court further elucidated its 
Grubb decision.’In re Nelson, No. 85SC412 (Colo. Dec. 21, 
1987) (to be reported at 746 P.2d 1346) involves a retire
ment plan ~ with the following characteristics: fully
employer-funded; no benefits paid until the employee 
reaches the age of 55 or becomes totally disabled, no bene
fits are due if the employee dies before reaching 55 or 
becomhg totally disabled, the benefits cannot be anticipat
ed, alienated, sold, transferred, assigned, pledged, or 
encumbered; and, if an employee begins receiving benefits 
but then dies leaving a surviving spouse, the spouse will 
continue to get 50% of the benefits that would have been 
paid to the employee, 

In Nelson, the employee was not,yet 55 and neither was 
he totally disabled, Nonetheless, the court concluded, with
out any discussion, that he had a “vested” interest sufticient 
to bring the matter within the Grubb decision. The poten
tial future retirement benefits constituted marital pro
and were held to be subject to equitable distribution. 

Legal assistance attorneys who advise spouses of Wldiers 
living or domiciled in Colorado must be cautious in draft
ing and reviewing separation agreements. While the law 
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cash 

this asset potentially is divisible. Major Gui 

Hundreds of active duty military homeowners in San 
Antonio, Texas, participated as plaintiffs in a lawsuit 
against Ray Ellison Homes, Inc. The complaint alleged a 
fraudulent scheme of selling homes to the plaintiffs at inflat
ed prices based upon a misrepresentation that the homes 
were located in subdivisions that were primarily owner-oc
cupied. The complaint further alleged that many of the 
unsold homes remaining in the various subdivisions were 

ups to investors for use as rental properties. 
was settled before trial with a multimillion 
ent divided among the plaintiffs. Unfortu

nately, thispPas inadequate relief. Military homeowners 
faced with PCS orders were unable to sell their homes for 
anything close to the amount ow& on their VA guaranteed 

e to rent their homes 
hly mortgage payments. 
already lost their homes 

defending fotkclosure 

tly representing a mili
this scheme. Research 
tial for additional de
recovery, as well as 
provide the basis for 

further +lief. Further detailswill appear in a future issue of 
The A m y  Lawyer. Many legd assistanceattorneys are like
ly to counsel similarly situated victims of this scheme or 
closely related schemes. Legal assistance attorneys with 
such clientsare invited to con t captain Magid at the Le
gal Assistance OfEce, oftice the Stag Judge Advocate, 
Fort Gordon, Georgia 30905, telephone (404)791-7812/ 
7813/7883/6673. The AUTOVON prefix is 780; the FTS 
number is 24(1-7883/6673. 

claims Report 
United $rates Army 

Are Military Physicians Assigned Overseas h u n  
’4, 

Frank N.Bich 
Attorney Advisor, Special Claims Branch 

Following surgery at a United States Army hospital in 
West Germany to repair a cleft lip, a three-month-old in
fant suffered respiratory arrest due to application of’a 
dressing over her nostrils.She was promptly intubated and 
recovered satisfactorily. Several years later, she developed 
signs of retardation. Her father, a retired noncommissioned 
oficer, fled a claim under the Military Claims Act,’ alleg
ing postoperative malpractice causing his daughter’s 
respiratory arrest and resultant brain damage. His claim 
was denied and, on appeal, the Secretary of the Army af
firmed the denial. As the Military Claims Act has no 
provision.for judicial review, the Wetary’s action ended 
h e  case against the United States. But does the claimant 
have a cause of action against the surgeon in his individual 
capacity? 

The United States Army Claims Service (USARCS) was 
recently faced with the above situation. The determination 
of this issue requires interpretation of the Medical Malprac
tice Immunity Act of 1976,2 also called the “Gonzales 
Act.” Had the alleged malpractice accurred in the United 

individual physician have been immune 
from suit because subsection 1089(a) provides that a suit 
against the United States urider the Federal Tort Claims 
Act bars a persond action against military physi
cians. Subsection c) describes the procedure to be 
fdllowed when a t sue an individual physician. U p  
on ’certificationby the Attorney General that the physician 
was acting within the scope of his or her duties or employ

ction commenced in a State court will be 
United States district court, and the proceed

deemed B toit action against the United States. 

An e  ~ C does not apply to claims arising in foreign 
tries, however,‘ In this instance, the only applicable 

tutt is the Military Claims,Act under which action by j 

the Secretary of the Atmy i s  Tinal.’ No suit i s  allowed 
against the United States under the Military Claims Act.6 
Thus the question arises: although a claimant alleging med
ical malpractice overseas may not sue the United States if 

~

he is dissatisficdwith the determination of his claim, may , 

he s tieating physician in his individual capacity? 

’’10 U.S.C. 8 2733 (1982); Dep‘t’of Army, Reg. NO.27-20, L@ serviceti-Clauns,ch. 3 (IO July 1987).
* 10 U.S.C. 8 1089 (1982). 

28 U.S.C. 89 2671-2680 (1982). 
‘28 U.S.C. 8 268O(k) (1982).
’10 U.S.C. 0 2735 (1982). 
6 B r d n a x  v. United States, 710 F.2d 865 @.C. Cir. 1983); Towry v. United States, 
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The first court of appeals case interpreting the Gonzales 
Act was Jackson v. Kelly. l Mn,Jackson was $ipatient at 
the United States Air Force Hospital,, Lakenheath, Eng.
land. S& sued her treating physician in the United States, 
alleging negligent treatment relating to her pregnancy.
Based on other arguments not relevant to this analysis, the 
court held that, although he was acting within the scope of 
his employment, the physician”was not entitled to immuni
ty. In  response to the physician’s argument that the 
government should hold him harmless from liability by
granting him official immunity under the Gonzales Act, 
however, the court proceeded to interpret the Act, although
it noted that the Act was not made retroactive and did not 
apply to the facts of the ‘case. The court held’that, instead 
of granting absolute immunity from 1 snit, Congress elected 
to have the government protect military physicians assigned 
to foreign countries through indemnity or insurance. 8 

Under this interpretation, there are two distinct situations 
concerning military physicians acting within the scope of 
their duties: military physicians assigned within the United 
States are immune fro& suit under subsection 1089(a), and 
those assigned to foreign countries are not immune, but 
they may be relieved from liability by the government
under subsection 1089(f). The court rejected the argument 
that subsection l089(a) provides absolute immunity for mil
itary physicians, even when the FTCA does not apply, # 

because such an interpretation would lead to the inevitable 
conclusion that subsection l089(f) is superfluous. If military
physicians assigned to foreign countries were to be immune 
from suit, the court went on, malpractice victims would 
lose any judicial remedy because there could be no suit 
against the physicians at all. 

This interpretation was adopted by the Fourth Circuit in 
Pelphrey v. United States. Mrs. Pelphrey filed suit under 
the FTCA for an allegedly negligent mastectomy performed 
by a Navy surgeon at the United States Navy Regional
Medical Center in the Philippines. She contended that sub: 
section 1089(f)-of the Act e ded coverage under the 
FTCA to medical malpracti ims arising in a foreign 
country. In rejecting the plaintifs aigument, the court, cit
ing Jackson; held that Congress meant for liability
insurance to protect bilitary physicians from peknal  lia
bility when the FTCA does not apply. Therefore, “military
personnel acting in a foreign coontry are personally liable 
for malpractice becaust the FTCA does not apply to‘‘any
claim arising in a foreign country’.” 10 

In the two preceding cases, the courts interpreted subsec
tion 1089(f) as providing an alternative to immunity in 
cases where the physicians are assigned in foreign countti?. 
Neither court, however, made a distinction whether subsec
tion lOS9(0 was meant to protect physicians from liability 

’557 F.2d 735 (10th Cir. 1977). 

J 

and foreign coubs, or only under the tort law 
system of. foreign countries. The distinction is found in 
Heller v. United Srates, 1’ decided on facts similar to those 
of Pelphrey. Interpreting subsection 1089(t), the Third Cir
cuit held that, unlike their stateside counterparts, military p
physicians abroad may be personally liable under foreign
law, and the purpose of this subsection i s  to indemnify phy
sicians held liable by foreign courts. 

I . 

Finally, in Powers v. Schultz 12 the Fifth Circuit expressly 
held that subsection 1089(f) applies only to situations In 
which military physicians are liable under foreign law. Mrs. 
Powers, filed a claim for alleged negligent treatment of her 
son’s meningitis at the United States Air Force Clinic, 
Rhein-Main Air Base, West Germany. When her claim was 
disapproved as barred by the limitations provision of the 
Military Claims Act, she filed ap action in U.S.district 
court against the treating physician. In affiming the court’s 
dismissal of the action, the Fifth Circuit held that the gen
eral intent of Congress in +e Gonzales Act was to extend 
to personnel performing military service in the Armed 
Forces an immunity from suit while acting within the scope 
o� their employment. This is an absolute immunity under 
subsection lOS9(a). A suit against the United States under 
the FTCA is the exclusive remedy for claimants alleging 
negligent acts or omissions by military physicians acting 
within the scope of their duties. It does not matter that 
once subsection lOS9(a) is determined to be applicable, a 
suit against the United States is not possible by virtue of the 
foreign country exception of the FTCA. The court inter
preted the meaning of subsection 1089(f) not as an 
exception to the general immunity of military physicians, 
but as authorizing liability insurance to protect the physi
cians against suits filed in foreign courts. 

In the preceding cases, military physicians were sued in 
the United States for acts performed while assigned to mili
tary hospitals overseas. Therefore, the interpretation by the 
courts of subsection 1089(f), either resulting in physicians 
rlot being exempt from suits (Juckson), or holding that phy
sicians are absolutely immune from suits (Powers), are 
meant to aglily only to this particular set of facts. Subsec
tion 1089(f) also contains a provision dealing with military 
physicians “detai�ed for service with other than a Federal 
department, agency or instrumentality,” for example, mili
tary physicians assigned for training purposes to a state or a 
city hospital. This part of subsection 1089(f) and its inter- . 
pretation by the courts will not be analyzed in this article. 

The claim described at the beginning of this article al
leged substandard care at an. A m y  hospital overseas 
resulting in respiratory arrest and mental retardation. The 
surgeon denied any negligence, Based on expert opinions 

insurance for any person dscribed insubswtion (a) for damages for personal Injury, including death, caused by such person’s negligent or wrongful act 

or omhion inthe performance of medical,dental, or related health care functions (including clinical studies and inveatigations) while acting within the 

scope of such person’s duties if such penon is assigned to a foreign country or detailed for service with other than a Federal department, agency, or 

instrumentality or if the circumstancesare such as are likely to preclude the remedies of third pawns against the United States demibed in section 

1346@) of title 28, for such damage or injury. / 


674 F.2d 243 (4th Cir. 1982). 

‘Old. at 246 (quoting 28 U.S.C.4 2680@) (1982)). 

‘ I  776 E2d 92 (3rd Cir. 1985). 

‘’821 F.2d 295 (5th Cir. 1987). I 
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rendered at that time, USARCS found no evidence of negli
gence because the surgeon had anticipated respiratory 
problems due to blockage of the child’s nostrils. He placed 
a suture at the base of her tongue with one end of the su
ture coming out of her mouth, and instructed the nurses to 
pull the suture if necessary, thereby advancing the tongue 
and providing air passage through the mouth. In any event, 
based on a preponderance of the evidence, USARCS found 
that the child‘s retardation was congenital and not caw 
by the respiratory arrest. 

Upon final disapproval of his claim, the child’s father 
fled suit in the United States District Court for the West
em District of Washington. In the, course of discussions 
with the United States Attorney’s office, USARCS learned 
several facts that rendered the defense of the suit extremely 
risky. This suit was brought in 1986, before Powers v. 
Schulrz was decided. Thus, Jackson v. Kelly, which held 
that a suit against an individual physician is proper under 
the circumstances described in subsection 1089(f) (Le., 
when the physician is assigned to a foreign country), 
seemed to be controlling. On the issue of negligence, the 
surgeon changed his statement and said that in retrospect 
he should not have assumed that three-month-old infants 
would spontaneously breathe through their mouths when 
their nostrils are blocked. Had he known that they lack the 
ability to breathe through their mouths, he would have 
used a different procedure in the application of the dressing 
to avoid blocking the child’s nostrils. Finally, to rebut 
USARCS’ finding on the issue of causation, the plaintitl‘s 
attorney submitted the opinion of a geneticist who had 
done extensive research on persons with cleft lip and cleft 
palate, and who had published a book on gene disorders. 
The book contains a compilation of approximately 250 cleft 
syndromes, or physical defects accompanying cleft lip and 
deriving from gene disorders. 

In discussions with our consultants, we learned that peo
ple with cleft lip or cleft palate are in one of the following 
categories: those affected with a chromosomal disorder and 
as a consequence suffer from multiple defects including 
mental retardation; those with no defect other than the cleft 
lip or cleft palate condition; and a thiid category presenting
normal chromosomes, but affected with a gene disorder ac
companied by abnormal physical features and possible 
retardation. In his examination of the child, the plaintifib 

expert found no abnormalities other than a repaired cleft lip 
and mefital retardation. Under the circumstances, without 
additional syndromes, he concluded that the child’s retar
dation was not related to her cleft lip condition, and 
therefore not attributable to a congenital disorder. He could 
nbt determine the cause of the child’s mental retardation, 
however, although her respiratory arrest at the age of three 
months was one possible cause. 

Asked to comment on the above evidence, our consul
tants also realized that the preceding testimony could be 
damaging to the defense if the suit were to proceed. Based 
on this reassessment of the case, it became apparent that 
the disapproval of the initial claim needed to be reassessed. 
After extensive discussions and upon approval by the Army 
Secretariat, USARCS representatives reached an agreement 
with the plaintiffs attorney in a structured settlement for 
the benefit of the child. This settlement, costing slightly in 
excess of $1 million, was approved upon reconsideration by 
the Assistant Secretary of the Army (Financial 
Management). 

This case is an example of a successful suit against an m
dividual physician for malpractice in a military hospital 
overseas. From a technical standpoint, there was no judg
ment for the plaintiff, but his previuusly denied claim under 
the Military Claims Act was reconsidered and approved, 
subsequent to which he withdrew his action.It must be em
phasized, however, that the outcome of the case wasmostly 
due to its particular facts, involving a change in the doc
tor’s testimony and issues on which medical experts differ. 
At fust, a causal relationship between the child’s respirato
ry arrest and her mental retardation was not established by 
a preponderance of the evidence, but based on subsequently 
discovered evidence, that very causal relationship appeared 
to be more likely than not. 

In spite of the above, a letter recently received at 
USARCS in a pending claim seems to indicate that attor
neys for claimants will continue to assert that this cause of 
action against military physicians assigned to foreign coun
tries is available to them, concurrently with an 
administrative remedy under the Military Claims Act. 
Whether they will succeed obviously depends on the mean
ing of subsection 1089(f) of the Gonzales Act,Le., whether 
Powers v. Schultz will be followed in other circuits. 

Preserving an m a t h e  Claim by Use of a Lien 

Major Denitis Bmwer 

Oficeof the StaflJudge Advocate, Fort Benning, Georgia 


& 

Major Bradley Bodager


Chiefi Afinnative Claihts Branch, USARCS 


Recovery judge advocates (RJA) have several options carrier or injured party’s attorney do not respond to the 
available when attempting to recover for medical care pro- RJA’s assertion or request for a representation agreement. 
vided to an injured party. A practice tip to consider in some In Georgia and Alabama, the state statutes provide forcircumstances is the fling Of a lien through the local court the establishment of liens upon the causes of action, claims,system. This may be particularly useful when the insurance 
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or demands, accruing to the injured party. I These liens are 
based upon care provided by ospitd operating in the 
state and are a cause of acti r that hospital against 
those liable to pay the patient damages.2 To perfect the 
liens, the patient administrator, chief billing clerk, or other 
responsible party, need only prepare a verified statement as
serting the-basic facts of the hospital stay and the amount 
of the bill. 3 This’notarized statement i s  then taken to the 
appropriate local judicial office and filed. There is a nominal 
fee for the filing. ?e main problem in filin8 these liens is 
that both states have time limitations that require filing 
within a certain number of days after discharge from the 
hospital. 

To be able to file within the time limit, the RJA must 
have a close relationship with the local military hospital
and have the patient administration section on the lookout 
for the significant third party liability cases. Your ofice of
ten knows of major accidents or injuries from sources other 
than the hospital. When you discover a case that may be 
proper for filing a lien, notify the hospital and request the 
required cost data. 

The key to using liens is to have.your local military .hos
pital involved. You must receive timely notke of the,large 
and important cpes before the injured party is completely 
discharged from the hospital‘s care. You will also need the 
cooperation of the hospital in preparing the verified state

the hospital’s costs. 

Another way to approach these limitations is to argue 
that, although the injured party may have been discharged 
from the hospital as an inpatient, he or she has still been re
ceiving treatment as an outpatient.This is  especially true in 
our military hospitals where the billing is not separated into r* 
different segments such as laboratory charges, hospital fees, 
doctors fees, and radiology fees. Individuals released from a 
civilian hospital often have no further contact with that 
hospital and any follow-up visits are billed separately by 
their doctor. 

In instances where a lien is determined to have been filed 
beyond the jurisdiction’s time fequirements, the act of Wig 
may still have the desired result of having the recovery ac
tion reviewed. 

It should be noted that, even if the medical costs could be 
the subject of a lien, the FUA should be selective in which 
cases to file. The filing of a lien in all cases would be ill-ad
vised when other solutions are available. Each M A  wilI 
have to use his or her own judgment as to how iecovery ac
tion would be bestppursued. A few minutes of research can 
provide your office with the applicable statutory section for 
your jurisdiction and perhaps reveal an effective collection 
tool. A properly filed lien may provide the leveragebneeded 
in situations where there ‘is a need for parties to more sen
ously consider government recovery assertions. 

‘Ala.Code Q 35-11-370 (1975); Ga. Code Ann. 5 44-14470 (1982 & Supp. 1986). 
Georgia considers the right established by the lien to be analogous to the remedy provided by the garnishment laws.Ga. Code Ann. 5 44-14471 comment 

(1982). 
’Ala. Code 4 35-11-371 (1975); Ga. Code Ann, 844-14471 (1982 & Supp. 1986). r 

‘The 6ling fee for Georgia is $2.00 and in Alabama $1.00.The local Georgia clerk‘s office has agreed to bill this officeon a monthly basis. This arrangement 
makes it easy to me the liens and does not create a problem with finance. 

The time limitations in Georgia and Alabama are 30 and 10 days, respectively, from the day of discharge from the hospital. 

Claims Notes . I 

Personnel Claims Note 

This note is designed ,to be published in local com
mand information publications 4s part of a command~ 

preventive law program. It  should be adapted ro include 
’ local policies. 

It has been wisely said that “locks are for honest people.^^ 
The saying means substantially that an otherwise honest 
person may be tempted to steal property that is unprotected
and easy to take, but if the same property were locked up, 
and hence difficult to take, that same person would enter
tain no thought of breaking the lock and stealing. Let’s face 
it, if a car thief wants to steal your car badly enough, the 
fact that the doors,windows, and ignition are locked won’t 
stop him at all. On the other hand, a car with the key in the 
ignition is a temptation to a passing juvenile who would not 
bother if it were locked. This same principle applies to life 
in the barracks. Military police reports reveal very few 
thefts in which wall lockers, foot lockers, or rooms have 
been forced open. Those same police reports show numer
ous thefts of property that was lying on a bunk, dresser, or 

hanging up and unattended. Most barracks thieves are 
eventually caught and many of them have no prior inci
dents of criminal conduct. Invariably they say, “it wriS just ” 
lying there, so I took it.” Often they add, “I don’t know 
why.” By keeping your property locked up when unattend
ed, you will be protecting yourself from losses by theft and 
at the same time you will be assisting in crime prevention. 

’ Tort Clalms Note 

I Recent FTCA Denials 
Dismissal from Civilian Position. A Department of Army 
civilian employee in Germany was dismissed from his job
following an accusation of theft of Army property he 
claimed was abandoned. He was not brought to trial and 
had returned to the United States. He claimed under the 

~Military Claims Act for personal injury, i.e., emotional 
trauma, loss of employment and salary (mostly for time 
spent in pretrial confinement in g German jail) qnd prop
erty loss. The claim is excluded by the discretionary
function exception. He can challenge his dismissal only 
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through Civil Service procedures. Additionally, claims for 
emotional trauma and time spent in jail are in effect claims 
for libel, slander and false imprisonment, and thereby
barred. 


Failed Dia osis A claim for injuries, including loss of 
e b i l i t y ,  resulting from a ruptured ectopic 
pregnancy that was not diagnosed on the initial and only 
visit to the emergency room was denied where the rupture
probably occurred after the ER visit. Such a diagnosis is 
d s c u l t  and rarely made on the initial visit. Even where 
there is no rupture, normally the fallopian tube is removed 
unless there is no remaining healthy tube and the patient
desires to have children through natural means. In this case 
there was a healthy tube,and the injury was probably the 
result of the patient’s delay in returning for additional 
treatment. 
Ordnance Explosion. A claim was denied for damage to an 
explosive ordnance transport as a result of the explosion of 
unfused aerial bombs caused by a fire after the transport
collided with a POV. The claimant also alleged that he had 
to go out of business as a result of the investigation that fol
lowed and that the collision caused his removal from the 
list of approved transporters. The unfused bombs were 
properly loaded and incapable of being exploded except by 
exposure to high heat over a period of time. The removal of 
the owner from the list of approved transporters is clearly 
within the discretionary function exception. 
ROTC Trainin .A claim was denied for injuries to a seniorh0 C cadet at were incurred while he was engaged in 
hand-to-hand combat training during weekend tdning at 

an Army post. His original claim under the Federal Em
ployees’ Compensation Act (FECA) was denied. There was 
no tort; ie.,there was no wrongful or negligent act or omis
sion on the part of an employee of the United Statea and 
thus no basis for payment under the FTCA. The claimant 
was advised to appeal the denial of his FECA claim, which 
could be payable if he was engaged inessential training re
quired for commissioning. Normally, such claims under 
FECA are limited to those injuries incurred during summer 
training. 

Claims Management Note 

Changes in Claims Ofice Organhtion 

Two changes have been made in the status of Army 
claims offices. Fort Buchanan, Puerto Rico, formerly a 
claims processing office under the supervision of Fort 
McPherson, became an area claims office effective 1 Febru
ary.Fort Buchanan is now responsible for kea 45, a new 
area that includes Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. For 
automation purposes, Fort Buchanan will continue to use 
its present officecode (272) until the end of the fiscal year.
Beginning 1 October 1988, Fort Buchanan will use office 
code 451. 

The Kitzingen Branch, 3rd Infantry Division Staff Judge
Advocate OfEice,a claims processing office, has been given 
claims approval authority. The Kitzingen claims office has 
been assigned office code E33, effective immediately. 

Please note these changes in Annex A, Claims Manual, 
until such time as the Claims Manual is updated. 

Criminal Law Note 
Criminal Law Division. OTJAG 

Admissibility of Evidence Reminders 
When Military Rule of Evidence 402 was adopted, the 

drafters noted that it was “potentially the most important 
of the new rules.” I Rule 402 allows all relevant evidence to 
be admitted unless the evidence violates: (1) the Constitu
tion, as applied to the military; (2) the Uniform Code of 
Military Justice; (3) the Manual for Courts-Martial; (4) the 
Military Rules of Evidence, or (5) any act of Congress ap
plicable to members of the armed forces.2 The importance 
of Rule 402, as envisioned by its drafters, and its applica
tion at courts-martial are apparently being overlooked in 
many instances by counsel and military judges. 

Unless one of the five exceptions to MRE 402 applies to a 
factual situation, relevant evidence should be admitted. For 
example, Army Regulation 600-85 requires an observer for 
soldiers providing urine samples to directly view the soldier 

I Mil.R. Evid. 402 analysis. 
*Mil. R.Evid.402. 

urinating into the specimen bottle.3 In a prosecution for 
wrongful use of an illegal drug based upon a urinalysis, if 
the observer testifies at trial that he or she did not directly 
observe the urine flow into the bottle, but does testify that 
the accused was the only one at the urinal and that the ac
cused personally gave the bottle containing what appeared 
to be urine to him or her, then does the lack of direct obser
vation make an otherwise valid chain of custody document 
inadmissible? A chain of custody, like other items of mi
dence, may be proven by either direct or circumstantial 
evidence. Under the facts presented, the circumstances give 
rise to the inference that the urine came only from the ac
cused. Under Mil.R. Evid 401,‘ the chain of custody 
document is surely relevant. Under Rule 402, no exclusion
ary provision is present; therefore, notwithstanding a 
regulatory violation, the document should be admitted.The 

Dep‘t of Army, Reg. No. “l -85 ,  Personnel-General-Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Program,para M (3 Nov.1986). 
‘Mil. R. Evid. 401 (“Relevant evidence” means evidence having any tendency to make the existence of any fact that is of consequence to the determination 
of the action more probable or less probable tban it would be without the evidence.). See generally Dep’t of Army, Pamphlet No. 27-22, Legal
Services-Military Criminal Law Evidence, ch. 8 (I5 July 1987). 
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absence of direct observation goes only to the weight to be 
given to the chain of custody, not towards its admissibility. 

Counsel and military judges must remember that admis
sibility is  not dependent upon proof beyond a reasonable 
doubt. A military judge needs to only follow a simple guide 
to determine the admissibility of evidence not otherwise 
precluded by one of the exceptions within Rule 402: 

Will the court members believe this evidence might be 
helpful in deciding the case accurately? If the answer is 
“no,” the judge excludes the evidence as irrelevant 
under Rule 402. If the answer is “yes,” the judge asks 
another question: Is there sufficient evidence to war
.rant a reasonable court member in concluding that it is 
‘to be believed? If the answer is “no,” the evidence i s  
:excluded. If the answer is  layes,”the evidence is admit

ed. It is  very important that the judge not decide 

whether he believes the evidence . . .; the judge only
decides yhether a reasonable court member could be
lieve it. 
Also, counsel and military judges need to remember that 

when the judge makes determinations about the admissibili- f“
ty bf “the judge is not bound by the Nles 
of evidence except those with respect to p r i v i ~ e g e s . * S 6  

Hence, a trial judge may rely on otherwise inadmissible evi
dence to support the admissibility of offered evidence.7 It 
mqy be an appropriate time for judge advocates to reevalu
ate their trial techniques and not to rely on instincts or past 
practices, but to utilize specific provisions of the Military
Rules of Evidence. Major Holland. 

S. Saltzburg, L. Schinasi & D. Schlueter, Military Rules of Evidence Manual 46 (2d cd. 1986). 

6Mii. R. Evid. 104(a). 

7See, eg., United States v. Yanez, 16 M.J. 782,784 (A.C.M.R.1983) (unauthenticated record of trial was considered by military judge when ruling on the 
emissibility of a promulgating order). 

I 

Automation Notes 

Information Management Ofice, OTJAG 7 

Progeny of Bug Alert 

In the December 19” edition Of The Army Lawyers at 
49, an article ‘‘Bug described and Offered a 

for a bug in the LAAWS Main Menu program’ 
Several alert and astute fans of automation detected a typo
graphical error in this article. 

Step 9 of the fixit procedure in the December article 
looks like this: 

9. Now type: 

to DW4GO 

The screen should look like this: 

13: if exist dw4a0*.* go to DW4GO 
13: if exist dw4a0*.* go to DW4GO 

This is incorrect. The command is “goto” with no space. 
between the words. The last line should read 

13: if exist dw4aO+.*goto DW4GO 

Follow the rest of the procedure as outlined in the De
cember note and you should be all set. Thanks to all the 
folks who detected the original error in the menu and 
pointed out this typo. 

ALPS Single Sheet Feeder Problems 
The ALPSP2OOOG dot matrix printer is extremely versa

tile. It is capable of using stacks of cut paper, such as
letterhead, or continuous fanfold paper. Unfortunately, 
most people have had difficultyusing the single sheet feeder 

often,the top of the sheet being fed through
will catch on the plastic cover and jam, leading to wasted 
paper, frayed nerves, and abandonment of the cut sheet 

Zenith Data Systems has solved this annoying problem 
with the “Single Sheet Paper Deflector Strip.” This plastic 
strip comes with complete instructions, is easy to install, 
and (most importantly) will prevent the jamming described 
above. 

Be the first on your block to get thisFREE remedy! Sim
ply motivate your local automation coordinator to pick up 
the phone and order a bundle from Mr. Charles Blackmore 
of Zenith Data Systems at 8W5824030, extension 296. 
What could be easier? 

/ 
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JAG� Defense Data Network Direct6'rjl' 
This is the third printing of the JAGC 

Network @DIU) Directory. It supersedes the 
my Lclwyer, Oct. 1987, at 62. It lists electronic ad& 
JA offices and JA personnel having the ability to communi
cate using the DDN. As more locations gain identities on 
the network, their addressest i l l  be added to the directory.
Corrections to information contained in this directdry
should be sent to: Oflice of The Judge Advocate General, 
HQ, Department of Army, A'ITN: DAJA-IM, The Penta
gon, Washington, D.C. 20310-2216. 

DDN is a worldwide network designed to meet the data 
communication requirements of the Department of Defense 
and to satisfy the performance needs of computer system 
users who require data communication services. As users of 
a DDN host computer, offices with DDN addresses have 
the ability to send electronic mail (E-mail) to all other users 
on the DDN. 

Instructions on how to use E-mail can be obtained from 
your DDN host computer management office. Normally,
mail sent thru the DDN is addressed in the following man
ner: To:mailer! <addressee's username@computer host 
name>. 

As E-mail and electronic bulletin boards become more 
available, JA offices should %eready to take advantage of 
this increased communication capability. All iktakes is a 
PC,a modem, and a DDN address. 

Office of The Judge Advocate General 
Oilice of The Judge Advocate General 

HQDA, The Pentagon 

Washington, D.C. 2031&2200 


OfEce DDN Address: DROTHLISB@OPTIMIS-PENT,ARpA 

Individual DDN Addresses: The following individuals have addressea on 

the OF'TIMIS DDN host cornput&. Email to them should be addressed 

in the following mannec 


MAILER! <USERNAME@OPTIMIS-PENT. ARPA > 

Owner Username 


Ofice:Administrative 
EGOZCUE, CW3 JOSEPH EGOZCUE 

OBe:Administrative Law 
BLACK, MAJ SCOTT BLACK 
BLOCKER, JILL MS BLOCKER 

CONTENTO,CPT DENISE DAJA-ALl 

HORTON, MAJ VICr'OR HORTON 

HOWARD, CYNTHIA MS CHOWARD . 

MANUELE, MAJ GARY GMANTELE 

MURDOCH, CPT JULIE' MURDOCH 

PLOTKIN, MAJ JOHN PLOTKIN 

POPESCU, MAJ JOHN POPESCU 

SMYSER. COL JAMES . SMYSER 

STAMETS, MR ERIC STAMETS 

WAGNER, CPT CARL . DAJA-ALP1 

WHITE, Mkl RONALD RWHITE 

WOODLING, MAJ DALE WOODLING 

Ofice:Contract Law 

MACKEY, COL PATRICK PMACKEY 

SCHWARZ, M N  PAUL SCHWARZ 


Ofice:Criminal Law 

CAPOFARI, MAJ PAUL D k l A C L l  

EVANS, CARLENE MS EVANSC 


.IOHNSON. VERONICA MS JOHNSONV 
MILLARD, MAJ MICHAEL MILLARD 

Ofice:Information Management 
HOLDEN, MAJ PHILIP ' HOLDEN 
ROTHLISBERGER, LTC D DROTHLISB 
Ofice:International Affairs 
CARLSON, MAJ LOUIS LCARLSON 

CHADA, MS GINGER ., DAJA-IA 


Ome:Legal Assistance 

KIRBY, LAURELLET MRS KIRBY 


Ofice:Litigation 
ISAACSON, MAJ SCOTT ISMCSON 
Ofice: Personnel, Plans, k Training 
MARCHAND, LTC MICHAEL MARCHAND 
Ofice:Procurement Fraud 
MCKAY, MAJ BERNARD MCKAY 

Ofice: Records & Research 
BAKER, MS BARBARA , . BBAKER 
GRAY, MS JACKIE GRAY 

US.Army Legal Services Agency 
U.S. Army Legal Services Agency 
Nassif Building 
5611 Columbia Pike 
FAS church, VA 22041-5013 

e~ c DDN Address:BRUNSON~oOPTIMIS-PE~.ARPA. 
Individual DDN Addresses: The following individuals have on 
the OPTIMIS host computer: 

Owner Username 

BRUNSON, MAJ GIL BRUNSON 
CARLSNESS, SFC G CARLSNESS 
COSGROVE, MAJ C JA-TD 
CROW, MAJ PATRICK CROW 
DI'ITON, CPT MICHAEL DIT'CON 
EMERY, SOT STEVEN JALS-TJ 
FULTON, MR WILLIAMS FULTON 
HARDERS, IWU ROBERT HARDERS I 
HOWELL, COL JOHN HOWELU 
KAPANKE, MAJ CARL 
KINBERG, MAJ EDWARD 
LYNCH, Mkl JAMES 

KAPANKE 
KINBERG 
JAB-CA2 

1 
I

I 
MELVIN, CPT BOBBY 
MIEXELL, LTC JOHN 
PELLETIER, MAJ RI 

MELVIN 
JALS-TCA 
RPELLETIER 

I 

i 
STOKES, MAJ WILLIAM WSTOKES 

The Judge Advocate General's School 
The JudgeAdvocate General's School 

Charlottesville,VA 22903-1781 


office DDN address: DODSON@OPTIMIS-PENT.ARPA 

Individual DDN Addresses: The following individuals have addresscs on 

the OPTIMIS host computer: 


Owner Username 

BILLINGSLEY, SFC GLENN BILLINGS 
BUNTON, SFC LARRY BUNTON 
CAYCE, CPT LYLE CAYCE 
DODSON, CPT DENNIS DODSON 
GARVER, CPT JOHN GARVER 
GETZ, CPT DAVID GETZ 
GUILFORD, MAJ J GUILFORD 
HAYNES, MAJ TOMMY JAGS SSAl 
JEPPERSON, MAJ JON JAGS-DDCI 
KULLMAN. COL T K U L ~ W N  
OLDAKER, MS HAZEL OLDAKER 
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SCHOFFMAN, MAJ ROBERT 
ZUCKER. LTC DAVID * 

US. 


U.S. Army claims service 

Building 441 1 

Fort Meade, MD 20753 


WESTEREEKE, MR a. 

Command LegalCounsel,Bldg #MA 
US. A r m y  Recruiting Command 
Fort Sheridan, IL 600376000 

office DDN Address: JONESI@OPTIMIS-PENT. 

Arlington, VA 2221 5-0 

HQ, USA Signal Center & Fort 
Fort Gordon, G A  30905-3280 

office of the Staff Judge Advocate 
HQ, US Army Air Defense Artillery Center 
Fort Bliss, TX 799165000 

Oace DDN Address: 

TUDOR, CF’T R 

HOLMES, MSG 


Staff Judge Advocate 

HQ, 7th Infantry Divisio 

ATTN: AFZW-JA 

Fort Ord, CA 93941 


Staff Judge Advocate 

US. Army Garrison 

Fort DWCIIS,
MA 01433-5050 

officeDDN Address: AFZD-JA 

Staff Judge Advocate 
HQ, 1st Cavalry Division 
Fort Hood,TX 76545 

Office DDN Address: 

US.Army Europe & Seventh Army 

mceof rhe Judge Advocatc 
U.S.Army Europe & Seventh Am$ 
APO New York 094034109 

office DDN Address: JABUSAREUR-EM.ARPA 

Owner Username 

N, MS VIRGINIA BROWNV 
WELSH, CW2 MICHAEL WELSHM 

U.S. Army Japan 
office of the Staff Judge Advocate 

HQ, USA, Japan 

Cafnp Zama Japan 

APO SF 96343 


office DDN Address: AJJA@ZAMA-EMH.ARPA 

office of the S t a f  Judge Advocate 
10th Area Support Group 
Torrii Station,Okinawa, Japan 

SF 96331-0008 

DDN Address: AJGO-SJABBUCKNER-EMH.ARPA 

US.A m y  Korea & Eighth Army 

office of the Judge Advocate 
HQ, US Forces,Korea 
APO SF 96301 

ce DDN Address: USFK-JAJ@ WALKER-EMH.ARPA 

Owna UscnuMe 

RUNYON, CW3 Brad RUNYON 

HQ, 19th Support Command 
AF’O SF 96212-0171 

N Address: HQ194JAQ WALKER-EMH.ARPA 

HQ, 2D Infantry Division 
APO SF 96224-3927 

Office DDN Address: JAJ-2Q WALKER-EMH.ARPA 

USA Forces claims Service, Korea 
APO SF 96301 

office DDN Address: JAJXLAIMS@WALKER-EMH.ARPA 

U.S. Army Material Command 

Commander 

Anniston Army Depot 

Legal and claims office 

Anniston, AL 36201-5005 


OlXce DDN Address: lMASON@ANAD.ARPA’ 

Oace of the Staf Judge Adyocate 

HQ. U.S.Army Aviation Systems Command 

4300 (poodfellowBlvd. 

St. Louis, MO 631204798 


Office DDN Address: AMSAVJL@AVSCOM.ARPA 

Individual DDN Addresses: The following individuals have add- on 

the OPTIMIS host Computer: 


Usemame 
,-

RDARLEYB 
AVSCOM.ARPA 

Commander 

US. Army Dugway Pr 
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ATI”: STEDP-JA I A m :  STEPPrJA .. 
Dugway, UT 84022- Yuma. AZ 85565-9102 
05e DDN Address: STANGLER@DPG-I.ARPA DDN Address; STEmJ ARPA 

f”l 
05ce of the Chief CounscVSTA 
HQ, U.S.Army Test & Evaluation Command . * 1 US.Anny Military Tratfic Management Comm@d 

& 

A m :  AMSTE-JA 
,Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 2 1005-5055 

Staff Judge Advocate 
HQ,Wcstcq,Arra. MTMC 

OEce DDN Address: AMSTELO@APG-4.ARPA Oakland A m y  Base 

1 meof the Command Judge Advocate 
US.Army Yuma ProvingGround 

Oakland,CA 94626-5000 

rcss: AABWRM@NNARDACVA.ARPA 

1 

I 

Bicentennhl of the Constitution 

Ratification of the Constitution 
The Commission on the Bicentennial of the United States 

Constitution has announced that the area of emphasis for 
1988 is the “Ratification Process.” T b i s  facet of constitu
tional history is colorful and exciting. It presents the perfect
opportunity for military attorneys, especially attorneys in 
the National Guard or the Army Reserve who practice in 
one of the thirteen original states, to contribute to the De
partment of the Army goal of educating our soldiers and 
their family members. .Interested attorneys are invited to 
submit vignettes or short articles dealing with the history of 
how their state handled ratification to the Editor, The Army
Luwyer, TJAGSA, Charlottesville VA 22903-176 1. Submis
sions will be considered for publication m a future issue. 
Where appropriate, the article should discuss issues of in
terest to the military audience. 

Call for Scholarly Papers in Honor of 
Bicentennial of the Constitution 

To honor the Bicentennial of the United States Constitu
tion, the Public Contract Section of the American Bar 
Association is sponsoring a writing competition on a series 
of constitutional issues of major concern to the government
contracting community. The Section solicits scholarly pa
pers on constitutional issues in government contracting, 
including, for example, these seven const 

1. The Constitutionality of the Uni 
Court. Since the court’s organization as an Article I forum, 
its constitutionality has remained in doubt. Especially .in 
the wake of recent rulings by the Supreme Court, certain 
functions of the court-contract disputes, taking claims, 
and the like-may stretch the permissible boundaries of the 
separation of powers doctrine. See Gregory Timber Re
sources, AGBCA No. 84-3 19-1, 84-320-1 (decided August 
26, 1987). 

e Constitutiohlity of Multiyear Appropriations.
Appropriations to the Departments of Defense and Energy
which extend for more than two years may be fatally incon
sistent with the limitations of Article I, section 8, clause 12. 

3. The Constitutionality of Augmenting Appropriations.
The subtle but highly problematic implications of Article I, 
section 9, clause 7, suggest significant separation of powers 

issues in both the foreign policy and national defense are
nas: Are “cost-sharing”contracts between industry and the 
Defense Department consistent with Congress’ control over 
the government’s purse strings? May ,the Executive Branch 
augment appropriations by inducing voluntary work, con
tributions, or other forms of nonappropriated measures? 

4. The Constitutionality of the Administrative Adjudica
tion Scheme in the Program Fraud Civil Remedies Act. In 
April 1987, the Supreme Court narrowly dehed the cir
cumstances in,which the United States may apply penal 
statutes without affording a jury trial before an Article I11 
court, under the seventh amendment. In light of Tu11 Y. 
United Stares, is this statute constitutional? 

5. The Constitutionality of GSBCA Adjudication dBid 
Protests under the Brooks Act. In thisarea, the Board may 
be viewed as an Article I court performing Executive 
Branch functions, without proper control from within the 
Executive Branch in violation of the separation of powers 
doctrine. See Gregory Timber Resources. 

6. The Constitutionality of the Suspension and Debar
ment Ptovisions of the Federal Acquisition Regulation. 
What does the due process clause of the fiftb amendment of 
the Constitution require before a contractor may be prohib
ited from doing business with the federal government? 

7. ’ The Constitutional Implications of Contractor Investi
gations and Related Activities. Can corporate internal 
investigations of alleged government contract wrongdoing 
have sufficient governmental involvement to constitute 
“state action” for purposes of invoking Bill of Rights guar
antees of employees implicated in the investigation? 

Papers should be between twenty and forty typewritten 
double-spiced pages, in the format prescribed for the Public 
Contract Luw Journol, and should be submitted no later 
than May 15, 1988. The most thorough and analytical pa
pers received will be published in a special issue of the 
Public Contruct Law Journal The most meritorious paper, 
judged to ’contain an“outstanding overall treatment of the 
author’s chosen subject matter, will receive a cash prize of 
S1,OOO. 

One or more of the subjects will be considered for a de
bate to be conducted as part of the Section’s program at a 
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quarterly Section meeting or the 1988 ABA‘ Annual Meet
ing. The authors of published papers will be given the 
opportunity at this debate to defend their respective theses. 

The papers submitted will be judged by the members of 
the Public Contract Section’s Special Committee on the Bi
centennial of the Constitution. Further details are available 
from the Secretary to the Committee, David A. Churchill, 
1575 Eye Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005, (202) 
789-7559. 

Constitutional Bibliography 
The Department of the Army and the National Commis

sion on the Bicentennial of the Constitution will be 
observing the Constitution’s bicentennial until 1991. Dur
ing this observance, many judge advocates will be asked to 
teach classes, give speeches, or write articles about the Con
stitution and its meaning to Americans today. 

This bibliography is an addition to the reSqurce packet
previously made available to staff judge advocates’(see The 
Army Lawyer, Dec. 1986, at 66), and the’first bibliography
(See The Army Lawyer, Mar. 1987, at 59). It is an introduc
tion to the vast amount of literature that has been written 
about the history and operation of the United States Consti
tution. Book titles include the publisher and year of 
printing. 

This year’s bibliography also includes video tapes that 
are available for purchase or rental, and books written espe
cially for school children. The listing of a book, article, or 
video tape in this bibliography does not constitute a De
partment of the Army endorsement. 

BOOkS 

The American Constitution: For and Against (J. Pole, ed., 
Hill & Wang 1987). 

The American Founding: Essays on the Formation of the 
Constitution (3. Barlow, L. Levy & K. Masugi, ed., 
Greenwood Press 1987). . 

F. Barbash, The Founding: A Dramatic Account of the 
Writing of the Constitution (Linden Press 1987). 

C. Beard, an Economic Interpretation‘of thk Constitution 
of the United States (Free Press 1986) (1913). 

R. Berger, Federalism: The Founders’ Design (U. Okla. 
Press 1987).

W.Berns, Taking the Constitution Seriously (Simon & 
Schuster 1987).

*k.Bernstein & K.Rice, Are We to be a Nation?: The Mak
ing of the Constitution (Harvard U. Press 1987). 

S. Bloom, The Story of the Constitution (National Archives 
1986) (U.S. Constitution SesquicentennialComm. 1937) 

C. Collier & J. Collier, Decision in Philadelphia: The Con
stitutional Convention of 1787 (Random House 1986).

The Constitution Bicentennial Book (Bantam Press B. 
Preiss ed. 1987). . 

Constitutional Government in America (R. Collins ed., 
Carolina Academic Press 1980).

E.Corwin, The Constitution and What it Means Today (H.
Chase & C. Ducat 14th ed.,Princeton U. Press 1979). 

Archibald Cox, The Court and the Constitution (Houghton
MiWin Co. 1987). 

The Economy of Early America: The Revolutionary Peri
od, 1763-1790 (R. Hoffman, J. McCuster, R. Mefiard & 
Albert ed., U.Press Va. 1987). 

The Founder’s Constitution,:5 volumes (P. Kurland & R. 
Lerner, ed., U. Chicago Press 1987). 

A. Furtwangler, American .Silhouettes: Rhetorical Identi
ties of the Founders (Yale :U.Press 1987). 

M. Gerberg, The U.S. Constitution for Everyone (Putnard
Perigee 1987). r 

M. Kammen, A Machine that Would Go 
Constitution in American Culture (A1 
1986). 

J. Lieberman, The Enduring‘Constitution: 
Perspective (West Pub. Co. 1987)

F. McDonald, We the People (U. 
J. Madison, Notes of Debates in the Federal Convention of 

1787 0y.W. Norton & Co. 1987). 
J. Marston, King and Congress: The Transfer of Political 

Legitimacy, 1774-1776 (Princeton U. Press 1987). 
C. Mee, The Genius of the People (Harper & Row 1987).
R.Morris, The Forging of the Union, 1781-1789 (Hatper 

& Row 1987).
W.Murphy, J. Fleming & W.Harris, American Constitu

tional Interpretation, (FGdation Press 1986). 
The Northwest Ordinance, 1787: A Bicentennial Handbook 

(R. Taylor, ed., Indiana Historical Society 1987). ’ 

Peace and the Peacemakers: The Treaty of 1783 (R. HOB
man &oP. Albert ed., U. Press Va. 1986).

W.Peters. A More Perfect Union (Crown Publishers 1987). 
The Records of the Federal Convention of 1787,4 volumes 

’(M.Farrand, ed.,Yale U.Press 1986). 
‘WilliamLH.Rehnquist, The Supreme Court: How It Was, 
: How It Is (William Morrow & Co. 1987). 
D. Robinson, “To the Best of My Ability”: The President 

and the Constitution (Norton 1987).
D. Smith, The Convention ‘and the Constitution (St. Mar- F 

tin’s Press 1965). ‘ 

J. St. John. Constitutional Journal: A Correspondent’s Re
port from the Convention of 1787 (Jameson Books 1987). 

J. Story, Commentaries on the Constitution (Carolina Aca
demic Press 1987).

J. Story, A Familiar Ex tion of the Constitut 
United States (Regnery Gateway, Inc. 1986) (1840).

F. Strong, Substantive Due Process of Law: A Dichotomy
of Sense and Nonsense (Carolha Academic Pres 1986). 

The Supreme Court and Its Justices (J. Choper, ed., ABA 
1987). 

A. de Tocqueville, Democracy in America (Arden 1986) 
(1835). 

L. Tribe, American Constitutional Law: A Treatise (Foun
dation Press 1978). 

M. Whicker, R. Strickland & R.Moore, The Constitution 
Under Pressure: A Time for Change (Praeger Ppb. 1987). 

The Blessings of Liberty (1 video cassette, purchase) mail 
Order Department, Eastern National Parks and Monu
ments, 313 Walnut St., Philadelphia, PA 19106, 
telephone 1-800-887-7777). 

the People (13 video cassettes, purchase)
Education Division, 5547 N. Ravenswood 

ve., Chicago ,  IL. 6 0 6 4 0 - 9 9  
800-323-4222, ext. 43). -

The Constitution and the Courts: Text, Original intent and 
the Changing Social Order (1 video cassette, pur&e)
(Project ’87, 1527 New Hampshire Ave.,<N.W., Wash
ington, D.C. 20036, telephone (202) 483-2512). 
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The Constitution: That Delicate Balance (6 video cassettes, 
free rental) (American Association of Retired Persons,
AARP Program Scheduling Ofice, Program Resources 
Department AP, 1909 K Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 
20049, telephone (202) 662-4895). 

The Constitution: That Delicate Balance (13 video cas
settes, purchase) (Films Inc., Education Division, 5547 
N. Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, IL 60640-9979, tele
phone 1-8W3234222, ext. 43). 

A Design for Liberty: The American Constitution (1 video 
cassette, free rental) (Modem Talking Pictures, 5000 
Park Street North, St. Petersburg, FL 33709, telephone
(813) 541-5763). 

Mr. Madison’s Constitution and the Twenty-first Century
(1 video cassette, purchase) (Project ’87, 1527 New 
Hampshire Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036, tele

’ phone (202) 483-2512). 
Signers of the Constitution (1 video cassette, free) (Captain 

Boggs, U.S. Army Command Information Unit, Elec
tronic Media Branch, Bldg. 160/2, 2nd & M Sts., S.E., 
Washington, D.C. 203 15-0300, telephone (202)
433-2404). 

This Constitution: A History (5 video cassettes, rent or pur
chase) (International University Consortium, The 
University of Maryland University College, University
Blvd. at Adelphi Rd., College Park MD 20742-1612, 
telephone (301) 985-781 1). 

We the People (4 video cassettes, purchase) (Films for the 
Humanities, Inc., P.O. Box 2053, Princeton, NJ 08543, 
telephone 1-800-257-5126). 

Other video cassettes relating to the Bicentennial that have 
been produced by the Department of the Army may be 
available from your installation TASC. 

Books for Students 

J. Anderson, 1787 (Harcourt Brace JovanovicWGulliver 
1987). 

H. Commager, The Great Constitution: A Book for Young 
Americans (Eastern Acorn Press 1982). 

M. Cousins, Benjamin Franklin of Old Philadelphia (Ran
dom House 1987). 

-D. Fisher, Our Independence and the Constitution (Ran
dom House 1987). 

R. Morris, The Constitution (Lerner Publications Co. 
1985). 

R. Morris, The Founding of the Republic (Lerner Publica
tions Co. 1985). 

J. Patrick & C. Keller, Lessons on the Federalist Papers 
- (IndianaUniv. 1987).

P. Spier, We the People: The Story of the U.S. Constitution 
(Doubleday 1987). 

V. 	Wilson, The Book of Great American Documents 
(American History Research Associates 1976). 

ArLicles 

1787: The Constitution in Perspective, 29 Wm. & Mary L. 
Rev. 1 (1987). 

Aleinikoff, Constitutional Low in the Age of Balancing, 96 
Yale L.J. 943 (1987). 

.Anastaplo, The Northwest Ordinance of 1787: Illinois’ First 
Constitution, 75 Ill. B.J. 122 (1986). 

Anastaplo, The United States Constitution of 1787: A Com
mentary, 18 Loy. U.L.J. 15 (1986). 

Beers, Pennsylvania: Birthplace of the Constitution, Pa. 
Law., Sept. 1987, at 8. 

Bloch & Marcus, John Marshall3 Selective Use of History in 
Marbury v. Madison, 1986 Wis. L. Rev. 301. 

Bork, The Constitution. Original Intent, and Economic 
Rights, 23 San Diego L. Rev. 823 (1986).

William J. Brennan, Jr., The Bill of Rights and the Srates: 
The Revival of State Constitutions as Guardians of Indi
vidual Rights, 61 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 535 (1986). 

William J. Brennm, Jr., Some Observations on the Role of 
the Supreme Court, Case & Com., Sept.-Oct. 1987, at 11. 

Warren Burger, Lawyers and the Constitutional Convention, 
34 Fed. E. News & J. 106 (1987).

Warren Burger, Lawyers and the Framing of the Constitu
tion. Case & a m . ,  Sept.-Oct. 1987, at 3. 

Coffman, The Army Oficer and the Constitution, Parame
ters, Sept. 1987, at 2. 

Colloquy: Does Constitutional Theory Matter?, 65 Tex. L. 
Rev. 777 (1987). 

Congress’ Role and Responsibility in the Federal Balance of 
Power. 21 Ga. L. Rev. 1 (Special Issue 1986). 

The Constitution and Human Values: The Unfinished Agen
da 20 Ga. L. Rev. 811 (1986). 

Currie, The Constitution in the Supreme Court: The New 
Deal, 1931-1940, 54 U. Chi. L. Rev. 504 (1987). 

Daly, Interpreting the Constitution: Stability v. Needs, 16 
Cap. U.L. Rev. 203 (1986). 

Darnrosch, Foreign States and the Constitution, 73 Va. L. 
Rev. 483 (1987). 

Essays: Is the Constitution Working?, 12 U. Dayton L. Rev. 
321 (1987). 

Federalism in the Bicentennial Year of Our Constitution-A 
ComprehensiveAnalysis of Historical Perspectives, Current 
Issues and Creative Solutions. 19 Urb. Law. 433 (1987). 

Gibbons, Judicial Review of the Constitution, 48 U. Pitt. L. 
Rev. 963 (1987). 

Higginbotham, George Washington’s Contributions to the 
American Constitution. Defense, Jan.-Feb. 1987, at 2. 

Howard, Making It Work, Wilson Q., Spring 1987, at 122. 
The Idea of the Constitution. 37 J. Legal Educ. 153 (1987). 
The Judicial Power and the Constitution, 71 Judicature 64 

(1987). 
Kaczorowski, Revolutionary Constiturionalism in the Era of 

the Civil War and Reconstruction, 61 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 863 
(1986).

Lee, The Religion Clauses: Problems and Prospects, 1986 
B.YbU.L. Rev. 337. 

Thurgood Marshall, Constitution ‘Defective From the Start’, 
Nat’l Legal Aid & Defender A. Cornerstone, 
May-JuneJuly 1987, at 1. 

Thurgood Marshall, Those the Constitution Left Out, Judg
es’ J., S u m .  1987, at 18. 

Mason, The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation: 
A Comparison of the Australian and the United States Ex
perience, 16 Fed.L. Rev. 1 (1986).

Massey, Federalism and Fundamental Rights: The Ninth 
Amendment, 38 Hastings L.J. 305 (1987).

McAfee, Constitutional Interpretation. The Uses and Limi
tations of Original Intent, 12 U. Dayton L. Rev. 275 
(1986).

McGowan, The President’s Veto Power: An Important In
strument of Conflict in O u r  ConstitutionalSystem. 23 San 
Diego L. Rev. 791 (1986).

Edwin Meese 111, The L a w  of the Constitution, 61 Tul. L. 
Rev. 979 (1987). 
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Edwin Meese 111, Our Constitution’s Design: The Implica
tion’s for Its Interpretation, 70 Marq. L. Rev. 381 (1987). 

Melvin, The Constitution and the Declaration of Indepen
dence: Natural Law in American History. 31 Cath. Law. 
35 (1987).

Mitchell, The Ninth Amendment and the “Jurisprudence of 
Original Intention”, 74 Geo. L.J. 1719 (1986).

Moms, Much Ado About the Constitution, Case & Corn., 
Sept.-Oct. 1987, at 24. 

Onuf, It is Not a .Union, Wilson Q., Spring 1987, at 97. 
Perspectives on the Authoritativeness of Supreme Court Deci

sions, 61 Tul. L: Rev. 917 (1987).
Pollack, Constitutional Interpretation us Political Choice, 48 

U. Pitt. L. Rev. 989 (1987).
Powell, Parchment Matters: A Meditation on the Constitu

tion LIS Text, 71 Iowa L. Rev. 1427 (1986).
Rakova, Philadelphia Story, Wilson Q., Spring 1987, at 105. 
William H. Rehnquist, A Comment on the Instruction of 

Constitutional Luw, 14 Pepperdine L. Rev. 563 (1987).
Religion and the State, 27 Wm. & Mary L. Rev. 833 

(1985-1986). 

Ross, The Functions, Roles, and Duties of the Senate in the 
Supreme Court Appointment Process, 28 Wm. & Mary L. 
Rev. 633 (1987). 

R U S S ~ ,“To Form a More Perfect Union . . .”,Haw. Mag
azine, May-June 1987, at 30. 

Special Issue Dedicated to Justice William 3. Brennan, 20 J. 
Marshall L. Rev. 1 (1986). 

Symposium: The Bicentennial of the Constitution, 14 Hast
ings Const. L.Q.485 (1987) 

Symposium: The 1986 Federalist Society National Meeting,-10 Harv.J.L. & Pub. Pol’y 1 (1987). 
Strom Thurmond, The Bicentennial of the Constitutiox A 

Time for Education, 70 Marq. L. Rev. 375 (1987). 
Tribe, The Constitution in the Year 2011, 18 Pac. L.J. 343 

(1987).
Tribe,Contrasting Constitutional Visions: Of Real and Un

real Differences, 22 Harv.C.R.4.L.  L. Rev. 95 (1987).
Valauri, The Concept of Neutrality in Establishment Clause 

Doctrine, 48 U. Pitt. L. Rev. 83 (1986). 
Note, The Ninth Amendment and the “Jurisprudence of 

Original Intention”, 74 Geo. L. Rev. 1719 (1986). 

Guard and Reserve Affairs Items 
Judge Advocate Guard and Reserve Affairs Department, PJAGSA 

Reserve Component General Officer Responsibilities 

The tasking letter from Major General Hugh R. 
Overholt, The Judge Advocate General, to Brigadier Gen
era1 Thomas P. O’Brien, Jr., Chief Judge, USALSA (IMA), 

is reprinted beginning on page 57. This letter should instill 
an appreciation for the responsibilities fulfilled by our Re- serve Component general officers. A tasking letter of this 
type will be issued to all new Reserve Component general 
officers early in their tenure. 

-
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D E P A R T M E N T O F T H E A R ~ Y  
OFFICE OF THE JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL 

WASHINGTON. DC 20310-2200 

November 30, 1987 

ATTLNTION OC 

, JAGS-GRA 

B r i g a d i e r  General  Thomas P .  O'Brien,  Jr .  

Dear General  0' B r i e n :  

A s  you know, many o f  u s ,  i n c l u d i n g  Maj Geneha1 Su tep ,  t h e  
. Reserve Component B r i g a d i e r  Genera l ' s  Miss ion  Sta tement  Committee, 

you and the  d ther  Reserve Component Judge Advocate  g e n e r a l
o f f i c e r s ,  have  been c o n s i d e r i n g  how t o  maximize t h e  b e n e f i t  o f  t h e  
RC g e n e r a l  o f f i c e r s  t o  t h e  Reserve Components, t h e  Judge Advocate 
Genera l ' s  Corps,  and t h e  Army. Although t h e  o f f i c i a l  j o b  d e s c r i p 
t i o n  for your p o s i t i o n  c o v e r s  i n  broad scope  d u t i e s  f o r  peace t ime ,
m o b i l i z a t i o n  and p o s t m o b i l i z a t i o n ,  I see t h e  need f o r  a m i s s i o n  
t a s k i n g  l e t t e r  t o  best u s e  your s u p e r i o r  t a l e n t  d u r i n g  your  t o u r  
o f  d u t y  a s  t h e  Chie f  Judge,  Uni ted  S t a t e s  Army Legal  S e r v i c e s  
Agency ( I M A ) .  I w i l l  d e v e l o p  a m i s s i o n  t a s k i n g  l e t t e r  f o r  each 
Reserve  Component JA g e n e r a l  o f f i c e r  e a r l y  i n  h i s  t e n u r e  and 
t h e r e a f t e r  a s  needed under t h e  c i r c u m s t a n c e s .  T h i s  l e t t e r  does  
no t  r e p l a c e  t h e  j o b  d e s c r i p t i o n  b u t  is a t o o l  f o r  i d e n t i f y i n g  
a r e a s  and s p e c i f i c  t a s k s  need ing  c u r r e n t  emphas i s .  

You a r e  r e q u e s t e d  d u r i n g  your" t o u r  t o  emphasize  t h e  ' t a sks  and 
a r e a s  o f ' r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s  s p e c i f i e d  below. 

1 .  A s  e a r l y  a s  p o s s i b l e  i n  your  t e n u r e ,  s c h e d u l e  a day of  
b r i e f i n g s  w i t h  t h e  Judge Advocate  Guard and Reserve Affairs 
Department (GRA), The. Judge Advocate  Genera l ' s  School .  The 
D i r e c t o r ,  GRA, w i l l  p r o v i d e  you w i t h  a broad spectrum of 
Informat ion  on my r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s  in t h e  Reserve  component JAGC. 

2 .  Maintain  c u r r e n t  knowledge regard ing  emergency mob i l i za 
t i o n  p l a n s  and t h e ' s u f f i c i e n c y  o f  mob i l i zed  USAR Judge Advocates  
t o  meet  t h e  neecis of a m o b i l i z e d  f o r c e .  To r e c e i v e  an o v e r a l l  

. v i ew  of m o b i l i z a t i o n  p l a n s ,  you should  r e q u e s t  a b r i e f i n g  from t h e  
I M o b i l i z a t i o n  Operat ions  Center  a t  ARPERCEN i n  S t .  L o u i s  which can  

prov ide  in-depth i n f o r m a t i o n  on t h e  m o b i l i z a t i o n  p r o c e s s .  A 
briefing by t h e  FORSCOM SJA t o  a'cquaint you spec i f i ca l l y  w i t h  
CAPSTONE and FORSCOM's r o l e  i n  m o b i l i z a t i o n  from a JAGC perspec
t i v e  w i l l  p r o v i d e  you v a l u a b l e  i n s i g h t .  
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3 .  P a r t i c i p a t e  i n  personnel  management opera t ions  by
prov id ing  input  t o  G R A ,  upon t h e i r  r eques t ,  on assignment of  judge 
advoca te s , . t o  m i l i t a r y  judge detachments and on the  unusua l ly
d i f f i c u l t  s e n i o r  o f f i c e r  ass ignment  i s s u e s ,  i . e . ,  t ho se  i n v o l v i n g
s p e c i a l  c i rcumstances .  

4. Monitor implementation of  the  premobi l i za t ion  l e g a l
counse l ing  program for  the  U S A R .  

5 .  Visit key O C O N U S  ( U S A R E U R )  commands' S J A s  once during your 
tenure and review w i t h  the  s e n i o r  J A  i n  the  command t h e  plans  for  
use  o f  RA J A s  during ODT, i n c l u d i n g  O C O N U S  e x e r c i s e s ,  and more 
important ly  during execut ion o f  p l a n s ,  both before  and a f t e r  
mob i l i za t ion .  The concerns o f  U S A R E U R  S J A s  must be i d e n t i f i e d  t o  
make u s  aware o f  t roub le  s p o t s .  Preparation f o r  your v i s i t  should 
inc lude  a d i s c u s s i o n  w i t h  the  FDRSCOM SJA.who should a l s o  be 
consu l ted  upon completion o f  the  v i s i t .  The U S A R E U R  and FORSCOM 
S J A s  are  c r i t i c a l  i n  the  judge advocate  CAPSTONE scheme. 

6 .  Make Article 6 , s t y l e d  v is i ts  on my beha l f .  A r t i c l e  6 
s t y l e d  vis i ts  can provide a more complete p i c t u r e  of  t r a i n i n g ,
morale,  and r e a d i n e s s  of' r e s e r v e  judge advocates  s e r v i n g  i n  
r e s e r v e  u n i t s .  While I am aware t h a t  resources  g r e a t l y  l i m i t  the 
frequency o f  t h e s e  v i s i t s ,  I would l i k e  t o  have them i n i t i a t e d  
during your tenure .  Some appropr ia te  s i t u a t i o n s  f o r  t h e s e  visits 
inc lude  : 

a .  Visits t o  J A  s e c t i o n s  duping IDT. Although t h e  
On-Site at tendance i s  important ,  a d d i t i o n a l  v i s i t s  t o  key JA 
s e c t i o n s  a s  w e l l  a s  J A G S O s  during IDT and other  r e l e v a n t  t imes  are  
needed. I n  t h e  l a s t  year  o f  each of  t h e i r  t enure s ,  Br igad ier  
Generals  Thorn and Fouts v i s i t e d  s e v e r a l  t r a i n i n g  d i v i s i o n s ,  
engineer  commands, and J A  s e c t i o n s  i n  o ther  u n i t s .  The r e s u l t s  
were b e n e f i c i a l .  I d e s i r e  t o  s e e  them formal ized a s  Article 6 
s t y l e d  v i s i t s  on my beha l f .  

b ,  I d e n t i f y  key JA s e c t i o n s  or  elements w i t h  t,he g r e a t e s t
need f o r  the  A r t i c l e  6 s t y l e d  v i s i t s .  Once the  u n i t s  a r e  
i d e n t i f i e d ,  coord inate  w i t h  the  other  R C  J A  B G s  t o  set  up a v i s i ta 
t i o n  schedule ,  which w i l l  be maintained by the  s e n i o r  RC J A  
genera l  o f f i c e r .  P r a c t i c a l i t i e s  may be such t h a t  an i d e n t i f i e d  
JA s e c t i o n  w i l l  r e c e i v e  a genera l  o f f i c e r  v i s i t  on ly  once i n  three  
y e a r s .  Even s o ,  the  process  needs t o  begin.  The i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  
o f  u n i t s  and schedul ing  o f  v i s i t s  will be l e f t  l a r g e l y  w i th in  the  
RC J A  genera l  o f f i c e r ' s  d i s c r e t i o n .  The demands on the i r  time and 
p r a c t i c e s  a re  recognized.  
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ont inue  t o  coord inate  w i th  .o ther  RC JA 
re  at tendance of  one genera l  o f f i c e r  a t  

rmal ly  only  one general  o f f i c e r  should a t t end  any 
one Oi-Site a s  at tendance by more than one may not  be the  most 

the  general  o f f i c e r s '  t ime.  One ,or more ARCOM 
SJAs or MLC commanders or o ther  RC SJAs w i l l  b e , p r e s e n t  a t  
On-Sites. On-Site attendance by the  R C . J A  genera l  o f f i c e r s  should 
be used a s  an opportuni ty  when p o s s i b l e  t o  conduct theIArticle 6 
s t y l e d  v i s i t .  When f e a s i b l e ,  t he  headquarters or o ther  phys i ca l  

may also.  be v i s i t e d .  

d .  	 Check l i s t .  In coord inat ion  w i t h  the  FORSCOM SJA, G 
kher RC JA general  o f f i c e r s , x d e v e l o p  and mainta in  a . 

t o  a s s i s t  i n  conducting the  v i s i t  Thi s  w i l l  probably 
nature  o f  the  c h e c k l i s t  used f o r  i c l e  6 v i s i t s  t o  

a e t i v e  component e lements .  'The  c h e c k l i s t  w i l l  l i k e l y  need t a i l o r -
Qr eaeh type o f  u n i t .  I t  should be developed t o  a s s i s t  i n  
ssessment  of the  s t a t e  of  t r a i n i n g ,  r e a d i n e s s ,  morale,  and 

d i s c i p l i n e  of  RC JA personnel .  

7 .  Use A r t i c l e  6 s t y l e d  v i s i t s  t o  the  extent  u s e f u l  and 
o ga in  mOre i n s i g h t  i n  the  ,adequacy of t r a i n i n g . ,

Training '1s a c r i t 5  1 element of"preparation,for\pobilization
r e a d i n e s s . .  You sho d prepare,  a s  par t  of your end-of-tenure 
repor t ,  * an. e v a l u a t i 6 n  of  the  e f f e c t i v e n e s s  of'.a l l  f a c e t s  of RC JA 
t r a i n i n & .  In the  e v a l u a t i o n ,  a d v i s e  me,on t h e  scope and s u f f i 
c iency  of the  t r a i n i n g <programs a v a i l a b l e .  

8 .  Coordinate t o  ensure  t h a t  one o f  the 'Reserve  Component JA 
general  o f f i c e r s  makes a preparatory v i s i t  to  any JA elements  
scheduled for  over sea s  deployment t r a i n i n g  ( O D T ) .  This  w i l l  
enhance the  t r a i n i n g  and he lp  t o  prevent  problems. The genera l
o f f i c e r  desig'nated t o  make the  v i s i t  should coord inate  wi th  t h e  
FORSCOM and CONUSA SJAs on t h e , s c h e d u l i n g  o f  a preparatory v i s i t .  

9 .  Attend a Q u a r t e r l y  Revi.ew and Analys i s  i n  my o f f i c e  a s  
e a r l y  i n  your tenure a s  p r a c t i c a b l e .  T h i s  w i l l  b e t t e r  equip you 
t o  share w i t h  USAR and ARNG personnel  current  information about 
what i s  gofng-on i n  the  Act ive  Component JAGC.  

lo. P a r t i c i p a t e  a s  requested by TJAG i n  m o b i l i z a t i o n  and 
e r c i s e s ,  e i t h e r  a t  HQDA or a s  an observer  a t  o ther  

1 1 .  Review each RC s tudy  committee recommendation and make 
recommendations f o r  implementation a s  appropr ia te .  
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12.. Make recommend 
r e l o c a t i o n  o f  JAOSOs. 

13.  Prepare f o  

1 4 .  Upon r e q u e s t ,  prov ide  JAG i n t e r f a c e  wi th  the  c i v i l i a n  
community i nc lud ing  o r g a n i z a t i o n s  such a s  the  c i v i l i a n  bar and the 
Reserve O f f i c e r ' s  A s s o c i a t i o n .  

15. When reques ted ,  r epre sen t  me a t  meetings of  the  Army
Reserve Forces l i C Y  Board.: 

16. Provid e a pr.oJected annua'l t r a v e l  i t i n e r a r y  through the 
Judge Advocate Guard and Reserve A f f a i r s  Department 'with  a d j u s t 
ments as appropriate '  through the  same channel'. 

17. Provide me an end-of-tenure report  i nc lud ing  your observa
t i o n s  and recommendations p e r t a i n i n g  t o  the  s t a t u s "and appropriate.
d i r e c t i o n  of the  Reserve Component JAGC. 

Implementation of t h e s e  tasking9 i s  ' t rus ted  t o  your d i s c r e t i o n .  
In the  f i h a l  a n a l y s i s ,  t h e  RC JA genera l  o f f i c . e r ' w i l 1  have t o  
de t e rminc ' the  a v a i l a b i l i t y  o f  h i s  t ime resources  and s e t  p r i o r i 
t i  e s  accord ingly .  I f e e l  t h a t  your knowledge' o f  Reserve Component 
ma t t e r s ,  w i th  emphasis on the  i tems  I have enumerated, w i l l  r e s u l t  
i nI s i g n i f i c a n t  improvement i n  the  t o t a l  JAGC and its a b i l i t y  t o  
ac  complish the  l e g a l  m i s s i o n s  o f  t h e  Army upon m o b i l i z a t i o n .  

~. 
Sincere ly ,  

, 

Hugh R .  Overholt ' 

Major General,  U.S. Army 
. I  The Judge Advocate General , 

I' 

r 
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Judge Advocate Officer Basic Course 

Newly appointed Reserve Force (USAWARNG) JAGC 
officers have conditional appointments to complete OBC 
within 12 months of the date of appointment.Those officers 
who will not complete JAOBC within the 12 month time 
limit should request an extension. Requests should be in 
writing and be directed to the Commandant, TJAGSA, 
ATTN: JAGS-GRA, Charlottesville, Virginia 22903-178 1.  
For those officerswho have not attended any other resident 
OBC, attendance at the JAOBC Phase I at Fort Lee, Vir
ginia is required. The next Phase I training will be 11-22 
July (reporting on 10 July). USAR Troop Program Unit of
ficers required to attend Phase IOBC should request the 
training through their unit on a DA Form 1058. ARNG of
ficers should request attendance on a NGB Form 64 
through ARNG Operating Activities Center, Military Mu
cation Branch at Aberdeen Proving Grounds. WSAR non-
TPU officers should request attendance through their JAG 
PMO at ARPERCEN (1-800-3254916). 

For those officers who would like to attend the resident 
Phase I1 OBC at The Judge Advocate General's School in 
Charlottesville, Virginia, application should be made in the 
same manner as the request for Phase I. Phase I1 OBC stu
dents report in to TJAGSA on 22 July, with graduation on 
28 September 1988. 

For additional course information, refer to DA Pam 
351-4, Formal Schools Catalogue, Chapter 2, The Judge
Advocate General's School, course number 5-27420, 10 
weeks; The Quartermaster School, Phase I, The Judge Ad
vocate General Ofiicer Basic, course number 547-4220, 2 
weeks. 

Assignment to USAR J A W  Positions 
There are 77 tenured JAGC positions in USAR Troop 

Program Units. These positions include the Military Law 
Center commander and the senior staffjudge advocate posi
tions in ARCOMs and GOCOMs. The Judge Advocate 
General's approval is required for assignment to any of 
these positions (AR 14&10, Section VI). A list of the of
ficers currently holding these positions and the vacancy
dates is included at the end of this note. 

The procedure for filling these positions requires that the 
unit take action at least nine months prior to the end of the 
incumbent's tenure. The first step should be to advertise the 
impending vacancy in unit bulletins or newspapers and en
sure that qualified IRR members in the area know that they 
may apply for the position. A list of eligible officers in com
muting distance of the unit may be obtained from Guard 
and Reserve Affairs at TJAGSA (1-80045S-5914, exten
sion 380). A list of eligible officers can also be obtained by
initiating a Request for Unit Vacancy Fill (DA Form 
4935-R). The DA Form 4935-R can be sent to the 
MUSARC, adjacent MUSARCs, and ARPERCEN 
(ATTN: DARP-MOB-C). The unit should nominate at 
least three candidates. The nomination packets should con
tain a list of all officers considered and a description of the 
efforts to publicize the vacancy. The following information 
must be submitted for each officer nominated: 

a. Personal data: Full name (including preferred name 
if other than first name), grade, date of rank, mandato
ry release date, age, address, telephone number 
(business and home), full length official photograph. 

b. Military experience: Chronological list of Reserve 
and Active Duty assignments; copies of ofiicer Evalua
tion Reports for the past 5 years (including senior rater 
profile). 

c. Awards and decorations: Copies of all awards and 
decorations; significant letters of commendation. 

d. Military and civilian education: Schools attended, 
degrees obtained, dates of completion, and any honors 
awarded. 
e. Civilian experience: Resume of legal experience. 

Nominations will be forwarded through the chain of 
command to arrive at TJAGSA (ATTN: JAGC-GRA, 
Charlottesville, VA 2290j-1781) at least six months More 
the tenure expires. Tenure for these positions is three years
and officers selected are expected to serve the full three 
years. No extensions of the tenure period will be granted 
unless no other qualified officers are available or if there 
will be an adverse impact on the mission of the unit. Of
ficers in the appropriate rade for the assignment have 
priority. An 0-5 will not 6e selected if a qualified 0-6 is 
available for a position authorized an 0 4 .  OfFicers will usu
ally only have one tour in the same tenured position. 
Continual rotation is not permitted except when no other 
qualified officers are available. 

Selection for assignment as 8 military judge will be made 
by the Chief Trial Judge. Procedures for nominations will 
be as specised for nomination of MLC commanders. The 
nomination packet will be forwarded through the chain of 
command, through TJAGSA, (A'ITN JAGS-GRA) to the 
Chief Trial Judge (USALSA, ATTN.JALS-ZA, Nassif 
Building 5611, Colombia Pike, Falls Church, V A  
22041-5013). Soldiers selected as military judges will be 
scheduled to attend the Military Judge Course. Military
judges will be limited to a three year tenure (letter, 
DAJA-PT, Training, Employment, and Assignment Policy
for Military Judge Teams (JAGSO Detachment Team KA)
23 Aug. 1985). 

JAGSO team director assignments are made by selection 
of the Military Law Center commander in coordination 
with the CONUSA st& judge advocate. There are 112 
team director positions and an additional 425 JAW unit 
positions. Assignment to a J A W  position within the unit is 
made by the Military Law Center commander with concur
rence of the ARCOM stat� judge advocate. 

Assignment of section leaders of a judge advocate staB 
section below the GOCOM level is made by the unit com
mander in coordination with the CONUSA SA.  There are 
91 of these JA positions within the USAR. Selection for as
signment to any one of the additional 102 non-section 
leader positions within these units is made by the section 
leader in coordination with the ARCOM or GUC�)M Staff 
Judge Advocate and with the concurrence of the unit 
commander. 

Assignment to JAGC Individual Mobilization Aug
mentee (IMA) positions can be accomplished by submitting 
a DA Form 2976-R, Application for IMA Program As
signment, to TJAGSA, A'ZTN: JAGS-GRA. Some IMA 
positions are nominative and your request, along with data 
profile information, are referred to the proponent agency
for selection. Assignment to other JAOC IMA positions
will be made based on your qualidcations as related to the 
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requirements of the vacancy. If you have questions concern- ' Fourth Army 

ing IMA assignments, call LTC Gentry (1-8a(M554-5914, 7 Chicago, IL CQL G. L. Vandemoof Feb 91 
B Columbus, OH COL H. Ernst, Jr. May 89extension 380). 

214 Ft Snelling, MN I COL L. W.' brson Sep 88 . 
Assignment of JAGC officers to non-JAG 

non-JAGC officers to JAGC vacancies will be accom- . FltthArmy 

plished only after approval by the Commandant of 1 San Antonio, TX COL J. M. Compere Jun 89 
TJAGSA (AR 1+10, paragraph 2-27). 

I 
2 New Orleans, LA ' LTC J. C. Hawkins Jan 90 1 

8 Independence, MO LTC D. E. Johnson, Nw 90 
Colonels and below may be assigned to unit position va- 113 Wichita, KS COL L. L..Taylor Mar 89 

cancies of the next lower grade, if approved by the 114 Dallas, TX ' COL c. J. Sebesta, jr. Mar 80 

CONUSA staff judge advocate. Approval may be granted Slxth Army
for a period not to exceed one year when a qualified judge 
advocate of the appropriate grade i s  not available for as- 5 Presidio of SF, CA COL J. W. Cotchett Jul88 . 

6 Seattle, WA COL T. J. Kraft Aug 89
signment. Successive approvals may -be granted if a 78 Los Alamltos. CA COL D. F. Mcllroy MayQO
qualified officerof the appropriate grade remains unavaila- 87 Ft Douglas, UT COL M. J. Pezely Sep 88 
ble (letter, DAJA-ZA, Delegation of Authority to Approve
Assignments, 3 Oct. He). 

Tralnlng Olvlslons 

Senior Reserve Judge Advocate Posltions TNG Div SJA ' Vacancy Due 

U. S. Army Reserve Commands 

ARCOM SJA 

77 Fort Totten, NY COL F. D. Terrell 
79 Willow Grove, PA COL J. D. Campbell 
94 Hanscom AFB, MA COL P. L. Cummings 
97 Fort Meade, MD COL C. E. Brookhart 
99 Oakdale, PA owden 

Second Army 

81 East Point, GA COL K. A. Nagle 
120 Fort Jackson, SC COL J. M. Cureton 
121 Birmingham, AL COL 4. F. Wood, Jr. 
125 Nashville. TN COL J. 8. Brown 

Fourth Army 

83 Columbus, OH LTC 0. A. Schulze 
86 Forest Park, IL COL M. R."Kos 
88 Fort Snelling, MN ' COL J. M. Mahoney 

123 Indianapolis,IN LTC J. F. Gatrke 

FHth Army 

89 Wichita, KS LTC D. J. Duffy 
90 San Antonio, TX COL G. M.Brown 

102 St. Louis, MO Vacant I 

122 Little Rock, AR COL E. W. Sanders 

Sixth A m y  

63 Los Angeles, CA COL A. C. Fork L 

96 Fort Douglas, UT COL C: A. Jones 
. 124 Fort Lawton, WA COL J. L. Woodside 

Mllltanr Law Centers 

MLC Commander. 

FirstArmy
3 Boston, MA COL P. S. luliano 
4 Bronx, NY COL C. E. Padgett

10 Washington, DC COL R. G. Mahony
42 Pittsburgh, PA COL J. A. Lynn 

153 Willow Grove, PA COL J, S. Ziccardi . . .  
Second Army 

11 Jackson, MS COL E. J. Phillips, Jr. 
12 Columbia, SC COL 0. E. Powell. Jr. 

139 Lobisville, KY Vacant
174 Miami, FL COL D. H. 8ludwOrth 

First Army 

76 West Hartford, CT MAJ H. R. Cummings Sep 90Vacancy Due 78 Edison, NJ LTC J. P.~Hahrorsen Feb 90 
3 	 60 Richmond, VA LTC 6. Miller 111 oct e8 

g8 Rochester, NY LTC J. W. Dorn May 90 
Jul 90 

Jui 89 Second Army 

Apr 89 

Nov 68 i 100 Louisville, W + A LTC L. R. Timmons M a  90 . 

Sep90 108 Charlotte,NC ' ' LTC A. H. Scales Dec 90 

Apr 90 70 Lhronia, MI 
sep 89 84 Milwaukee, WI 
Aug 8 9 ,  85 Chicago, IL 
Feb 91 

95 Midwest City,OK 
Sep 90 

Feb 91 

Oct 88 91 Sausalio, CA I
Feb 89 104 Vancouver Barracks, 


".Fourthmy 

LTC J. M. Wouuyna Apr 89 
LTC J. H. Olson Nov 88 
LTC T. Benshoof Aug 90 

FlmArmy 

LTC W. H. Sullivan Aug 89 

Sixth A m y  

LTC R. A. Falco ' Feb 89 
LTC D. C. Mitchell Apr 89 

WA 

Apr 90 

Mar 89 General Otllcer Commands ' ' 


Feb 89 . ~ GOCOMS ' SJA Vacancy Due 


Jan90 ' 352 CA CMD Riverdale, MD Vacant

Aug 88 353 CA CMD Bronx, NY LTC R. R. Baldwin Apr BO

Mar 90 300 SPT GP (AREA) Ft Lee, VA Vacant 


310 TAACOM Ft Belvoir. VA COL J. E. Ritchie Mar 89 
220 MP 3DE Gaithersburg, MD Vacant 

Vacancy Due second Amy 

412 ENGR CMD Vicksburg, MS LTC W. M. 806 Jr. Jul 90 
143 TRANS BDE Orlando, FL LTC 8. C. Starling Jul90 

Jul88 7581 USAG San Juan, PR 1 LTC E. A. Gonzalm Sep 89 
Apt 89 1 ~ 3D TRANS BDE Montgomery, MAJ t. K Mason Aug 90 
Aug 89
Sep 89 AL 

ingham. AL MAJ M. E. Sparkman Qct 89 
Aug 89 Fourth Army 

103 COSCOM Des Moines, IA COL C. W. drson Jun 88 
Jul 88 416 ENG CMD Chicago, IL COL R. 0. Bernoski Apr 91 
Sep 89 30 HOSP CTR (MOB TDA) Ft MAJ J. F. Locallo. Jr. Nov 88 

Sheridan, iLJun 88 300 MP CMD Inkster, MI LTC P. ,A. Kirchner May 91 
213 Chamblee, GA COL K. A. Griffiths Feb 90 425 TRANS BDE Ft Sheridan, IL LTC S K. Todd Feb 89 
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Fifth Army 

75 MAN AREA CMD Houston, LTC M.J. Jun 89 
Tx Thibodeaux 

377 TAACOM New Orleans, LA LTC K. P.Sills Sep DO 
420 ENGR BDE Bryan, TX MAJ T. Podbielski Sep 82 
807 ME0 BDE Seagoville, TX LTC R. Eastburn. Jr. Sep eB 

Slxth Army 

351 CA CMD Mountain View, CA MAJ G. J. LaFave Apr 90 
311 COSCOM Los Angeles, CA LTC J. C. Spence Feb 89 

The J A W  Warrant Officer Program USAR 
Judge Advocate General's C o r p s  warrant officers are spe

cialists, trained in one highly technical field and placed 
repeatedly in assignments within that specialty. The legal
administrator (550A) manages the overali administrative 
operations of a Military Law Center office or an Interna
tional Law Team office. A complete job description for 
J A W  warrant officers can be found in AR 61 1-1 12. 

Three Steps to Becoming a Warrant OBcer 
There are three steps to becoming a J A W  USAR war

rant officer: meet prerequisites, apply, and be selected; 
complete the Warrant Otlicer Entry Course; and complete 
technical certification training. 

a. Basic qualifications: 
1. Be less than 46 years of age and able to complete 

20 years of service by age 62; 
2. Hold PMOS of 71D or 71E and 
3. Have a minimum of 5 years active or USAR ser

vice in MOS 71D or 71E (waiverable to 3 years). 
b. Warrant officer Entry Course: 

1.  Active resident course (6 weeks, 4 days) at Aber
deen Proving Grounds, MD; FortRucker, AL, or Fort 
Sill, OK; or 

2. Army Reserve Readiness Training Center at Fort 
McCoy, WI (135 hour correspondence course phase
followed by 2 weeks resident phase). 
c. Technical certification: 

(1) Completion of Legal Office Administrator Cor
respondence Course (1 84 hours);

(2) A legal administration course at proponent 
school (resident I week); and 

(3) One week at a selected active duty SJA office for 
technical evaluation. 

USAR JAGC Appointment Options 
OPTION 1: Warrant,CMicer Entry Course and Candida

ase. A board at The Judge Advocate General's School%=AGSA) reviews JAGC warrant officer applications to 
determine if they meet the basic qualifications and would be 
effective JAGC warrant officers. When the Commandant 
approves an individual, notification is provided to the War
rant Wcer  Entry Branch, Enlisted Personnel Management
Directorate, ARPERCEN. WOEB manages the individual 
until appointment as a warrant oficer. When the applicant 

arrives at the Warrant Oacer Entry Course, the soldier be
comes a warrant officer candidate and retains that status 
until the warrant is earned. At this point the candidate will 
be assigned to a TPU or M A  warrant officer position. 
Warrant officer candidates have their own distinctive uni
form insignia which replace enlisted stripes and brass for 
the duration of the candidate training period. The training
involves Phase I, the Warrant Officer Entry Course 
(WOEC), and Phase 11, Technical Certification. When can
didates have successfully completed technical certification, 
they are eligible to become warrant officers. TJAGSA is 
authorized to issue the appointment letter appointing the 
candidate as a warrant officer. When ihe individual returns 
the signed letter accepting the warrant,the packet will be 
forwarded to accessions division at ARPERCEN. AR 
135-100 is the regulation governing reserve warrant officer 
appointments. NGR 600-101 provides guidance for ap
pointment of ARNG warrant officers. 

OPTION 2: Warrant Officer Entry Course and Condi
t i O 
warrant officer applications to d e t d n e  if they meet the 
basic qualifications and would be effective JAW warrant 
officers. When the Commandant approves an individual, 
notification is provided to the Warrant Officer Entry 
Branch, Enlisted Personnel ManaBement Directorate, 
ARPERCEN. WOEB manages the individual until ap
pointed as a warrant officer. When the applicant arrives at 
the Warrant Wcer Entry Course (WOE) the soldier be
comes a warrant officer candidate and retains that status 
until the warrant is earned. When The Judge Advocate 
General's School receives notification that the candidate 
has successfully completed the WOEC, the Commandant 
will tender a conditional appointment as a warrant oficer. 
The appointment will be conditional upon completing tech
nical certification within twenty-four months. 

OPTION 3: Direct Appointment. OfFicers, warrant of
ficers, former officers, and former warrant of�icers will be 
considered to have met the basic qualifications for appoint
ment as a JAGC warrant officer and will not have to attend 
the Warrant Officer Entry Course. These individuals will 
have to undertake technical certification training unless the 
Commandant, TJAGSA, certifies that they are technically 
qualified for appointment as a warrant officer (550A). 

Grade Determination 

Warrant officer appointments will be as WOs, W-1. 
There are several exceptions to this rule. A Chief Warrant 
Officer (CWO) or a former CWO may be appointed in the 
highest WO grade satisfactorily held. Commissioned and 
former commissioned officers who have w e d  a minimum 
of two years active service in a commissioned status may be 
appointed in the grade of CWO, W-2.Enlisted personnel 
serving in grades E 8  and E-9 may be appointed in the 
grade of CWO, W-2, provided they accept a six year ser~ 
vice obligation, or in the grade of WO, W-1, and accept a 
four year service obligation. 
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CLENews, 


1. Resident Course Quotas 

Attendance at resident CLE courses conducted at The 
Judge Advocate General's School i s  restricted to those who 
have been allocated quotas. If you have not received a wel
come letter or packet, you do not have a quota. Quota 
allocations are obtained from local training offices which re
cei!e them from the MACOMs. Reservists obtain quotas 
t h r o u g h  t h e i r  u n i t  o r  A R P E R C E N ,  A T T N :  
DARP-OPS-JA, 9700 Page Boulevard, St. Louis, MO 
63132 if they are nonunit reservists. Army National Guard 
personnel request quotas through their units. The Judge 
Advocate General's School deals directly with MACOMs 
and ather major agency training offices.To verify a quota, 
you must contact the Nonresident Instruction Branch, The 
Judge Advocate General's School, Army, Charlottesville, 
Virginia 22903-178 1 (Telephone: AUTOVON 274-7 110, 
extension 972-6307; commercial phone: (804) 972-6307). 

2. TJAGSA CLE Course Schedule 

8: 3rd Advanced Acquisition Course (5F-F17). 
April 12-15: JA Reserve Component Workshop. 
April 18-22: Law for Legal Noncommissioned Officers 

(5 12-7 lD/20/30). 
April 18-22: 26th Fiscal Law Course (5F-F12). 
April 25-29: 4th SJA Spouses' Course. I 

April 25-29: 18th Staff Judge Advocate Course 
(5F-F5 2). 

May 2-13: 115th Contract Attorneys Course (5F-F10). 
May 16-20: 33rd Federal Labor Relations Course 

(5F-F22). 
May 23-27: 1st Advanced Installation Contracting 

Course (5F-F 18). 
May 23June 10: 31st Military Judge Course (5F-F33). 
June 6-10: 94th Senior Officers Legal Orientation Course 

(5F-F 1). 
June 13-24: JATT Team Training. 
June 13-24: JAOAC (Phase VI).
June 27-July, 1: U.S.Army Claims Service Training 

Seminar, ' ' 

Julv 11-15: 39th Law of War Workshop (5F-F42).- _-
JUG11-13: Professional Recruiting Training Seminar. 
July 12-15: Chief Legal NCO/Senior Court Reporter 

Management Course (5 12-71D/71E/40/50). 
July 18-29: 116th Contract Attorneys Course (5F-F10). 
July 18-22: 17th Law Office Management Course 

(7A-7 13A). 
July 25-September 30: 116th Basic Course (5-27420). 
August 1-5: 95th Senior Officers Legal Orientation 

Course (5F-Fl). 
August 1-May 20, 1989: 37th Graduate Course 

(5-274222). 
August 15-19: 12th Criminal Law New Developments

Course (5F-F35). 
September 12-16: 6th Contract Claims, Litigation, and 

Remedies Course (SF-F 13). 

3. North Carolina Begins Mandatory CLE 

North Carolina has become the twenty-ninth state to be
gin mandatory continuing legal education. Starting January 

1, 1988, active attorneys must complete 12 ho 
proved CLE each year. Members of the Armed Services on 
full-time active duty are exempt, but must declare their ex
emption. The reporting date is January 31 annually (except
March 31 in 1989 only). 

For further information, contact the North Carolina 
State Bar Board of Continuing Legal Education, 208 Fay
etteville Street Mall, P.O.Box 25908, Raleigh, N.C. 27611, 
telephone (919) 7334123. 

4, Mandatory Continuing Legal Education Jurisdictions 
and Reporting Dates 

Jurisdiction Reporting Month 

Alabama ' 31 December annually 

Colorado 31 January annually 

Delaware On or before 31 July annually every


other year 
Florida assigned monthly deadlines, every three 

years beginning in 1989 
Georgia 31 January pnually 
Idaho 	 1 March every third anniversary of 

admission 
Indiana 1 October annually 

Iowa 1 March annually 

Kansas 1 July annually 

Kentucky 30 days following completion ofcourse 

Louisiana 31 January annually beginning in 1989 

Minnesota 30 June every third year 

Mississippi , 31 December annually

Missouri , 30 June annually beginning in 1988 . 

Montana 1 April annually

Nevada 15 January annually 

New Mexico 1 January annually or 1 year after 


admission to Bar beginning in 1988 
North 12 hours annually beginning in 1988 

Carolina 

North Dakota 1 February in three year ktervals 

Oklahoma 1 April annually 

South C&olina 10 January annually

Tennessee 31 January annually

Texas Birth month annually 

Vermont 1 June every other year 

Virginia 30 June annually 

Washington 31 January annually 

West Virginia 30 June annually I ,  


Wisconsin 31 December in even or odd years

depending on admission 
1 March annually 

-


-


LWyoming 
For addresses and detailed information, see the Junuary

988 issue of The Army Lawyer. 

5. CYviUan Sponsored CLE CouFes 

June 1988 

1-3: PLI, Securities Enforcemmt/Secunties Arbitration, 
New York, NY. 

2: ABA, Marketing Legal Services (Satellite), 45 cities 
USA. 

2-3: PLI, Leveraged Leasing, Los Angela, CA. 
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2-3: PLI, Antitrust Law Institute, New York, NY. 
2-3: PLI, Developing Export Trade, Los Angeles, CA. 
2-3: PLI, Acquiring or Selling the Privately Held Com

pany, Los Angeles, CA. 
2-3: PLI, Securities Enfotcement Institute, New York, 

NY. 
2-3: PLI, Workshops for Legal Assistants, Chicago, IL. 
2-3: BNA, Environment and Safety, Washington, D.C. 
2-3: WTI, Legal and Tax Aspects of Compensating For

eign Nationals in the United States, New York, NY. 
2-3: ALIABA, Securities Regulation of Thrifts, San 

Francisco, CA. 
2-4: ALIABA, Commercial Real Estate Leasing, Chica

go, IL. 
2-10: NCDA, Executive Prosecutor Course, Houston,

TX. 
3: NKU, State and Federal Grand Jury Practice, High

land Heights, KY. 
4-5: MLI, Psychological Disorders, Evaluation and Disa

bility, Las Vegas, NV. 
4-10: IUTTA, Mid-Atlantic Regional Trial Advisory Pro

gram, Philadelphia, PA. 
6 7 :  PLI, Construction Contracts and Litigation, San 

Francisco, CA. 
6-7: WTI, Customs Law Issues for Importers of Apparel

and Textiles, New York, NY. 
6-7: PLI, Hazardous Waste Litigation, Chicago, IL. 
7-10: ESI, Procurement for Program, Technical, and 

Administrative Personnel, Lake Tahoe, NV. 
9-10 BNA, EEO, Washington, D.C. 
13: BNA, Smoking, Washington, D.C. 
13-14: PLI, Current Developments in Copyright Law, 

New York. NY. 
16-17: PLI, Hazardous Waste Litigation, New York,

NY. 


16-17: PLI, Institute on Employment Law, New York,
NY. 


16-7/1: NCDA, Career Prosecutor Course, Houston, 
TX. 

17: PBI, Driving under the Iduence, Altoona, PA. 
17-18: PLI, Deposition Skills Training Program, New 

York, NY. 
19-24: NJC, Sentencing Misdemeanants, Reno, NV. 
20-21: PLI, Libel Litigation, New York, NY. 
20-24: ALIABA, Estate Planning in Depth, Madison, 

WI. 
21-23: SLF, Symposium on Private Investments Abroad, 

Dallas, TX. 
23-24: PLI, Antitrust Law Institute, Chicago, IL. 
24: PBI, Civil Litigation Update, Mercer, PA. 
24: NKU,Law Oace Management, Highland Heights,

KY. 
24-25: UKCL, RealEstate Law and Practice, Lexington,

KY. 
24-26: MLI, Orthopedic Injury and Disability, Boston, 

MA. 
26-30 AAJE,Constitutional Criminal Procedure, Lex

ington, VA. 
26-7/1: NITA, Advanced Trial Advocacy Program, 

Boulder, CO. 
27-28: WTI, Legal and Tax Aspects of Foreign Invcst

ment in U.S.Real Property, New York, NY. 
27-28: PLI, Acquiring or Selling the Privately Held 

Company, Chicago, IL. 
29: PBI, Driving under the Influence, Kittanning, PA. 

For further information on civilian courses, please con
tact the institution offering the course. The addresses are 
listed in the February 1988 issue of The Amy hwyer.  

Current Material of Interest 


1. ABA Seeks Outstanding Young Military Service 
Lawyers 

The Military Service Lawyers Committee of the Young 
Lawyers Division of the M A  is accepting nominations for 
the “Outstanding Young Military Service Lawyer” in each 
of the uniformed services for 1987-88. Nominations will be 
evaluated by a panel of distinguished retired judge advo
cates for: demonstrated excellence in the delivery of legal 
services; proven leadership ability; consistently outstanding 
performance of all assigned duties; demonstrated scholar
ship;and service to the community. 

Nominees must be under age 36 as of 1 July 1987, and 
are not required to be ABA members. Nominations, which 
may be submitted by any licensed attorney, must include a 
detailed description of the nominee’s qualifications and may 
include supporting documentation. Forwarding endorse
ments by military superiors that do not add new 
information concerning the nominee’s qualifications are dis
couraged.The entire nomination package should not exceed 
10 pages. Three copies of the package should be mailed di
rectly to: Captain Robert C. Barber, Chairperson, ABA/ 

YLD Military Service Lawyers ,Committee, 6419 English
Ivy Way, Springfield, YA 22152. 

All nominations must be postmarked no later than 31 
May 1988. The awards will be announced and the recipi
ents honored at the ABA annual meeting in Toronto, 
Canada, 4-7 August 1988. 

2. TJAGSA Publications Available Through Defense 
Technical Information Center 

The following TJAGSA publications are available 
through DTIC. The nine character identifier beginning with 
the letters AD are numbers assigned by DTIC and must be 
used when ordering publications. 

Contract Law 
AD B112101 	 Contract Law, Government Contract Law 

Deskbook Vol l/JAGS-ADK-87-1 (302 
PgS).

AD B112163 Contract Law, Government Contract Law 
Dakbook Vol Z/SAGS-ADK-87-2 (214 
Pgs). 
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AD B100234 Fiscal Law DeskbooWJAGS-ADK-86-2 
(244 Pgs).

A D  B100211 Contract Law Seminar Problems/ 
JAGS-ADK-861 (65 PgS). 

Legal Assistance 

AD A17451 1 	 Administrative and Civil Law, All States 
Guide to Garnishment Laws & 
Procedures/JAGS-ADA-8610 (253 pgs). 

A D  B116100 Legal Assistance Consumer Law Guide/ 
JAGS-ADA-87-13 (614 PgS).

AD B116101 Legal Assistance WillsGuide/ 
JAGS-ADA-87-12 (339 PgS).

AD E1 16102 Legal Assistance Office Administration 
Guide/JAGSADA-87-11 (249 pps). 

AD B116097 Legal Assistance Real Property Guide/ 
JAGS-ADA-87-14 (414 PgS).

AD A174549 All States Marriage & Divorce Guide/ 
JAGS-ADA-84-3 (208 PgS). 

AD BO89092 All States Guide to State Notarial Laws/ 
' JAGS-ADA-85-2 (56 pgs). 

A D  BO93771 All States Law Summary, Vol I/ 
JAGS-ADA-87-5 (467 pe).  

States Law Summary,Vol II/
GS-ADA-87-6 (417 pgs). 

' A D  B114054 AX States Law Summary, Vol III/ 
JAGS-ADA-87-7 (450 pgs). 

A D  BO90988 Legal Assistance Deskbook, Vol I/
JAGS-ADA-85-3 (760 pgs). 
Legal Assistance Deskbook, Vol lI/
JAGS-ADA-854 (590 PgS). 

AD BO92128 USAREUR Legal Assistance Handbook/ 
JAGS-ADA-85-5 (315 pp). 

BO95857 Proactive Law Materials/
JAGS-ADA-85-9 (226 PgS). 

A D  ~B116103 Legal Assistance Preventive Law Series/ 
JAGS-ADA-87-10 (205 PgS). 

A D  B116099 Legal Assistance Tax Information Series/ 
JAGS-ADA-87-9 (121 PgS). 

claims 

AD B108054 	 Claims Programmed Text/
JAGS-ADA-87-2 (1 19 PgS). 

Administrative and Civil Law 

AD BO87842 Environmental Law/JAGS-ADA-84-5 
(176 P@).

A D  BO87849 AR 15-6 Investigations: Programmed 
Instruction/JAGS-ADA-SU (40 pgs). 

AD BO87848 Military Aid to Law Enforcement/ I 

JAGS-ADA-81-7 (76 PgS).
AD B100235 Government Information Practiced 

JAGS-ADA-862 (345 PgS).
AD B100251 Law of Military Installations/ 

JAGS-ADA-86-1 (298 PgS). 
AD B108016 Defensive Federal Litigation/

JAGS-ADA-87-1 (377 pgs). 
AD B107990 	 Reports of Survey and Line of Duty

DeterminatiodJAGS-ADA-87-3 (110 
Pgs).

AD B100675 	 Practical Exercises in Administrative and 
Civil Law and Management/
JAGS-ADA-869 (146 pgs). 

Labor' Law 

AD BO87845 	 Law of Federal Employment/ 
JAGS-ADA-84-1 1 (339 PgS).

AD BO87846 	 Law of Federal Labor-Management
Relations/JAGS-ADA-84-12 (321 pgs). 

Developments, Doctrine & Literature 

AD BO86999 Operational Law Handbook/
JAGS-DD-84-1(55 pgs). 

AD BO88204 Uniform System of Military Citation/ 
JAGS-DD-84-1 (38 pgs.) 

Criminal Law 

AD BO95869 	 Criminal Law: Nonjudicial Punishment, 
Confinement & Corrections, Crimes & 
Defenses/JAGS-ADC-85-3 (216 pgs).

AD B100212 Reserve Component Criminal Law PES/ 
JAGS-ADG86-1(88 pgs). 

The following CID publication is also available through
DTIC: 

AD A145966 	 USACIDC Pam 195-8, Criminal 
Investigations, Violation of the USC in 
Economic Crime Investigations (250 pgs). 

Those ordering publications are reminded that they are 
for government use only. 

3. Regulations & Pamphlets 

Listed below are new publications and changes to existing 
publications. 
Number 

AR 10-73 

AR 30-1 

AR 37-103 

AR 100-6 

AR 180-11 

AR 310-10 
AR 525-13 

AR 601-280 

AR 7103 

Cir 1147-5 

Cir 11-87-7 
DA Pam 11-7 

DA Pam 27-26 

DA Pam 37-2 

Title Change Date 

The Judge Advocate 101 29 Feb 88 

General's School 

Army Food Service 1 Jan 88 

Program

Disbursing Operationsfor 4 Dec E7 

Finance and Accountlng 

Offices 

Obtaining Information IO1 16 Dec E7 

from Financial lnstkutions 

Army Physical Security 101 15 Jan 88 

Program

Military Orders 23 D ~ Ce7 

Army Terrorism Counter- 4 Jan 88 

Action Program

Army Reenlistment 1 Nov E7 

Program (FORSCOM 

SUPPI . 

Asset snd Transaction 16 Dec 87 

ReportingSystem

Internal Control Review 16 Dec 87 

Checklists 

Management Control Plan 31 DeC87 

Requirement Objective 4 Dec 87 

Code (ROSCO) Program

Rules of Professional Dec 87 

Conduct for Lawyers

Time and Attendance 6 Jan 88 

Reportingfor the 

Standard Army Civilian 

Payroll System (STAR-

CAPS)

PA Pam 165-16 Moral Leadership/ 30 Oct 87 
Valuedtages of Family
Life Cycle

De Pam 350-22 You and the APFT 15 Sep 87 
DA Pam 360403 88-69 Voting Assistance No date 

Guide 
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DA Pam 608-47 	 Guide to Establishing 4 Jan 88 
Family Support Groups 

DA Pam 621-200 	 Army Apprenticeship 18 Dec 87 
Praaram Procedural 
Guiaance 

DA Pam 623-205 NoncommissionedOfficer Jan 88 
Evaluation Reporting

f- System "In Brief" 
DA Pam 738-751 Functional Users Manual 15 Jan 88 

for the Army Maintenance 
I Management Sys

tem-Aviation (TAMMSA)
JFTR Vol. 1 	 Joint Federal Travel 13 1 Jan 88 

Regulations 
I 
I JFTR Vol. 2 	 Joint Federal Travel 267 1 Jan88 

Regulations
1 

UPDATE 5 Personnel Evaluations 1 Feb88 
\ UPDATE 11 Unit Supply Update 13 Jan 88 

UPDATE 13 Enlisted Ranks Personnel 22 Jan 88 

4. Articles 
The following civilian law review articles may be of some 

use to judge advocates in performing their duties. 
Durham, Justice in Sentencing: The Role of Prior Record of 

Criminal Involvement, 78 J. Crim. L.& Criminology 614 
(1987).

Hennis, Satis-ing Punitive Damage Awards From an Indi
vidual's Separate Property, Community Property, or Both, 
Community Prop. J., Jan. 1988, at 68. 

Hutton, Child Sexual Abuse Cases: Reestablishing the Bal
ance within the Adversary System, 20 U. Mich. J.L. Ref. 
491 (1987).

Kay, Equality and Difference:A Perspective on No-Fault Di
vorce and Its Aftermath, 56 Cin. L. Rev. 1 (1987). 

1 


Nagel, Computer-Aided L a w  Decisions, 21 Akron L.Rev. 
73 (1987). 

Ohlbaum, The Hobgoblin of the Federal Rules of Evidence: 
An Analysis of Rule 801(d)(l)(B), Prior Consistent State
ments and a New Proposal, 1987 B.Y.U.L. Rev. 231. 

Piette, Lmw Ofice Automation: Pitfalls and Opportunities,
28 Law Off'.&on. & Mgmt. 280 (1987). 

Ross, The Questioning of Supreme Court Nominees at Sen
ate Confitmation Hearings: Proposals for Accommodating
the Needs of the Senute and Ameliorating the Fears of the 
Nominees, 62 Tul. L. Rev. 109 (1987). 

Scheingold & Gressett, Policy, Politics, and the Criminal 
Courts, 1987 Am B. Found. Res J. 461. 

Schlueter, The Parent-Child Privilege: A Response to Calls 
for Adoption, 19 St. Mary's L.J. 35 (1987). 

Simmons, Is it Really Reform? A Theoreticul Overview of 
the 1986 Tux Reform Act, 1987 B.Y.U.L.Rev. 151. 

Suplee & Woodruff,Direct Examination of Experts, Prac. 
Law.,Dec. 1987, at 53. 

Symposium: State Sponsored International Terrorism, 20 
Vand. J. Transnat'l L. 195 (1987). 

Comment, Service Member Recovery for Military Medical 
Malpractice Under the Federal Tort CZaims Act: A Judi
cial Response, 19 St. Mary's L.J. 203 (1987). 

Note, The "Core"-"Periphery" Dichotomy in First Amend
ment Free Exercise Clause Doctrine: Goldman v. 
Weinberger, Bowen v. Roy, and O'Lone v. Estate of 
Shabazz, 72 Cornell L. Rev. 827 (1987). 

Note, A Proposal for Mandatory Drug Testing of Federul Ci
viIian Employees, 62 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 322 (1987). 
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